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Ten
Eight
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(As

Unplea
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Jar Caused by De-

cision of French.

of the
contestants, among whom were
Mr. llasoom Johnson, of the New York
athletic olub and Mr. Charles D. Yorack
of the University of Michigan, the forof whom won the pole vault (chamin London and the latter of
whom is the inter-collegiate champion
went to the grounds and were Informed
that they could contest Monday.
On be-

mer

As To Fate of

informed they wont to their rooms.
The decision also operated against Mr.
Morris Prinstein of Syracuse university,
who was prevented from competing toso

day by the authorities of the colleges.
Mr. A. C. Kraenzlein of the university
of Pennsylavnia whom Mr. Prinstein
beat yesterday, today jumped in the final
for the broad jump and won over Prinstein’s jump of yesterday by a small marEach had three jumps yesterday
gin.
but
Kraenzlein
had six more today
while Prinstein although on the grounds
could not jump.
He entered a protest
after the games but there is little hope
that it will be allowed.
The representa-
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DISTINCTLY BAD

be Incalculable.
“Give no credence to statements of the
sent by the Chinese governsituation
ment to its ministers abroad. The present outrages are the result of the weak
and vacillating polioy of the powers in

The

Sews From

China

Yesterday.

the past. We urge immediate
energetic
and concerted action.”
The
Shanghai correspondent of the
Dally Mail says:
“I can assert positively that the Chinese authorities had the dreadful news
from Pekin a week ago and that Sheng
knew all the foreigners in Pekin were
dead wThen he asked the American consul to cable Washington a proposal to deliver the foreigners In safety at Tien Tsin
on condition that the.ailles would suspend their operatiofis to the north of

Cablegram

to

Wu From

Minister

Sheng

nese

Says Legations

and

Government

Were in Peril.
■--

Gen.

Liang

About

To

Use Guns.

infantry,volleying constantly,moved

The lire of the defenand steady
that hordes of Chinese soldiers and Box
fled
in
the
ers broke and
wildest confusion, leaving large numbers of dead and
around the
wounded
legation. They
could not be rallied until they were out
of rifle range of the foreigners. Then

I
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Our shoes are manufactured by the best
concerns in the country, useing finest materials and best workmanship.
Our prices
lit the quality of goods seh-cted.
We are offering excellent bargains in
Russet goods, a little out of stvie, but good,
plain, serviceable, wearing shoes.
Just
right for general wear on a vacation.

on

Second

Page.

THE WEATHER.

Look at these (is b#i
Men’s Ruxtvfa
Cal f IJftIs, §1.98; B»y»> Russ a Calf
Hu s a
Hals, 81.98; Youths’
Coif
Hals, $1.50; Misses’ Russet goat, 98c:

regarding the situation at
Tien Tsin. Telegrams to the Associated
Press show that the operations on July
11 were a brillia nt success. The Japanese
cavalry and a mobile mounted battery
did splendid work. It was unfortunate
that the allies did not have more cavalry
to pursue the flying enemy. Four hunlatest news

dred Chinese were killed and six guns
At noon the settlements were
captured.
again viciously shelled from the native

Ladies’ Russet goat, $1.13; Children's Russet goat 89 cents.
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He said:
“The history of
the world can show
no parallel to such a situation; and, if
the ambominable crime, the mere thought
sioned

speech.

July 15.—Forecast for
Fair
Monduy and Tuesday for Maine:
and warmer in Eastern Monday; showers and cooler in western; showers Tues- of which
makes us shudder, has been
day; fresh southwesterly winds.
perpetrated, then it is our desire that
swift and
LOCAL WEATHER REPORT.
summary punishment shall
the perfidious nation which
The local tall upon
Portland, July 15, 1900.
committed it. Our government is fully
weather bureau records the following:
are
8 a. m.—Barometer. 29.891: thermome- aware of the
danger in whioh we
ter, 71.0; dew point, 55; rel. humidity, 52, placed and I can assure you that we are
direction of the wind, NW; velooity of
doing all in our power to avenge the
tho wind, 4; state of weather, cloudy.

Washington,

NATIONAL

UllUOl

repeatedly

Boston, July 15.—Local forecast; Partly
oloudy weather Monday and Tuesday,
with local showers or thunder storms,
followed by cooler
continued
warm,
The French oonsul at Shanghai, at a reTuesday night; light to fresh westerly ception Saturday might, made an impaswinds
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The moral effect
hit.
of the successes of the allied forces upon
the Chinese is believed to be very great.
Gen. Gaelic and staff, with a force of
Punjab infantry, arrived yesterday at
Hong Kong and proceeded for Taku.
were

—

CAPITAL.

$100,000.00

Surplus and Undivided Profils, $29,000.00
Solicits tlio accounts of Ranks Mercantile Finns, Corporations and

Individuals, and is prepared to furnish its patrons the best facilities
and liberal accommodations.

Interest Paid

on

Deposits.

8 p. in.—Barometer, 29.844; thermometer, <5.2; dew point, 61; rel. humidity, 62;
direction of the wind, SW; velocity of the
wind, 7; state of weather, partly oloudy.
Maximum temperature, 84; minimum
temperature, 61; mean temperature. 72
maximum wind velocity, 12 S; precipitation—24 hours, 0.
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WEATHER OBSERVATIONS.
weather
The agricultural department
bureau for yesterday, July 15, taken at 8
p. m., meridan time, the observation for
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noble victims of Chinese barbarity.”
The following is the text of an appeal
of
in China, assembled in
Americans
mass meeting in Shanghai,to their fellow
citizens at home:
“Urge the government to send adequate forces to act effectively in concert,

with others.
At present the American
forces are quite disproportionate to the
Interests involved, Our commercial interests in the northern provinoeB
are

paramount and

we

consider it a humili-

being given in this order: ating policy to entrust to other powers
Temperature, direction of wind, state of the ohief task, of protecting Ameriweather:

to be directed to proceed to Manila or
be deflected to North China. She is carrying out a cargo of coal and a number
of sailors to recruit the American fleet.
The second despatch came from Capt.
Bowman of the gunboat Castine, which
is stationed at Shanghai and also was
dated today. It was as follows:

Jhe Foo 12th, Nashv ille convoying.
“Bowman.”
(Signed)
It is supposed at the Navy Department
that Capt. Rodgers of the Nashville signalled this information from his ship as
he passed Che Foo,
The distance from Che Foo to the Kure
Docks, where the Oregon Is bound, is
about 700 miles
and as Che Foo was
passed last Thursday, it is estimated
here that the crippled battleship is now
nearing the
straights of Shimon!seik,

through which she

must pass to get up
to the docks.
Minister Wu feels a natural irritation
at the statements printed in some quarters that the Chinese in the United States

making ready to return to China
and that they sympathize with the Boxers and are lending them financial aid.
He
declares in the most earnest manner that there is not
a word of truth in
these statements.
He says that all of
the Chinese
in the United States come
from Southern China and are altogether
out of
sympathy with the Northern
Chinese. In fact they do not even speak
He is sure there is
the same language.
not a single one of those Northern Chinese in the United States, and if they

their husbands whose business detains
them.
The refugees
were sent down
the river on board lighters and tugs and
then transferred to merchant ships
in the harbor.
The American,
Japanese and German

were

warships received their people,the officers
of the United Htates gunboat Yorktown
generously

entertaining 200, most o£
missionaries and their
families.
The British refugees were crowded on a
them

dirty freighter; and women, accustomed^
to luxuries, have been sleeping huddled
together on the deoks. They complain
bitterly because the half empty British
fleet decline to receive them and they
have drafted a strong protest to Admi*
ral Seymour.
The G. S. transport Logan has arrived
with the ninth infantry from
Manila.
The work of disembarkation will
occupy
boats are scarce. The Logaii
the American refugees td
Nagasaki and the Yorktown will leave
to tow the Oregon to Yokahoma. Cannon from the war ships are being sent to
Tien Tsin to silence
the Chinese guns.
some

days

will

take

all their women and children

parted

news,
it may be noted, comes entirely from
Chinese sources.
It is now 21 days since a word has come
the unfortunates
airectly from any of
besieged in the legations at Pekin. The
last
message from there was from Sir
Robert Hart, the Englishman in charge
of the Chinese customs service and was
of undoubted authenticity. It represent-

with revol-

vers,

KENTUCKY

POLITICS.

State Coiivtnllous of Two Parties To He
Held This

Week.

Lexington, Ky., July 15.—The Democratic state convention will meet here on
Thursday. Present indications are that
there will {j^a lively contest for a suclate
William
Goebel.
to the
cessor
Governor Beckham is
strongly in the
lead according to the returns from the
county conventions of yesterday but it is
denied that he has a majority and it is
stated that the field will combine against
him. Tha field includes ex-Governor and
ex-Congressman McCreary, Judge Janies
P. Tarvlu, James D.
Black, Judge
Smith aud
Joseph H. Lewis, W. B.
James B, Garnett.
Louisville, Ky.,

ed the situation of the legationers as desperate and implored help. The last word
from Minister Conger came to the State
Pekin under date of
Department from
At that time he asked that
June 18.
Seymour’s international relief column,
which was even then doomed to fail,

signal its approach When near
That was just one month and
Pekin.
three days ago and it would be an unprecedented defense for suoh an inadequate and ill-fitted and provisioned force
was at the command of the foreign
as
should

July 15.—-Everything

will, it Is expooted, be done unanimously
at the state Republican convention which
will meet in Louisville Tuesday afternoon to nominate a candidate for goverJohn Marshall who was Taylor’s
nor.
lieutenant governor and was unseated
will be temporary ohairman. Either T.
Z Morrow of Somerset or Judge W. W.
Louisville will be permanent
Barr of
Ex-Governor W. O, Bradley
ohairman.
will place in nomihaton for governor
Yerkes
of Danville, who, it is
W.
Jphn
believed,will be unanimously nominated.

ministers

hold out

for that length of

ed at
Secretary Hay’s request to China
in the effort to get it through to Minister
That message went to Yonan
Conger.
Shih Ki|i, the governor of the province
of

AMERICANS BURIED

to

time.
Minister Wu’s cablegram from Sheng,
should not be taken as an
above given
answer to the cipher message he forward-

§han Tung.

informally

ALJVE.

That official has replied
that he has no news himself,
assumed that he will take

is
but it
SETH L; LARRA8EE,
Manila, July 15—It is reported from
steps to forward the cipher mesBaler that the Americans have captured prompt
PERLEY P. BURNHAM, bany, 72, SW. rain; Buffalo. 74, S, are massacred.
“The fate of the ministers and thair some
Chicago, 80
insurgents who assert that they sage. His status at this critical juncture
JAMES F. HAWKES cldy; Detroit, 84, SW, clear;
witnessed the burial alive of a number
degrees, SW, p. cloudy; St. Paul, 66, NE,
not beyond suspicion,
WILLIAM M. MARKS cloudy; Huron, Dak 70, NE, clear; Bis- families in Pekin is not known, but a of the party of Lieut. J. C Gillmore is unfortunately
Mr. Wu retains full confidence
massacre is apprehended.
Wholethough
general
there
the
of
the
by
Yorktown, captured
LEIGHTON, M WftFtf marck, 76, NE, clear; Jacksonville, 78, sale massacres of
in him. Secretary Long had two cablenative Christians con- Filipinos In the spring of last year. §££
SE, p cloudy.

|

yesterday,

batteries

ese outposts in that neighborhood.
Bullets are dropping through the foreign set*
tiement at all hours of the day, and the

people have become

I

so

accustomed
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they would

Known Everywhere.

QUALITY
COUNTS.

up an agitation against the
peaceable
Chinese in the United States.
It feels
it is imperatively necessary to use the
entire resources of the government to

♦

/

suppress
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jeopardize

Corns Cured,
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Fighting
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17941 -PORTIA

at Tien

Tain.

loss of the allied forces was small.”
..“Tien Tsin, July 12.—The Chinese at
3 a. m., yesterday made a datermined
attack upon the railway station in great
force. Finally they were driven oil', at
(5 a. m., but the allies lost 150 killed and
wounded. The Chinese loss is unknown
but is believed to have been heavy.

“The forts were bombarded at noon by
British and French guns. A fort and a
pagoda used as a signal tower were demolished.
“The allied forces have been increased
by the arrival of 1500 Americans.”

ALL WERE KILLED.
Tile Terrible News From ( lilnn

Again

Confirmed.

Shanghai, July

15.—An official telegram
received tonight from the Governor
of Shan Tung stating that a breach was
made in the wall of the British legation
at Pekin after a gallant defense and when
All
forammunition had given out,
was

eigners

were

killed.

Is our latest stock pattern in
Havilaud & Co. Dinner Ware
—not expensivo but neat and
In addition to
attractive.
regular sets aro chocolate

Refugees Huddled Aboard War
of Allies.

A. D.

R a m i k i n s,

Burbank, Douglass & Go.
.-..Q

♦

THE BANKS
amount of money on
have an unusual
hand, which they are anxious to invest
in loans. Why not invest in big bags of
BENSON’S ALWAYS BEADY CHARCOAL and loan to needy persons, and so
do lots of good? BIO BAUS 10c at all
grocers. The best for kindling lires and
summer

cooking.

(TALK No. 24(1.)
NOSES AND NOSES.
No one full realizes the variety of
faces and noses until they go into the
optical business. It is necessary that,
each be bent and shaped to lit each
individual requirements. To obtain
a perfect fitting lens the face should
he carefully measured, and the frame
I
order.
made especially to your
kind of
make a specialty of this
work. I see that the lenses are in just
the right place before the eyes, the
bridge of the right size and the tem-

Bight
Ships

arc as

bad as wrong

lenses in a well

fitted frame.

(Copyright, 1900, the Associated Press.)
Che Foo, July 10, via Shanghai, July
15.—Several hundred
refugees, most of
them women and children, have left Tien
accordance with Admiral SeyTsin in
orders urging all non-oombamour’s
tants to depart,
Many women have re-

behind,however, refusing

Coffees,Buillieres,
Pudding Sets,
Cracker Jars,
Sugars and
Creams, Salads, Cake and
Bread
Plates,
Mayonaise
Boats, Jugs in 4 sizes, Punch
Bowls, tfce.

Pots,

ples of the right length and width.
lenses in a badly fitted frame

LEAVING TIEN TSIN.

mained

Avoided,

i

CHINESE DEFEATED.
Accounts of Further

to ifj

BLACKSTONE

of the

movement that
would
any
their safety. Anything like a
massacre of Chinese in the United States
would wreck the whole casa of the United
States
settlement
government in the
which
must come of this Chinese trouble. Our government could not demand
reparations or indemnity from China for
whatever happens at Pekin or elsewhere
in China
If
the Chinese government
through the violence of our people were
put in position to claim a set-off growing
out of violence shown its people in the
United States, Therefore,
steps have
been already taken to have the author!
ties in localities where there may be danger of anti-Chinese outbreaks prepare for
the promptest and most stern repressive
measures at the first symptom of trouble.
And It may be stated that there will be
no halting in the use of the federal troops
for such purposes if they are called for
by the state officials.

Chinese

the‘|Chinese reply*

ing intermittently. Bodies of from 2,000
to 3,000 attacked the foreign lines daily,
A
field battery is supporting the brunfj
of the attacks against the railway station and against the Russian and Japan-

meet with the hostility
Canton men. As for the latter,
the minister declares that they are entirely satisfied with their condition In this
country and could not be p3rsuaded to
return to China to give aid to any element opposed to Americans.
The government here has taken note of
the efforts made in some quarters to stir

were

as

Twenty-three guns shelled the

London, July 15.—The following despatches from AdmiraLSeymour were pubHe says:
a very sensatonal account.
There lished this
“Maddened with hunger, after having fronting a formidable insurrection.
evening:
food for many days, the still remains a suspicion that while Mr.
been without
“Tien Tsin, July 9.—The enemy's posimembers of the legation and the guards
Wu is undoubtedly acting with perfect tion southwest of the settlement was atmade a sortie on the niarht of June
30
that Sheng, who is represented tacked at four this
morning. The Japaand killed 200 Chinese in an unexpected sincerity
General Tung Fuh Siang, en- to be a clever and a droit man,may know nese, by a flank movement, drove the
attack.
of
so many men more of the actual happenings at Pekin
raged over the loss
enemy out and captured four guns, Cavbrought up heavy guns and Prince Tuan than he is willine to reveal at once. It, is
alry pursued and completed the rout of
I'umu VlCiJ
X
liiiu \JX UCX
JU uou
feared that he is trying to prepare the the
be destroyed.
enemy, killing large numbers of sol“In the final attempt to cut their way way for the disclosure of terrible
news, diers and Boxers.
oners
formed
the
a
through
legatl
square hoping that by letting it come out grad“The allied forces shelled and occupied
with the women and children in
the
the blow will not fall with such the western
When the Boxers realized that ually,
centre.
arsenal, capturing two guns.
they were being attacked they became like severity and perhaps with such disas- The arsenal was burned as the allies were
wild beasts and shot each other in the trous results to his own people as might
unable to hold it
darkness.
be the case if the whole story were im“The enemy’s loss was 350 killed. The
“The foreigners went mad and killed
This
to the world at once.

cans.

Boston, 78, W, clondy; New York, 86, S,
“And foreign
outrages are multiplyoidy; Philadelphia, 84, SW, clear; WashOfficials and missionaries
ing
daily.
Al86
clear;
ington,
degrees, S.

as any one of such an event
The Admiral’s message is from Che Foo of today’s
date,though he Is supposed to be at Taku
himself,and it is assumed that it was sent
from that place yesterday. The Admiral
stated that he had ordered the Buffalo
to Taku.
She was coming out to the
Orient by way of Suez and was to report
for orders
at Singapore where she was

are

The terms of the
unpleasant jar.
Now 21
Europeans
Work of Japanese at
agreement were reached with the French can teams has been presented to Mr. A. Splendid
of
sports at the exolliclals at a joint meeting held in the G. Spalding, director
Heard
Have
Been
Front.
Tien Tsin.
It says:
rooms
of the racing club Wednesday position
JL JL UVAJ
“We, the undersigned, beg to protest
UWU,
INj
V4VO^Vi««W
night. At that time it was certainly unInduced them to stand and return to the
derstood
by the Americans that the against the change in the agreed arrangeattack. Artillery fire was then resumed;
French had agreed that the field events ments whereby our clubs are now unable
and at the middle watch a second attack
to compete in field events Monday, the
in which they had entered and in which
But before the attackers
was attempted.
could
accomplish J their object they
it was proposed that the finals should records to count for the championships
were met by Prince Ching and Gen.Wang
We do not
come off today would be so arranged that and to be filed as events.
London, July 16—3.30 a. m.—It seems Wen
Washington, July 15.—Such news as
Hliao, with their troops, who were
the Americans objecting to Suntlay com- agree to a substitution of a series of spec- impossible to entertain any longer the going to
the aid of the foreigners.
A came to Washington from China today
petition could contest alone on Monday ial field events to take the place of the least doubt as to the fate of the Europe- desperate battle ensued between the va- was distinctly bad. It consisted of a
ans
in Pekin.
The Associated Press rious forces of Chinese and Munchus.
and that the records then made would bs above agreed arrangement.”
cablegram to Minister Wu from Sheng,
Prince
“Unfortunately
many of
As the Americans were so successful, learns that Lady Hart, wife of Robert
the imperial director of
counted In reaching the final awards.
posts and teledeserted
to
Prince
Tuan.
Ching’s troops
Last night the French held a meeting some of the bad feeling disappeared but Hart, director of Chinese imperial mari- Prince
Ching fell and was supposed to graphs at Shanghai and, according to the
to the urgent
and
decided that events set for today they might have had more seconds and time customs, on July 6, received the fol- have been killed, but as the searoh for minister, was in reply
his body
was unsuccessful,it is now behe himself had sent yesterday
must be concluded finally on the grounds thirds If the change had not been made lowing telegram from her husband:
lieved that he
Wi'.s only wounded and messages
the last minute and scarcely
without
"Our people, including the women are was
secreted by his to that official asking him to try to setoday but that records made in the pre- at
carried oil and
warning.
cure some news from the Chinese capital.
in the legations.
Prepare to hear the faithful followers.
liminary trials yesterday would stand.
"
Wen Shao, grav-haired This
“Gen. Wang
The number of spectators was much
worst
This action was taken, it appears on
cablegram Minister Wu regarded as
70
led
his
and
troops
years old, valliantly
as to carry it in
The
the ground that other contestants objected larger than yesterday. Again the grand
European governments have re- in person. He was killed, and his force of such Importance
was largely occupied by Americans ceived
from their
to such an advantage
representatives at which was completely outnumbered, was person directly to Secretary Hay who
being given the stand
who cheered their champions.
at home for news. The
was waiting
Shanghai a despatch from the Governor routed,
thfl night, repeated atWhen George W. Orton of the Univerof Shan Tung, dated July 7, reporting ““Throughout
message as resolved from the cipher was
~-tacks were made on the legation, but
sity of Pennsylavnia after seeming to be that the European troops made a softie these
were
invariably repulsed with as follows:
out of the long steeplechase made a mag“Pekin
news of
from Pekin and killed 30D of Gen. Tung I heavy losses. Toward the end of the third
July 7th says Jthafc
nilioent spurt, beating an
Englishman Fuh Slang's foroes and that the Boxers watch about 5 a.m., the allies had practi- Gen. Tuam Fuh Siang, in disobedience
defeated the beslegers,|swho were
of imperial
| who looked a certain winner, the enthu- weae mounting guns Jt^maka a breach cally
orders, was abo^t to use
wavering and gradually withdrawing.
The games began in the defenses.
siasm was intense.
But
then Gen.Tung Fuh Hiang ar- guns.
Legations and the government
just
Made for actual service
promptly at 2.80 p. m., but it was seven
Under date of July 13 the governor of rived from the vicinity of Tien Tsin with will be In peril.’’
iu every size, expensive
a
o'clock before they finished.
The first Shan
large force of Kan Hu braves. By
This news is corroborative of that conTung wires as follows:
this time
the walls of the legation had
or cheap. They’ro built
flat went
heat
in the sixty metres
"Native soldiers and Boxers have been
been battered
down and most of the tained in a recent cablegram from Conwith all tho trunk-style
handily to Kraenzitdn,! time 7 seconds. attacking the legations for some hours, buildings were in ruins. Many of the sul General Goodnow at Shanghai, alIn the second heat Walter B. Tewksbury but have not
that’s practicable, and
yet effected an entrance. allies had fallen at their posts and the though the consular general’s despatch
small band that was left took refuge in
with
managed to breast the tape just ahead They
his Pekin news the date of the (3th,
finished
are
now all bombarding
handsomely
the wrecked
buildings which they en- gave
of Rowley of New South Wales. Time cannon to make
a breach for a heavy deavored
even to the three dollar
saying that the linal attack upon the lehastily to foi tify.
7 1-5 seconds.
I fear that all the ministers
“Upon them the lire of the Chinese gations with guns was about to begin
kind. Trunks for little
onslaught.
Toward on the 7th of
The final was a pretty contest, the men and the
artillery was now directed.
July. It is surmised here
government as well are in great sunrise
tiips or long journeys;
it was evident that the ammunibeing breasts apart at the finish with danger.
The* government is Intensely tion of the allies was
that Mr. Goodnow got his news from
out
and
but the prices are alrunning
Kraenzleln first, Tewksbury second and anxious."
at 7 o'clock us the advances of the Chi- Sheng, who is
certainly in position to
ways short.
nese in force failed to draw a repulse,
Rowley third. Time 7 seconds
Aside
secure the first news from Pekin.
Finally came the news from Shanghai a rush was determined on.
Minnehan also ran.
from the goomy forecast given of the end
breach had been made and the
that a
as
the
sun
“Thus, standing together,
Mr. Richard Sheldon of the N. Y. A, !
foreigners killed. All the dates probably shoke, the little ^remaining band, all of the terrible struggle of the legationer3
1HE H4TIKK’
C.. was the only American to
strip for refer to a much earlier
met death stubbornly. There against
the inevitable, the significant
Europeans,
but
the
period,
was a desperate hand to hand encounter.
the flnST in the shot
107 Middle St.
putting, as Messrs.
feature of th9 message is the coupling of
is that the successive de- The Chinese lost
presumption
but
as
one
heavily,
McCracken of the University of Pennsylfate of the imperial government with
Geo. a. Coffin M'g’b.
spatches give an outline of what has hap- man fell others advanced and finally the
vania and Robert Garrett of Princeton
that of foreign ministers. Officers here,
odds
overcome
overwhelming
reached
every
by
The
having
pened.
Europeans,
I_> university
refused to comiete on Sunone of
the Europeans remaining was derive some satisfaction from thi3 portheir resources, made a desthe end of
put to the sword in the most atrocious tion of the despatch as it sustains them
Neither Crettler, Hungjirian and
day.
sortie and then bravely met their manner. *
perate
Paraskevopoulos, Greek, could outstrip fate.
The Shanghai
The details of the horrible story
correspondent of the in the position they have held from the
the puts made yesterday by McCracke n
Daily Express on the alleged authority first, that the Chinesa government is not
will probably never be known.
of couriers who brought the story gives at war
and Garret; and the final resulted with
with Christendom, but is conAdmiral Seymour’s despatches give the
an

grams
today from China, but he was
inclined to set a
negative value upon
them because they made no mention of
a massacre
of the legationers in Pekin.
He reasoned that Admiral Kemoy was
in a good position to
get as early news

“Shanghai, July 15.
“Secretary Navy, Washington:
“Rodgers sends word Oregon passed

of affairs at Pekin alter June 25.
According to his story, the members of the
made
some
times
daily sorties,
legations
by night and so successfully as to compel
the Chinese to retreat from the Immedi'These reverses hqd a disate vicinity.
heartening effect upon the Chinese; and
there soon began to be open signs of disaffection followed by desertions to Prince
Ching's army which was endeavoring
with the besieged.
to co-operate
Ultimately Prince Tuan decided to make a
night attack in three powerful columns.
“At (3 o'clock in the evening of July
“lire was
6,” says the correspondent,
opened with artillery upon the British
legation where the foreigners were concentrated.
hours the walls were bat“For two
shot and
shell
tered with
and huge
made in them. Then a
breaches were
general advance was ordered and the Chi-

ders, however, was
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toward the gaps.

Mr. Sherrill of
ft 11
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Pekin.”
The correspondent adds certain details

tives of the University of Pennsylvania
had a large share in today’s winnings
and their contesting oaused some feeling

On

Despatch

Sir Robert Hart.

among other college men. Manager Ellis
said:
“I have no authority to prevent the

luimnmn unusv-u

Europeans iu

Min.

men taking part on my own responsiand so
told them, at the same
Paris, July 15.—Although deprived of bility
the services of some of her best athletes, time, advising them that they should not
We have thirteen men in our
who deolined to contest in today's events contest.
Of these eight stayed out today
of the world’s amateur championship team.
In Bois de Boulogne,
objecting to Sun- but live decided that they could remain in
to the end.
In
order to overcome the
the Americans won
day competition,
•ight of the ten of those decided, gaining feeling caused by Messrs. Johnson and
Dvorack
being out of the pole vault
4va second positions and four thirds.
Weather conditions were perfect. The event, the French officials have agreed to
for a pole
vault
was just
warm enough, the sky offer a special prize
sun
The track and field events Thursday.
cloudless.
were run ou

MORNING, JULY

tinue. The whole country Is terrorized.
Trade is paralyzed.
“The speedy restoration of order and
retribution are duties pressing upon all
civilized powers. The
consequences of
Not only are
delay will be disastrous.
foreign lives and
property placed In
jeopardy, but the loss of. influence will

Americans. The decision was not known
to the Americans. Early in the day some

ing
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MAY HOLD OUT.
Legations
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July 3rd.

15,—The Japanese
Washington, July
legation here today received the following telegram from the Japanese foreign
office under date of Tobiko, July 9,trailsmitting advices received from Che Foo
under date of July 7:
Tien Tsin telegram of July G reported
that 1C00 Chinese armed with artillery
under Ma, (name of general in the Chimade an appearance near
nese army),
Tien Tsin, July 4, and arsenal taken by
allies week ago was recaptuied by them.
Chinese city of Tien Tsin fortified by

On July G
by steamer Sakuramura.
Japanese residents left for Taku.
Another telegram received at the Japanese legation without the sender’s name,
but supposed to be forwarded by Japanese
consul general at
Shanghai, reported
that Sheng, Shanghai Tao Tai, received
telegram from Yuen Shih Kai, the governor of Shan Tung, stating that a courier
at Tsi Man Fu, bringing
.had arrived
following Pekin news:
“Two legations stood up to July 3d
Legation
against attacks of Chinese.
guards killed about 2000 Chinese soldiers
and Boxers in several engagements. If
provisions and ammunition last they will
be able to hold out as the Chinese troops
Boxers seem

to be tirea of attack-

ing.
ON DIPLOMATIC MISSION.

York, July 15.—Monsieur Gaston
consul general to
Kahn, the French
China, arrived here today] on the French
steamer La Bretagne en route for China.
New

Mr, Kahn will

remain here until tomor-

“I start for Vancouver,” said he, “toand will sail from there July
80th for Shanghai, Whether 1 shall be
able to get into Pekin I cannot say. I
cannot talk about China or Chinese matmission.”
LEGATIONS

a

but the

Sheng considers

special diplomatic

HOLDING OUT.

situation is very critical
the situation danger-

ous,”
CHINESE DRAWING IN.
Che Foo, July 10.—Via Shanghai July
15.—Despatches received today from Tien
Tsin, cover events that transpired there
7 and July 8. The
on July 6, July
Chinese were growing in numbers and
audacity daily and drawing closer in.
Their

fire had already wrecks jw»ny
buildings including one gas holier, rafter
the

British

and

Americans

had

unsuc-

cessfully attempted to capture a gun, the
Chinese, on the night of July 6, fiercely
attacked the foreign settlement but were
Next day the bombardment
repulsed.
was renewed from several new positions
shell fell in the British naval quarters, killing two and wounding two.
The artillery duel was in progress July
8 when the despatches left.

and

WHAT CAUSED IT.

Friday, July 13.—The
Chinese minister in Tokio has visited the
Japanese minister of foreign affairs and
communicated to him what is described
as “The first Pekin
despatch since the
troubles broke out
The despatch says that the murder of
the German minister and other foreigners was due to the Taku affair and to the
sen ling of Admiral Seymour’s expedition
an I that the Chinese government is now
doing its best to protect the foreigners in
Pekin
Yokohama,

RIOTING IN NING-PO.

Shanghai,
July 13.—There has been
serious rioting in Ning-Poo, where the
Roman
burned.
ceived.

Catholic
mission
has been
No details have yet been re-

VJVJ)

Shanghahi,
July 13.—The American
missionaries ask the Associated Press to
publish the following:
“To the Christian people of the United
States:—The missionaries in China ask a
special prayer from every pulpit for the
guidance of the government and speedy
succor of Americans and native converts
in extreme peril.
MISSIONS ASSAULTED,
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dutiBS and ordered to proceed to Taku,
China, and report in person to Brig.
Gen. A. K. Chaffee, for assignment to
duty as chief commissary of subsistence
of the United States troops in China. He
will be ralieved at San Francisoo by Major O. E. Wood, chief commissary of subsistence of the division of Cuba, now in
Cuba. Major M. It. Peterson, chief commissary of subsistence for the department
of Matanzas, is ordered to the relief of
Major Wood at Havana.

PRAYERS ASKED FOR.

ITALIAN

Alarming Humors Concern,

lug the Pekin Situation.

Brussels, July 15.—The minister of
has reforeign affairs, M. De Favereau,
ceived an official despatch from Shanghai,
dated Saturday, July 14, saying:
“Sheng (Tao Tai of Shanghai) communicates the following from the Govdat?d July 7:
ernor of Shan Tung,
“The European troops defending the
legations made a sortie, killing 200 solThe
diers of General Tung Fuh Siang.
Boxers have been unable to tak9 the legations

Continued from First

New York, July 14.— A St. Petersburg
despatch pubished here says;
The Czar has received with great emotion the dreadfnl particulars of the tragic
Tears coursed
catastrophe at Pekin.
down His Majesty's cheeks as he read the
from Admiral Alexieff, at
cablegram
Port Arthur, confirming the
horrible
details of the assassination of M.De Giers,
which, merely in former rumor, had
reached Russia, The
Admiral declares
that the Russian envoy
was dragged
the
streets
the
Boxers, insultthrough
by
ed, beaten and tortured and then thrown
into a great kettle and boiled to
death.
Then the remains were thrown to the
While
De
Giers
was
M.
dogs.
being dis
posed of the fanatic mob danced around
the caldron.
Mme. De Giers, Admiral Alexieff’s advices declare, suffered a fate worse than
death and was beaten and tortured with
sharp sticks until life was extinct.
The legation officials are said to
have
been tortured fiendishly until death ended their sufferings.
M. De Giers and his legation officials
resisted desperately and hi3 brave
body*
guard killed many of the attacking mob.
In the midst of his tortures, the enovy is
said heroically to have
proclaimed his
faith in Christianity, encouraged by his
wife, who so soon shared his martyrdom.
The announcement of this intelligence
to the relatives of the Russian martyrs in
China was accompanied by heartrending
scenes.
Count Lamsdorff
received the
friends of the murdered ones at the
foroffice
and
unfolded
to
them
the trageign
ic story. The scenes of
frenzied terror
and grief that followed were
unspeakable, The building of the foreign office
was besieged by an excited
throng and
the whole of St. Petersburg
is
full of
lamentation.
Immediately upon the receipt of Admiral Alexieff’s report, the Czar ordered the
cabinet and council of state to
go into
session at once.
THE STORY DENIED,
St. Petersburg, July 14.—It is officially
stated here that mi report of the murder of
M. De Giers, the Jt&ussian minister at Pekin, has been received here.
Washington, July 14 —The official statement from St. Petersburg
tonight that
no news of the murder of
the Russian
minister
at Pekin had been received in
the Russian capital was a source of gratification to officials here. It came
as a
distinct relief to Minister Wu, who
said
he was glad that the report
proved unfounded, as he fully believed would ba
the case.
Secretary Long said the report
had turned out as he had expected and
that the story "andg its official disclaimer
only tended to strengten his confidence
that the legations are still safe. TJp to a
late hour tonight, Minister Wu had received- no reply to his
messages asking
for direct communication from Pekin.
TO PROVIDE FOOD.
Washington, July 14.—By an order issued
today, Major Hugh J. Gallagher,
chief commissary
of subsistence of the
Department of California at San Francis-

morrow,

I am on

Joke.

FOUGHT AT PLAT KOP.

j

London, July If.—A report from Platkop says that the British engaged the
Boers all day long. Scouts and mounted
infantry
moving
north, located the
Boers, a thousand strong occupying the
ridge from which they were driven
yesterday. Col. Thorneycroft's men held
the ridge facing them.
Members of the
Strathcona horse were driven temporariGRAVE NEWS.
ly from the ridge by the heavy musketry
After a
subborn resistance, the
San Sebastian, Spain, July 15.— Senor lire.
Boers forced
the British to bring the
of
minister
the
interior
has
delivered
Dato,
Howitzers
into action.
The infantry
to the Queen Regent a despatch from the deployed
for a general advance under
direction.
The Boers opened
Spanish consul at Shanghai communicat Cleary's
Are in all directions, shelling with the
ing exceedingly grave news as to the con- guns
posted on the British right. The
dition of the foreigners in Pekin.
mounted infantry in the face of the Are
attacked the Boers.
A gun posted on
CAPTURED CHINESE FORT.
un entrencned kopje, four miles to the
(Copyright, 1900, the Associated Press ) east, forced the Boars from a number of
ridges, detached parties retiring on the
Tien Tain, July 9, via Che Foo, July centre, while a
gun on the right was
IB, via Shanghai, .July 15.—A force of withdrawn through a ravine towards an
2000 foreigners—Japanese, supported by entrenched hill.

Rome, July 16.—The Italian consul at
Shanghai cables that the Italian mission
in Hu Nan has been destroyed and Bishop Fantosati and two missionaries killed.
He also reports that the Italian missions
in Ho Nan and Hupo have been assaulted.

British and
the
Russians,—captured
Chinese fortified arsenal two miles west
of the city making a night attack. They
charged under a very heavy arsenal fire,
following the Chinamen and killing 400.
The foreign loss was heavy, the exact figures not having yet been reported.
WANT TO GO TO CHINA.

Boston, July 14.—Colonel Cochrane, of
the marine barracks, Charlestown, has
been notified to be prepared to
send a
gunnery sergeant and 72 privates to some
point of rendezvous for service in the East.
This detachment probably will be called
for some time during the coming week.
Men in the garrison are coming forward
with requests to ba inoluded in the draft
as they expect this
contingent will see
active service in China.

Page.

85 centimetres and Garrett third at
2 metres and 37 centimetres.
Only three started in the final of the
< :00 metres flat as Messrs.
Ferd G.
Lee,
flooteney of the University of Michigan
New York
! md Dixon Boardman, of the
A. C., who had also qualified, refused to
md

today. This left Messrs. Maxwell,
Sxmg of the N. Y. A. C., William J.
Tolland, of the University of Georgetown
md Schulz, Dane, Holland sent a merry
run

held it well into the stretch,
pace and
vhere Long caught him. The two had a
leart breaking run to the finish, which
in advance.
Long reached one yard
15 yards to the roar. The
Sohulz was
iime was 49 2-5
seconds, beating the
Had the other
French record of 50 3-5.
Americans started, America would un1
loubtedly have gained first, second and
third. Had today’s records alone decided
would
Sheldon
the discus throwing,
have won, for today he outstripped his
Hungarian competitors. Butjjjthe records
made in the preliminaries stood in th e
finals and yesterday they did better, with
the result that Bauer, Hungarian, was
first at 36 metres and 4 centimetres and
Jonda, Austrian, second at 35 metres
and 14 centimeters with Sheldon third at
34 metres and CO centimeres.
In the 1500 metres flat race, David C
Hall of Brown university and John Bray
af Williams ‘college were the two AmeriAlmost from the start the
can entries.
pace seemed a contest between Bennett
md DeLoge who raced around the turns
close together. Bennet won by two yards
second
and Bray third.
with DeLoge
Time 4 03.

NATIONAL POLO LEAGUE.
New Haven, Conn., July 15.—The National Association of Roller Polo clubs
held their annual
meeting at Savin
Rock today and re-oleotad the old board
of officers as follows: President, T. II.
Murnane, Boston; secretary-treasurer, J.
C. Morse, Boston; vice-president, Thomas L. Reilly, Meriden, The
championship
was awarded the New Haven club.
OFFERED TO CURTIS GUILD,

Washington, July 15 —Tho position of
First Assistant Post Master General to
vacated by tho resignation of Hon.
Percy Heath has been offered to Mr. Curtis Guild, Jr., of Boston. No answer has
been received.
be

Messrs. W.

Although
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DE GIERS MURDERED.

row.

ters,

as a

Was

letter received
;he China trade. It is a
:rom their Canton
correspondents last
January, a translated copy of which was
sent to J. S. Newton & Co. It says:
“Sir:—We lespectfully inform you that
,ve are braves of both the Sikian (West
tiiver) and the Pikland (North River).
As we have a great number of brethren,
we cannot find sufficient means to meet
iur daily expenses.
Having heard that
four respectable firm has the most flourbusiness
we
request that you will
ishing
help us with an amount of $2,000. If you
will not
ire so kind as to help us we
bring calamity upon your respectable firm
a
rebellion.
raise
on the day when we
Please send one man only with the bank
uotes to the Yung Fa flower boat which
Is lying at the Kuk Fan in the Canton
river and deliver them to the brethren of
assemSam Hop Tong there, as we are
bling in the Yung boat just now. If you
authe
do not help us, or if you I’equest
thorities to come and arrest us, we must
take revenge by exploding your firm w ith
dynamite or by assassinating all your
firm people. You will then be too late
and repent.
If you will send us a number of men we can’t see them but
you
will find you made a mistake yourself.
1 *
Yours truly,
“Sam Hop Tong.”
At the time of the receipt of this letter
last January the whole thing was laughed
at. It was regarded as a pretty good joke,
and one which the various correspondents
It now transpires that
ought to enjoy.
Sam Hop Tong is the name by which the
Boxers are known in the province of Canno outton,
Thus far there has been
break there. It is perhaps needless to record the fact that the
Canton coi'respondents did not contribute the desired $2000
and thus far they have suffered no injury
letter was
to person or property. The
laid before the English consul, however,
and partly as a result of
it, although
more particularly as a result of the depredations of some of the river pirates, an
English gunboat was sent to patrol the
West river.

north report
From
Chinese soldiers.
Chinese forces are moying
comes that
and Tien Tsin considered critical. Communication with Tong Ku threatened.

and

TONG.

Which

of the
Boston, July 14,—A souvenir
k Sheldon first at 14 metres and 10 centime
3oxer uprising is in the possession of J.
1
ers, which is said ^to be at th9 world’s
the
of
last
3. Newton &'company, the
ine of old Boston houses
engaged in ecord; McCracken second at 12 metres

Holding Their Own

Were

Money

garded
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slyvania entered, I. K. Baxter of the University of Pennsylvania was the only
American in the running high jump. He
easily retained his reputation winning
first place with 190 centimetres. He made
effort to clear 197 centimetres which
would have given him the world's chamLeahy, Irish,
pionship, but he failed.
was second with 170 centimetres.
The
Frenchmen
were loud in their
shouts as the
contestants for the 400
metres hurdle came upon the track, as
M. Tauzin, who was held the French record for years was considered a sure winner.
There were o nly three in the final.
Tewksbury went to the front as soon
as the pistol was fired and was never
He was followed closely
headed.
by
Orton bringing up the
rear.
Tauzin,
Tewksbury Won rather easily but Tauzin
Time
was only a yard ahead of Orton.
an

57 3-5 seconds.
2500
The

metres
steeple-chase
men to the
six
scratch. With Messrs, Alexander Grant
and Edward R, Bushnell of the University of Pennsylvania declining to participate the duty fell on Mr. Orton or Mr.
America
Newton to win the event for
and right well the former did it.
confident
with
felt
Robinson,
England
had Chastanie.
while
France
Orton
rested at fourth place at the lirst takewater.
On the second round, America,
France and
England took the water
On the third and fourth
jump abreast.
France and the two
rounds England,
Americans were the only ones remaining
in the race, so hot had been the pace.
Orton was last and as many thought virtually out of it but, on turning home he
woke up, passing Chastanie; and Robinson
succumbed
when about 100 yards
from the tape, Orton crossing the tape
live yards ahead of him, Robinson being
about the same distance in front of Newton.
The time was 7 minutes 34
2-5
seconds. Both Orton and Robinson fell
after crossing the line but they were soon
about again.
Although Johnson and Dvorack wsre
out of the pole vault the Americans felt
certain
of winning.
The contest was
long drawn out. Finally Baxter, Colkett
and
Anderson,
Norwegian, alone remained. They tied several times, Baxter finally winning by 3 metres and .30
centimetres with Colkett second and Anderson third.
gj In the running broad jump Kraenzlein
out jumped Prinstein’s record and won
with 7 metres and 18 1 2 centimetres
Prinstein
coming second and Leahy
third.

brougnt

handicap

REPORTED DEAD.

Mass., July 14.—Norman
Robbins of Attleboro, who was reported among the United States marine,
killed at Cavite, P.1,, in May 8,“89, was
He was one of the
heard from today.
first party to land after Admiral Dewey
destroyed the Spanish fleet. The United
States forces were attacked by the Spaniards and Robbins was reported among
He was, however, severely
the killed,
Attleboro,

E.

wounded.

He writes that upon recover-

ing consciousness he made his way to
English ship in the harbor and was
taken to England where he enlisted in
the English army. He was attached to
the 34th
regiment, southern division,
Royal Garrison artillery,and in the South
an

African war was thice
wounded. He
is now at the
Island of Ceylon and in
good health.
IN COLLISION.

STEAMERS

N. S., July 15.—A despatch
from Rixnousski dated this morning, reports the Dominion government steamer
for repairs having
Newfleld
arrived
been slightly
injured in collision off
latane Point in a thick fog with steam-

Halifax,

er

Rathlin Head,

Barry

for

Montreal.

BRYAN HAD NO CALLERS.

Lincoln,

time

Neb.,

July 15.—For the first

sinc9 he was

nominated for Presi-

dent, Mr. Bryan had no political visitors
today and he enjoyed the rest to the ut
his family
most.
With
he attended
church in the morning axxd from there
went to the funeral of Deputy Auditor
of State
C. C. Poole,
who died yester
day. Mr. Pool® wag on# of Mr, Bryan’s
oldest friends.

PROMINENT SACO MAN DEAD.

Saco, July 15.—William S. Wakefield,
carpenter and contractor and one of
best citizens, died today of coxxsumption, aged 59 years. He had always
been an active political worker
in the
city and had served in both branches of
the municipal
government. He is survived by a widow and three children, two
a

Saco’s

of

whom reside in Boston.

New

DIED] AT SEA.
York, July 14.—Captain Murphy,

of the ship Arthur Sewall, of
Bath,
which
arrived today from London, rethat
on
June
ports
15, Thomas Murphy,
able seaman, aged 45 years, a native of
Maine, died of pneumonia and was buried
at sea.

& CO.

ATTACKED

KNIGHT’S BOM FOUND.

REPUBLICAN CAUCUSES TONIGHT
asThe
Republicans of Portland will

BY MOOSE.

rooms this Was L*ost Last Fall While
Hunting
semble at their several ward
In Woods,
the conto
Men of
evening to choose delegates
TUrilllng Experience of Two
Flans for a ^Settlement Presented to
six representavention whioh will select
Island Falls.
the Creditors.
The old delegaESPECIAL TO THE PI1E3S )
tives to the legislature.
with the exception
Island Falls, July 14.—B. C. Stedman tion will be returned
Rumford. Falla, July 14.—On
Tuesday
H. S. Melof this town came of Harry Virgin and Major
October 114, 18US), Arthur Wilson ana
New
York, July 14.—The numerous and J. C. Johnson
and
Randall
H.
Charles
the
into
from a trip
cher. Ex-Mayor
Richard M. Knight of Boothbay Harbor,
of
creditors
Price, McCormick & Co., home this week
undoubtedly be
they had been exploring Georze Allan, Esq., will
Bends early in the morning and
left
New York Stock Ex- woods, where
members of the
The
location for a set of lum- nominated to 1111 these vacancies.
for a suitable
off into the woods on a
struck
change, Cotton Exchange and Produce
afhunting
and they are tell- tions are to be made next Tuesday
expedition. At 10 o’clock that morning
Exchange, who failed in May last with ber camps this winter,
the
in
headquaiteis.
attacked
at the Republican
ternoon
about
a
being
will
men
story
ing
at
two
estimated
the
liabilities
113,000,000,
young
separated, agreeing
St. Croix stream by an imto a meet at a certain lamlmarK by noon,
reoeive from Assignee William G. Curtis middle of
CONVENTION OE LUTHERAN
moose.
bull
mense
and the latter’s oounsel a statement in
Wilson reached the spot on time, but
CHURCH.
It has always been said by old hunters
did not arrive. Wilson waited
which is outlined as a “plan and readthe Lutheran Knight
of
convention
annual
The
not
would
a moose
Will ted until darkness settled over
n nd
here
justment agreement” for the settlement and guides that
district
begins
Boston
the
churoh of
bother a
person unless they troubled,
forest and still his friend did
of all claims against their solvent firm.
will be a incep- the silent
of Stedman and this evening, when there
lie tried to hunt for him, he
Tn substance the plan alms at the early him, but from the story
the Immanuel not come.
at
to
not
tion
delegates
does
it
that
seem
shouted and puistd the
discharge of all loans now outstanding Johnson it would
'I he conven- signalled and
street.
Sherman
on
church
difference.
and the
about the woods in*
redemption of the collateral make any
wandering
Wednesnight
and
will continue Tuesday
It
They were ooming down the stream in tion
on which these loans were obtained.
of iindlng the missing man,
vain
hope
evening
close Wednesday
some distance ahead day and will
but no fcraoe of him could be found. El
is proposed to distribute 50 per cent in a canoe and saw
On Wednesblack with a communion servioe.
lniUBted from loss of sleep and bv amis,
all creditors assenting to the of them what looked to be a big
cash to
a
be
to
missionary
is
there
afternoon
ty, young Wilson at last found his w«v
The current was very swift and day
rook.
a trust
of
and
the
establishment
plan
back to Bomls hoping to find Knight had
a general discussion.
with
the
meeting
soon
canoe
was
object.
the
are
upon
for the more valuable assets, which
reached there In safety. No one bud mu
a
bull
it
was
rock
a
of
Instead
being
him find though the woods were ecouml
to be held until a fairly reasonable price
SENATOR GEAR’S FUNERAL.
by hundreds ol people for days and week*,
can be
obtained for them in the open moose, and he had his head burled away
of
no
trace of the missing man wasdiacov'
Washington, July 15.—The remains
in the water in a
to the foreshoulders
market.
the late Senator Gear of Iowa, who died ored.
canoe
the
As
roots.
for
search
lily pad
To .lay an Indian reached Bends from
Another
left here this afternoon
plan open to the creditors is
In the depths of the forest
neared the animal he raised his head early yesterday,
the woods.
25 per cent in cash and
the payment of
via the Pennsylvania rail3
30
o'clock
at
from the lieaten track that
fur aw ay
so
for the shore. The current
started
and
the
stooks
the pro rata distribution of
for the Gear home at Burlington,
the searching parties had not reached it,
the shore at that point road
in
made
toward
under the -jonditlons of the
now held
held tills Indian came across the remainso(
la., where funeral services will bo
course.
its
and the canoe followed
a mail. Little remained of the body. Tha
plan.
at 3 o’clock. The casket conWednesday
disshort
a
bushes
intact and some flesh wag
the
The moose entered
skull was
a
In
remains was enclosed
The 50
the
per cent and 25 per cent plans
clinging to it. It wus impossible to team
and just as the canoe was passing taining
tance,
are optional, but in either case it is prooaken box with
plain silver here tonight just where thii body wag
heavy
him he turned and made for the men.
what means it was identior by
vided that the trustees shall, from time
handles.
Eight members of the Capitol foundbut
He struck the craft with both fore feet
the Indian is certain that the
fied,
distribute the net proceeds of
In full uniform, acted as
to time,
force,
police
of Kichard M. Knight,
over
is
that
canoe
was
The
on the bow.
skeleton
tipped
the assets herd by them, including any
and carried the casket from
Notning ever occurred about the Rangeand the men went down under it. John- body bearers,
There ley Lakes widen cause! as great a sensafurther dividends paid by the
the
assignee. son came
the hearse to
express car.
up to the top of the water and
loss of young
Knight
The primary purpose of the plan is the
of flowers or display of tion as did this
was an absence
the moose made another lunge for him,
As soon as Wilson reached the town of
The
speedy winding up of the assignment. but the men succeeded in getting away.
people at the station Bends with Ids story a searching partj
any kind..
of creditors have signified
A number
silence Mrs. Gear,
In respectful
of 50 started out Into the woods. For
Stedman was caught under one of the stood
hunted their numbers betheir
willingness to accept the plan of
on the arm of Secretary of Agriculture two days they
in fha
irrhon If.
Avar
increased by fresh arrival*.
the adjustment
which has the hearty
Wilson passed down the platform to the ing constantly
and not until one end of the oanoe had
Knights’s father from Boothbay
Pullman car Grassinere, which is to car- Young
support of the trustees.
into the
woods and
hurried
Harbor
and partly upturned it
struck
a rock
to
the
Burlington.
ry
party
is altogether likely that the 50 per
It
of 1100 to him who
reward
ottered a
Those accompanying Mrs.Gear are Col.
was he able to extricate himself.
nmricirm will Ha
in whinh
should find the boy. As the dny> passed
The craft floated down the river nearly Ramsdell, sergeant at arms of the Sen- and no trace of him could be found these
event the speedy settlement of all claims
ate; Secretary Wilson, Col. Root, the rewards were increased. Hiram Ricker
a quarter of a mile and that night the
Mrs.
and
senator’s private secretary,
may be looked for._
of the Poland
Spring house secured*
The Gear’s
men slept under it on the shore.
maid. At Chicago they will be
which ran up to Bemii
de- special train
next morning
THE HESTER’S HARD TRIP.
they went back and re- met by a number of relatives of the
from
Vil lli nn t.hrt
fftl.
committee of Burwhat goods they had lost, and ceased Senator and a
disappearance on iW
Knight’s
lowing
for
Halifax, N. S., July 14.—The missing covered
citizens.
Other
arrangements
lington
this carried hundreds of men
for paddles
ami
cutter yacht Hester, purchased by Rear with pieces of drift wood
services will be announced by Ool. day,
the
two in the search.
a day or
who spent
Ramsdell after arrival at Burlington.
they succeeded in getting home.
Commodore Robinson of the New York
Mr. Kicker offered an additional reward
them
all
that
saved
claim
that
They
Yacht club, arrived today from Glasgow,
of f300 for t he recovery of the body and
DYNAMITE IN FREIGHT YARD.
the most skilful woodsmen in that region
47 days out. Captain Eairweather con- from being killed was the fact that the
J*.
L•
(J Ul> 11.
lived in the woods for several weeks la
1MAKI1U2*,
tradicts the report <$T steamer Luman at canoe tipped over. If the moose had ever
Not even a shred
of locating it
at the men in the shallow water he namite bomb has been found in the Bos- hopes
got
of
his
out
that
was
Philadelphia
yacht
could be foand, coti
of torn clothing
them to ton and Maine freght yards here and the foot
would have
surely
trampled
man.
when
the
Luman
or
any signs of the
provisions
spoken by
print
death.
railroad men are excited. A fow weeks Knight s father was almost crazed by the
at sea. He denies receiving any
provisof his boy, while his mother wa*
ago, Fred Bouley,an employee of the rail- loss
A FIRST SUNDAY IN Y. W. C. A.
ions from the
steamer. The
yacht's
the terrible
by
protratetl
found a bomb on the completely
road
company,
locker at that
time and at the present
16.—The
East
nffair.
She
Northfieli, Mass., July
suggested that the young
tracks in the yard, and yesterday afterwood*and
be
to
the
man’s
taken
time contains sufficient supplies for the first
pet dog
the Young Women’s
Sunday in
Leon E. Travers, the son of an set upon the trail of Kulght
whew be
noon,
crew of nine officers and men
for many conference
has been a
busy one. Althe fatal Tuesday site
left
Wilson
on
discovered a car
on the road,
more days.
Captain Eairweather crossed though somewhat sultry, the young engineer
was one, but the tlog could not {bl;his
under the platform of the freight
to New York as mate of Valkyrie III. on women attended five long services. The trilge
ow the trail.
and olticials
There were all kinds of stories in ciitathe challenger’s initial trip. He says he song services morning and afternoon in sheds. Among the employees
there is consternation over the second dis
ation,some claiming that young Knight
never before experienced as severe a pas- the
auditorium were led by George C.
md found his way out ot the woods and
covery. The bomb lirst found contained
sage on the Atlantic as the present trip in Stebbins of
Brooklyn, N. Y. The ad11 sappeared, but
as no reason could be
the Hester.
The yacht sailed from Glas- dress in the morning was delivered by about a pound of giant powder and dynaound for the young man’s acting in this
contained will not
nanuer, the story’ wns not entertalacd
She Rev. H. W. Pope of Hartford, superin- mite. What the second
gow Sunday, May 27. for Halifax.
Engineers Frank E. Warren I >y many*. The general supposition
had strong head winds
and thick rain tendent of the Northfleld extension move- be known.
hat
Knight had become lost In the
first man to see it after the
was
the
down the Clyde and anchored in Rothesay ment.
At 4.50 o’clock Rev. John G.
angles of the wilderness, had wandered
that Paton of the New Hebrides spoke upon Travers boy picked it up, and neither he , tbout in an aimless way until exhanstbay until Tuesday, sailing again
nor any of the other
employees cared to f id from want of food and exposure tod
morning at daylight. Eine weather wa s his work in those islands. At twilight on investigate it further.
It was soaked in j md lain down to die in the midst of the
experienced down the channel to latitude Round Top, Miss Ellie Chase, the leader a pail of water over night and was th en j orest. It was also
thought that lie might
The rail- j iave met with
49.50; longitude 15.56.
some
of the conference, spoke. At the evening thrown into the Nashua river.
accident winch
road
officials
are making a careful In
him from walking and hid
For 24 days following Ju ne 4, to June services in the auditorium an
ireventod
appeal was
At Up
The matie for funds to carry on the work of t]ulry._o ied ol starvation and exposure.
28, the weathar was very heavy.
line of his disappearance Knight vrtov
“FUN” CAUSES LOCKJAW.
yacht was continually washed by seas Dr. Paton by Miss Margaret Leach of
wo coats, but Tuesday and Wedm-sdaw
and the scuttles were not open
for 21 Ceylon and W. K. Moody. As a result
warm days for Octovere excetdllngly
Boston, July 14.—To-day’s mortality
Thursday, June 28, a sea was $63.48 was received. Rev. Dr. Chamber- statement issued by the Board of Health 1 >er and It was thought that he might
days.
iave discarded these.
Then came some
tells the story of two more deaths from
shipped, which swept fore and aft on lain delivered the address at this service.
jold weather and this was followed if
deck carrying away
one binnacle lamp
in
this
Both
are
attributed
lockjaw
city.
snow storm and the searchers gave up
DEFECTS OF THE NEW ORLEANS.
and which nearly caused the loss of all
to the careless use of blank cartridges on Dhs hunt.
This story of the Indian has greatly
hands. The patent log also disappeared.
The victims were
Washington, July 15.—In answer to an the Fourth of July.
axcited Bernl* once more,
“liuikakla
The weather then moderated. Sajnrday order from the Navy Department to re- boys, aged 12 and 17 years respectively.
Sam,” as he is called, one of the wellJune 30, the mainsail, which was consid- port upon the powers and capabilities of From other sections of the State come known
guides ol the ltaugeley Lake
all hands the New Orleans.
erably torn, was lowered and
Capt. Ide and his reports of deaths from similar causes. At region, telephoned Mr. Knight at BoothHarbor
bay
tonight that he thought tb*
set to work repairing the rents. Sunday, officers
have
submitted a lot of data Newburyport a seventeen-year
old boy
remains fooni were those of the misiia*
in substance that the vessel was loading a revolver with blank carJuly 1st, the tank steamer Luman of showing
young man, and that he had gone baa
Liverpool, bound for Philadelphia, was suffers from a lack of proper ventilation; tridges when the weapon was premature- Into the woods with the Indian to brinf
and
and
boarded
four
spoken
bags of that her magazines are dangerously over- ly discharged, causing a slight wound on them out to Bemls. When the full Ip j
tioulars are ascertained
coal obtained.
This was 700 miles east of heated, and that her engines are defec- one
perhaps it may
A Beverly laborer was
hand.
be
learned just why’ it was that young
Halifax.
tives in several respects. The
magazine tamping down a wad of green grass in Kuight was unable to lind his way oul
On July 8, a large iceberg was sighted temperatures
inn from 95 to 98
It wns stated that the
degrees an old musket when the charge exploded to civilization.
and tore
of his hand.
The place where the body
was found wa*
five mile6 distant, latitude
47.02; longi- near the danger poin; of cordite which arm was away part but this did
not save ome
amputated,
eight or nine miles beyond the
tude 46 42.
A heavy gale, modertaing to is carried as ammunition. There is only the
man's
life.
A Quincy boy died territory
which
was searched over by
a strong gale, lasted until July 8th.
The 180 cubic feet of air space to a man, instead Thursday from lockjaw caused by blank those who went out to hunt lor the
boy
that
yacht shipped another sea which broke I of the 1000 feet allowed by our naval con“ cartridges.
showing
young Knight must han
wandered many hours Iwfore death owe
the binnacle. Light winds and calms strucbion. The ship is without ventilation
A CRIME IN NEBRASKA.
took hlmz.
succeeded. Off Halifax the Hester fell in and the officers and men are obliged to
Neb., July 14.—Miss Fern Aton
deck.
The
Omaha,
with yacht Gloria,also from Glasgow,and sleep
engines do not “balTO SAVE BY CHRISTIAN SCIENCElow speed and require four wood, a good-looking young woman, is
the two boats entered port In comp any. ance up” at
to
minutes
reverse
them.
will
receive
and
new
sails
Chicago, July 14.—Through the onThey
spars
in a cell
at
the
city jail, the charge
hero. The Hester proceeds afterward to
her being “kissed a man wilfully aided power of united thoughts, concenagainst
BAD MAX-CAPTURED.
New York and the Gloria to Toronto via
anrt without his consent having been lirst trated by nearly 1,<*00,000 jjeople on • sinSt. Lawrence.
Providence, R. I,, July 15.—The house obtained.” The man who was kissed Is gle purpose,
representative Christian
breaker captured here Wednesday, who
BRITISH POSSESSIONS.
Scientists
of Chicago say they aw aHe was walking
Iler.
Capfc.
his name as Joseph Grace, has adCape Town, July 14.—It is understood gave
street, when the young woman stepped in teupting to so inlluenoe events and ahaj*
mitted that he is Fred Hamill and that
destinies in far-away China that the life
that Johannesburg will be the temporafront of him, spread out her
arms
and
he
has
been connected with several
him in her embrace, kissing him of a sister In Scientist faith—Mrs. Edwin
clasped
ry capital of tlie Orange river and the
crimes. He is but 20 years of age and has
Iler broke away, but the B. Conger, wife of the United States
upon his lips.
Transvaal colonies.
It will also be made served
sentences in New Hampshire and young woman again
grasped him and Minister in Pekin—as well as lives of tie
the headquarters of the high commiskissed him several times.
Then she ran
Massachusetts and at the present
time
whole Conger family and all Christian*
down the street. Later she was I
sioners.
When the settlement is finally is wanted in Connecticut. He
is a na tive laughing
In lx?sieged legations may be spared in tb*
arrested.
|
completed, it is believed that Blemfon- of Haverhill. Saturday he was arraigned
great crisis now imperilling that paruu
on a charge of breaking and
in
entering
FOOLISH TALK.
tein will become the federal capital of
the day time the dwelling of Wallace R.
the Asiatic world.
That they willh
South Africa, and the seat of the resi- Chandler and
The
Bangor correspondent of the Bos- spared—are
He denied the
stealing.
spared in fact—anil soon Will
dence of the governor-general. The gov- allegation and was held for trial Friday. ton Globe writes:
be found in places of
safety Is the confiernor of the colonies will reside at
The report sent out that the
Portland dent belief of the Christian Scientists* !
Cape
{EMULATING THE BOXERS.
firemen were the sole cause of
defeating
Town, Pietermaritzburg and JohannesThe centre in the movement for JocnsKansas City, July 15.—A crowd of men the plans of the association for a muster
burg.
in
Gardiner
is
as
foolish
regarded
talk bv sing mind force upon China is the Chrisand boys gathered today about the launpeople here who look at things in a sen- tian Scientist denomination in Chicago.
TWO SHOT
dry of Ah Sing, a Chinese lanndryman, sibl3 light. There Is no doubt
but the hi-*
This was due to the fact that Minister
and
started
a
St. Louis, Mo.,
muster
demonstration
to be held in Portland
that caused
July 14.—Herman
during old ami Mrs.
home
week
did
in
to
some
call
on the police for protection.
Conger have close ties of family
Baude, an em ploye of the Union Rail- Sing
way affect the
success
of
the Gardiner
as well as
celebration
in this city. M*5
road company, was
religion
shot and fatally The crowd threw stones into the laundry which was
slated for the week
before. •Tames S. McConnell, who lives hew, b
wounded by William E. Herman, a mo- and threatened to kill the inmates. A I he 1 ortlaml
people offered bigger prizes
Mrs. Conger's sister.
of police finally dispersed the in
the
torman. Charles Young,a striking street squad
different
events, and an it is
railway man, was also shot and wounded crowd and guarded the place during the money that many of the lire companies
are looking for th y decided to
by Herman. Herman had entered a. drug night.
ROOSEVELT GOING WEST.
go to the
store when
William Gray,
a
place which gives the biggest purees.
striker,
New
GUEST
OF
into
P
the
York, July 15.—Gov. R
RESIDENT.
stepped
place and told the drugleft today for another western trip, ache
gist not to sell Herman anything as
Ohio. July 15.—Gov. Allen of MUST MAR it Y AT NUPTIAL MASS.
Canton,
was a scab.
The remark enraged
Her- Porto
Rico and Gen. Russe Hastings of
companied by Luther Little andheowman and he drew a
Worcester,
and iired
revolver
Bermuda, were guests at the McKinley dance with aMass., July 15—In accor- t.ary Young.
four shots at Gray.
One of the shots hit home all
decree issue! by
Gov.
Allen
day.
came to talk
Bishop
Gov. Roosevelt said before starting that
Baude, who was at the telephone, and over matters
lhomas D. Heaven at the retreat
connected with the adminof the
another struck Young who was
in the istration of the
he
would positively
not make any
Inland
and
Catholic
left
of
tonight
clergy
store. Herman was arrested.
Springfield diocese in
for Washington. Later he will
St. Paul, dthbetween
ere
and
speeches
go to his
Cross
Holy
college last week, all marri- er
old home in
Lowell, Mass., for a rest,
going or coming, lie expects to®*'
SALMON FISHING OYER.
hereafter
ages
before
performed
in
to
the
Porto
dress
returning
Rieo.
diooese
the Hebrew Chautauquan scow
Gen
Bangor, July 14.—-The salmon fishing Hastings was on his way west and must bo at a nuptial mass, except under in Atlantic City, July 135.
season on the Penobscot will close at mid« stopped for a social visit with the
Presi- certain conditions. In the order
which
night, tonight. About 75 fish have been dent.
HARRY VAKDON DEFEATED.
has l)3eu issued to the
taken with the fly at Bangor
President
priests or the diothe
McKinley attended morning
pool,
Lake Geneva, W
cese,
July 14.—
aggregate weight being
they are instructed to urge their
.,
nearly 1,001) services at the First M. E. church. Gov
pounds. The down river weir fishery has Allen accompanied him.
Comptroller people who have not been married with Yardon, golf chain) on of England, ***
of
the
about
900
yielded
fish, weighing about
Currency and Mrs. Dawes ioined a mass to return for a special mass
d q<v,t,>(l In his .Hi hole match here today
no
14,000 pounds, which is somewhat better the party at dinner.
matter how long
ball of W®1
lie liest
they have been
by one down by
than the average of recent years.
The
they may bo glvsn the nuptial Lagan and A. C. Tolllfson, but at
United States fish commission secured 200
»
Troubles
Of
A Minister.
new regulation
fish in three days for
will be same time VarJon broke all records
In oonformitv with the
propagation
purTo benefit others Rev. J. T.
practices In th« made at the Lake Geneva County
poses.
W.
Veron w hose grounds she match was play*”non, of Hartwell, Ga., writes;; ‘‘Foi
a long time I had a
sore on nn
running
1
A CHILD ENJOYS
remedies without ben
NOT A SUCCESS AS
SWIMMER
efit, until I used a bottle of Electric Bit
The pleasant flavor, gentle action,
Laconia
tersand a box of Buoklens
N
II.,
Arnica Halve
15.-Charles
i
effect of Syrup of Figs, wh*0
which cured me sound and well.”
Sores
Cilmanton was drowned in soothing
need of a laxative, anil If the
Eruptions, Boils, Eczema, Tetter, Hall Lake
Winnesquam today and the bod.
W
Rheum show impure blood.
mother bo costive or bilious, the
Thousand
hot been
have found in Electric
recovered.
H0 Wfta in
Bitters a gram
use:
its
results
follow
a
grat
blood
ifying
ATONIC FOR BLOOD AND NERVES.
purifier that absolutely cures thest
l>atoheld„r
troubles.
it. isi the lxist family remedy known
Satisfaction is guaranteed ™
A SURE FEMALE REMEDY
money refunded by H. P. H. Goold
57
every family should have a bottle.
Congress street. Large battles only 50cts
^
u factored
by the California Fig
Co.
I
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“KO-NUr
Not a “Substitute” for, but
complete ‘‘Supei seder” of, lard
butter for cooking.

(Jilt Of SIGN'S.
A

Sou<li

Queer

comparison.

it. Is more
economical than lard,
one-halt or two-thirds as much KO-MCT
Is required to do the same work as lard.
If
In a and 5 lb. cans, at all Grocers.
your grocer does not keep It, send us your
name and address, witb your grocer’s name,
and we will send you a 32-page cook book
con laming receipts and description of KoNut.
AIcLELLAN & imUillAAi CO.,
E, Agents,
4d, RO. 51 and 52 Chatham Street, Boston.
my?8M WSattf

IN.

LONDON ASTONISHED.

of

Saturday**

st art lea

letnarglc London.
On one side of the royal
arms In the
center of Alexandria hall stage was displayed a magnificent picture of the Oapitol at Washington, while the
opposite
bore pictures of the Houses of
ParliaFrom walls and ioofs hung the
ment.
United States and the British (lags interwoven with graceful festoons.
Ur. Monroe Gibson, formerly of Toronto, now’ of
the
London, welcomed the members of
Society of Christian Endeavor In behall
of England. Honorary Secretary, Rev
S. W. McKnight, also made an eloquent
welcome address. The responses were by
Chaplain Rev, F. W. Tracy of Philadelphia; Ur. Newman Hall and Rev. W.
Paterson of Canada. Both addresses and
responses were made in the most cordial
terms
As Father Clarke hail gone to
Albert hall, General Secretar y John Willis Baer of Boston responded. Secretary
Baer paid a high tribute to the chaplain
of the steamer Saale, wTho he said, had
lost his life while doing all in his power
to save 300 others,, many of
whom had
lost their lives.
Secretary Baer also referred to the 600 Americans who are expected to arrive tomorrow, but who have
been detained on account of the disaster.
Six hundred more are also expected later and will probably arrive Wednesday.
Among the speakers was Helen Richardson who made a splendid address of welcome.

Meantime at Albert Hall, miles away,
similar
scenes
were
being enacted.
AmeriMany addresses were made by
cans.
The wonderful system of organization and the W'hlte city at Alexandria
park have already astonished London.
oraForty-six American clergymen and
fill London pulpits
tors are booked to
tomorrow, though the delays on accent oi
steamers may Interfere with some of these

arrangements.
GEO. J. GOULD FOR CONGRESS.
Lakewood. N. J., July 14.—George J.
Gould, the young millionaire 6on of the
late Jay Gould, has political ambitions.
It is reliably reported that
this scion of
wealth, favorite of the '‘400,” and master of the famous Georgian court of this
town, will run for Congress in the second New Jersey district on
the Republican ticket.
conditions
Politically,
just now peculiarly favor the realization of Mr. Gould's
ambitions. The second district is solidly
Republican, regularly giving that party
pluralities ranging anywhere from 6000 to
has
10,000. In tho last 25 years there
been elected in
it only one Democratic
Representative,and.it took fusion to eleo
him.
SENATOR GEAR DEAD.

result before morning.
SEPTEMBER VACATION TRIP.
Under the personally conducted tourist
system of the Pennsylvania Railroad
Company, a tour to Gettysburg, Luray
and Washington will leave Boston, September 14, «pRate,
carriage
covering
drives, admission to the Caverns, hotel
accommodations, etc., $35 00. Itinerary
of D. N. Bell, Tourist Agent, 205 Washington street, Boston.

MlSCEEEANEOU3.

kisoeleankousl

Cabinet Photos “Carbon Finish,”

Marshal Hugh Flynn of South three base hit by Flick, followed by a
City
Frazer pitched an
Portland, accompanied by Alderman double by Douglass.
game, the visitors getting only
Fred Jordan, were busy on
Saturday. excellent
PEH
RBOULAR.
OOZEUST.
one hit oil' his delivery.
The contest Was $2.00
WORK.,
$0.3o
From early morning until dusky eve they
Attendreplete with brilliant fielding.
were driving about the
roads of South ance, 7,084. The score:
And a $5.00 Photo. Etching, “the now style of large Photograph,” MADE FREE with every sitting. Our Studio is the largest and
Portland, stopping at the Intersections Boston,
00000000 0—0 best fitted in Maiue.
Our line of Portrait Frames is the Largest in Portland.
We successfully Copy and Enlarge Old and Faded
of streets and nailing upon posts nice- Philadelphia, 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 x—1
Pictures in any Style, at Prices Never Before Approximated in this city.
Batteries—Dinean and Sullivan; Fraser
ly piloted signs to direct the traveller.
The cause ot this activity was the notice, and Douglass.
which was served on the mayor of South
Portland and the aldermen on Friday of
suits which had been
brought against
each one of them for violation of that section of the revised statutes which
provides a penalty of $3 for each month that
on the cross
pisses by without signs
roads of a town after
the town officers
had been warned to put them up, These
suits were brought by Charles A. True,

Esq.,

on

to get the cross roads of Maine placarded
work as successfully as did this plan no
wheelman or traveller will go astray In
Maine this fall if he can read the English language.

THE OLD HOME WEEK.
Maine Artigt* Who Will

PITTSBURG IN SECOND PLACE.
Chicago, July 14.—Pittsui*g pushed
Chicago out of second place today by hitting Callahan very freely and taking adAn
vantage of all the looals’ misplays.
error by Ritchey netting two bases and a
out.
single saved Chicago from a shut
Attendance, 8,601. The score:

the Concert.

i--—-----—

are actively being made
the concert
which is to be given in
connection
with the Old Homo Week
celebration.
This
concert will take
place on the evening of August 6, at City
hall, and will be in the nature of a formal opening of Old Home Week. The
committee in charge of the affair is busily engaged in making up a list of the
artists tanil
formulating a line pro-

Arrangement

—-

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0—1
10021110 0—0
Batteries—Callahan and Chanoe; Philippi anti Zimmer.

l
;

tlon at

Republican Headquarters,

Block, 637

Congress street,

hit in the openbunched hits in
the third and fourth, while Taylor was a
the
seventh.
puzzle
excepting In
Ritchey turned an ankle and was forced
to retire in the fifth.
Attendance, 0,600.
Score:
20111000 x—5
Chicagi,
2 0 0 3 0 0 10 0—3
Pittsburg,
side two runs without

ing inning.

a

Excitement

Chicago

Hits, Chicago, 8; Pittsburg, 7. Errors,
Chicago, 2; Pittsburg, 4, Batteries, Taylor and Donahue; Leever and O'Connor.
Cincinnati, July 15 —Hahn only exerthope to have

Hotly
Daring
Lewiston.

good many people have been
saying to druggists that they wanted
and
wasn't
try our Renovator
there a smaller size than $1 bottle?
We know it* the Renovator was given
a trial, it would surely prove its
body-

Dentistry

havo lately added to our
equipment a Formalin sterilizer, also a duplicato set of
Operating Instruments. In the
future all

will

instruments

building qualities,

be

mated,
one

as

for

absolutely prevents

it

patient

Dr.

to another.

Thompson,
DENTIST,

Y. (VI. C. A.

Building:.
jlylldlm

«■-♦

jfl•TlTOTriiTOTIlWSI

Hawkeye
Everybody knows tlio Hawkeye
Cameras; that they have the finest

[SPECIAL. TO THE PR ESS. 1

lenses

14.—Two Interesting
Lewiston, July
races, a U 35 and free-for-all took place at
the Maine State ialr grounds track this
| afternoon In the first race th ere was a
collision in the hi at tetween Frona and
I Empire. The latter did not
finish hat
was allowed to start again.
In the freefor-all there was also a mix up which occurred in the third heat between Ruby
Alac, Lady Goodwin and Baby S. As a

style

are

not excelled tor

and finish.

The “Weno” is

and

the latest

style, 1900,

d 1-2x3 i-2,

up to date.

$3.75
6.00

4x5,

ea

It Is the greatest body
builder of today.

M. PERKINS & CO.,
FREE

SUNDAY

ST.

SAIL.

-gTOCKEEN MOUNTAIN

Orr's Island and New Meadows River
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B
m

Disappears at once when rubbed with ®
Johnsons anodyne liniment, n
It s the foe to inflafnmatlon In any part of 9
the body. For 90 yea re It has been a 9
household remedy famous for the cure of If
coughs, coids, spratns, bruises—nearly 6
150 ailments and diseases.
M

Johnson’s

Anodyne

should be .kept on hand for
25c. and 50o. write for free

DlBOMes.’’

Liniment

Two Bites
emergencies.
"

book on Treatment of
I. 8. JOHNSON k CO., Bouton, Mas*.

9
|
B

nings:
Ft. Williams, 3 0 1 2 4 2 0 0 2—14
So. Portland, 1 2 061003 0—13
Batteries—Fort Williams, Watkins and
Willard
Devery; South Portland, Cobb,
and
Robinson. Two
base hit—Blood,
Keeler 2, Welch 2, Willard, Cobb. Three
base hit—Malo, Welch. Base
hit—Fort
Struck
Williams, 9; South Portland, 11
4.
out—Watkins, 8; Cobb, 7; Willard,
Base on balls—Watkins, 7; Cobb, 3; Willard,3. Pass balls—Devery, 3; Robinson,
2. Hit by pitched ball—Watkins, 2; Cobb,
3; Willard. Wild pitch—Cobb. Stolen
bases—Fort Williams, 9; South Portland,
7. Double plays—Bergeron and Smith,
Malo and Keeler, Thibeault and Malo,
Blood tand
Scorer—Thearet.
Smith,
PortErrors—Fort Williams, 4; South
land, 8.
Line up of the teams:
Fort Williams—Thibeault, ss; Blood, If;
Lagare, cf; Malo, lb; Watkins, p; Bergeron, 2b; Smith, 3b; Devery, c; Keeler,
rf.
South Portland—Welch,
ss and If;
Jenny, lb; Kobinson. o; Willard, If and
Brown, rf
p; Hayes, 3b; Hamilton, 2b;
andcf; Cobb, p and rf; Woodbury, cf,
If and ss.

KEZAR FALLS, 8; WESTBROOK, 4.
A lively game of ball was played Saturday afternon on the Scotch llill grounds,
Westbrook, jetween the Westbrooks and
Kezar Falls nines.

The game was interKezar Falls
showed themselves to be a stronger
aggregation of ball players and carried
off the laurels, the score being 8 to 4.

esting throughout but the
nine

SHOES YS. SILK.
The A. II. Berry Shoe company ball
team defeated the Haskell Silk company
of Westbrook
on the
Warren Park

grounds, Saturday

of 0 to

afternoon, by

a score

3._

BALL PLAYERS UNITED.

THE GOLFERS.

Steamer
leaves

Mrs.

Hoyt

Women's

Winner

of

tlie

Handicap.

holes more ami Mrs Hoyt won.
The cup for best gross was
wen
by
Miss Susan Millliken with a score of (55
There were
on
the
many
players
grounds Baturday, including a number of
visitors from other clubs.
The grounds, especially
the putting
tine
which
kgreens, are in
condition,
makes playing very enjoyable.
POLICEMEN SUSPENDED.
The committee on police met Friday to
of Officers
take action upon the cases
E. Foss who
Hans P. Smith and Isaac
were suspended from
duty a few weeks
eating lunch In a resago charged with
taurant on their beat
during the time
they were supposed to be on the street
Saturday morning the
city marsha 1
called the men Into his office and made
known to them the finding of th? committee. Officer Foss is
suspended from
July 1 to 30, inelasive, and in addition is
his
of
annual
vacation
Officar
deprived
Smith is suspended for twenty days, from
July 1 to 20.

FIRE AT THE TANNERY.
The alarm from box 50, shortly after 8
o'clock Saturday night, called the departthe foot of Green street for a
ment to
small fire at the Casco Tanning compaThe fire caught in the corner
works.
ny's
of the belt house, above the boiler, and
the prompt work of the department kept
the blaze confined there where it was iutinguished in a short time. It is all iron
around this building and
and
brick
there was
very little danger of the fire
spreading. The damage was mostly confined to the belts and the small building,
and the loss will not bo very heavy and
is fully covered by insurance.
INJURED IN

BICYCLE COLLISION.

loo.)

a.
m. every Sunday for Mere
Point, touching at the several landings aloni'
tills route.
Heturn to Portland about 5.15 p. rdT
Dinner at Mere Point.
Round Trip, 25 cents.
Dinner, 50 cents.
II.
J.
jyddtf
MCDONALD, Manager.

The July Women s Handicap Tournament was played Saturday^ afternoon on
links
the Portland golf
Mrs. Francis
Hoyt and Mrs. Bion Bradbury tied for
the cup given for the best net score, their
net score
being (53.
They played five

at

FLAGS.
Insure your prop-

All sizes of the best quality of

AMERICAN FLAGS
constantly in

prices.

stock, and at very
Don’t fail to have one.

erty with

low

INSURANCE COMPANY

You will also want one of our nico

HAMMOCKS
to

thoroughly enjoy yourself.

We have a fine lino

of the

latest

de-

signs.

FRESH

MEATS.

Our Fresh Meat Department is one of
the finest in the city, and we are now
prepared to serve our customers with
the nicest of meats and

Of London and Edinburgh,

STATE AGENT

$70,325,675

■

17

ADJUSTER.

Exchange St
marl2M,W&Fti

Cottagers, families and hotels,

yachtsmen will find our
convenient, and our prices
as

as well
location most

very

reason-

0 T 0 ft M
A I Sill Ull

hlo.
Our Grocery Department is first
class in every respect, our Teas, Coffees and Ituttcr are of tlio highest

AP 6

They have stood

WHEN IN DOUBT, TRY

the test of years,
and have cured thousands of
of Nervous Diseases, sucli
Debility, Dizziness, Sleepiest-

cases
as

f

ness and Varicocele,Atrophy,&cvThey clear the brain, strengthea

1

the circulation, make digestioa
perfect, and Impart a healthy
—I
vigor to the whole being. All drains and losses are checked permanently, Unless patients
are properly cured, their condition often worries them into
Insanity, Consumption or Death.|
Mailed sealed. Price $t per box; 6 boxes, with Iron-clad legal guarantee to cure or refund th«
money, fs-oo. Send for free book.
Address, PEAL MEDICINE CO., Cleveland, Q.
Sold only by C. II GUPPY & CO., 463 Congress St.

grades.

RYAEM &

a

AU AS It

KELSEY,

Nos. 130 & 132 Commercial St.,
HEAD OF POKTIiAMD PIER.

JeUidtf
MASSACHUSETTS MILITIA IN

The Knack

CAMP.
South Framingham, Mass
July 15.—
Thousands of visitors from Boston and
other places throughout the state, visited
the camp of the lirst (brigade M. V. M.,
today, availing themselves of the order

Of Good Printing is
the artistic insight into the
“
art preservative of all arts.”
With us printing is not
mechanical—we treat it as an
art should be treated.
Wouldn’t it be wise for you to
place a trial order with us ?

announce-

has paid,his initiation fee and duos.

■

agents.

RALPH S. NORTON,
AND

Total Assets,

our

Great Britain.

The largest Insurance Company
in the world doing a fire business.

N. H., July 15.—C. Fish of allowing the public
Keene,
admission to the
the
19-yaar-old son of 0 oimp without formality of passes. liev.
Athol, Mass
O. Fish of this city, was terribly Injured
here last night, Fr. Lee of the 9th regiment celebrated
in a bicycle collision

Rigby
outright I| the right figure
is offered the track \till be gold to him.

•

local

POULTRY.

critical con iition at the mass at 10 o’clock. The regiment canand lies in a
He was enjoying teens have mado their
Elliot City hospital.
appearance, while
a bicycle ride down
Cemetery hill, on in the rear of the 9th
ment was made today that the officers of lower
regiment’s quarMain
when he collided
street,
the Protective Association of Pi’ofesslon
containing two ladies. ters is the tent of the Y. M. C, A., which
with a carriage
tom off, one eye was was liberally patronized.
was
nose
al Baseball Players are Charles I Zi m" His
gouged out and the-'other eye so badly | The sensation of the day came at the
mer of tho Pittsburg olub,
president; injured that it is feared he will also lose
evening parade, when orders were read,
Hugh Jennings of Brooklyn, financial the sight from that optic.
stating that by command of Col. Donoand
F.
Clark
of
BosWilliam
secretary,
WANTS TO BUY RIGBY.
van of the 9th regiment, four non-comton, treasurer. The organization Is on a
missioned officers of the regiment had
The story which was published a few
firm, substantial basis in spite of many days ago to the effect that a Philadel- been reduced to the ranks—Corp. Janies
was
man
to
lease
trying
Rigby W. Donahue of Co.
reports of disaffection among the play- phia
B, for neglecting
Park for the season, is without foundaers.
Hugh Jennings is authority for the tion. Mr, James Smith has oharge of the guard duty and absence from drill; Sergt.
statemeat that every player now undei traok, and told a PSeSS reporter on Francis A. Brown and Corp. Thomas
contract to National League olubs has Saturday that he is now in correspon- J. Foley of Co. I,
and Corp. John J,
dence with a man who wants to purchase
not only joined
the association but
Smith of Co. Ijl, *or conduct unbecomtrack

New York, July 14.—Official

RENOVATOR
Take if and be Strong

Percy V

—

Fronds

wyyp*0*'•'-'v

Smith’s GREEN MOUNTAIN RENOVATOR is an armor that shields your
body from treacherous attacks of disIt renovates and cleanses your
ease.
blood, puts ne«v life into your body
and makes you strong and vigorous*

Cameras.

N.

The Fort Wililiams
and South Portlands played the most interesting game
of baseball over seen on the Fort grounds
Saturday, The game was interesting
from the beginning to the end and was
never sure until the last
inning when
two
with one out the Fort boys scored
The features
runs anl won the game
of the game were the all around playing
of both teams and there never was lack
of interest
throughout the game to
keep the spectators always guessing. The
Fort Williams team plays the Kennebunk
at
the Fort grounds Saturday, July 21,
and a good game is expected.
Tne game
was called at 2.30 p. in.
The score by In-

strengthening,
can
buy it

invigorating body-builder

Every tourist and visitor should
when there were men
F. Flagg on ed himself today
have one.
Powell
lasted but two
on the bases.
“are
Mrs.
of
Saturday evening,
Sawyer
innings.
Hughey did well until the
New York, the Haydn and Mozart quar- seventh. Score:
tettes, Mr. Llewllyn Cam. Miss Bertha Cincinnati,
32000031 x—-8 result liuby Mac,which had won the first
00000000 0—0
Webb, Miss Shaw, the harpist, and Mr. St. Louis,
t wo heats, was drawn. Several tires wer3
Hits, Cincinnati, 10; St Louis, 9. Er- punctured in these collisions but no one
Harvey S. Murray, who will be the ac3.
St.
Batter0:
8
Cincinnati,
rors,
Louts,
There
will be a quarcompanist.
Tne summary:
was injured.
Jlylldtf
j
ps, Hahn and Pietz; Hughey, Powell and
tette from the Rossini club.
♦-♦
Robinson.
2.85 Class -Half Mile Heats.
“The tickets will be free, but I think
4 111
Frona, b m (Bennaliie)
NATIONAL LEAGUE STANDING.
that a plan may be adopted so that they
Emma E., (Rideout)
12 2 2
Lost. Per.Ct.
i Coupon (Jenkins)
2 4 4 4
will be free only to those having guests
43
24
.642 Topsy (Garcelon)
3 3 8 3
from out of town who are desirous of at- Brooklyn,
37
32
.586 Empire (Bolser)
5 5 5 5
Philadelphia,
tending.”
37
32
.5:6
Chicago,
Time—1.15, 112)*, 1.13*1.13.
38
33
535
Steamer Pejepscot will leave Portland every
Pittsburg,
Free-for-AU—Half Milo Heats.
35
36
498
Sunday at 10.00 a. m. for
Cincinnati,
BIGGEST IN MAINE.
3 2 111
31
86
St. Louis.
.463 ; Emma JD. (J. Russell)
29
87
.439 Lady Garoelon (A. Russell) 2 3 3 3 3
Boston,
4
4 4 4 4
.344 ; Baby S. (C. E. Russell)
New York,
22
42
TUt ,\fw Kuglue of tlie Portland Kail,
Return—Leave Gurnet Bridge. New Mead1 1 dr.
Ruby Mac (Jenkins)
ows, at 2.30 p. m., Orr's Island 3.30 p. m., arroad Company.
T lme—1 (JO)*, 1.10, 1.12, 1.12)*, 1.12.
rive Portland about 5.15 p.m.
A first class
PORTFORT WILLIAMS, 14; SO.
shore dinm-r can le obtained.
Round Trip,
LAND, 13.
50 cents. Dinner, so cents.
The Portland Railroad
company has
just installed at the Deering Power House
what is the most powerful
engine for
electrical purposes in Maine. It was built
by the llice & Sargent Engine company
of Providence, B. I.
Of it,
Mr. Fred
Collins, the erecting engineer, has given
this description:
“We have built a very superior engine,
said he, “and two more of twice
its capacity are soon to be erected in Boston
The engine is
for the elevated railroad.
a vertical, cross-compound, liice &
Sargent Corliss, built by the Providence
Engineering Viorks, Providence, R, I,
High pressure cylinder, 26 inches diaminches diameter,
eter, low pressure, 50
weighing six and twelve ton s respectively.
42 inches with speed of 100 per
Stroke
fourminute. They are of the Corliss
valved, doubled-ported type and noiseless
in their operation, doing away with the

one

every

the transmission of disease from

CYn tested

j

now
a

method cannot be overesti-

this

llnce at

Club._Woua

so

who feels the need of

thoroughly sterilized and made
autiseptically clean after each
and every operation.
The benefits to the patient of

TIRES WERE PUNCTURED.

July 15.—A combination of
errors, gifts and base stealing gave each

--*

A

WE

the

ing Hits.

~~

to

In

Tuesday,

on

Square.

1

Assurance

Brown

seventeenth day of July A. D. 1900,
4 o'clock
at
the purposes
p. m., for
I
| aforesaid. The candidates selected from
| Wards 8 and 9,the former city of Heerlng.
are notified to meet in convention at the
WarTl 9 ward room, Morrills Corner, on
Newton the .seventeenth day of .July, A. U. l'XJQ,
narrow escape from a shut out.
lasted but four
innings. Scott allowed at 7 30 p. m., for the purpose of nomibut one hit. The score*
nating one candidate for Representative
0 0 000000 1—1
Cincinnati,
to the Legislature from the former city
0
1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0—4
St. Louis,
of Deering.
Batteries—Scott, Newton and Peitz,;
Per Order.
Young and Robinson and Criger.
Republican City Committee.
CHICAGO STILL WINNING. George H. Allan, Chairman.
Frank 1. Moore Secretary.
Took t»am« From t’tttaburg By Bundl-

27 Monument

Health

of Greater Portland
are hereby notified to meet in oauous In
their respective ward rooms, on Monday,
the sixteenth day of July, A. D. 1960, at
HOW BROOKLYN DID IT.
7.30 p. m., for the purpose of choosing
Brooklyn, July 14 —Sheokhard’s force seven delegates from each ward to atof Kelar,a steal and Kelly’s single scored
tend the Portland Republican
Reprethe only run of today’s game. The New
To
Conventions, to wit:
Yorks,' under the management of George sentative
Davis, played another fast game, sup- I nominate six candidates for Kepresentaporting Mercer’s fine pitching faultlessly. tiveg to the Legislature from the former
Kennedy was In many tight holes but
of Portland, and to nominate one
Bril- city
pulled out by sensational fielding.
to the legislature from
liant plays were made
by Dahlgren, Representative
Cross, Van Ilaltren and Sal bach, the lat- the former city of Hearing. The canditer’s one-handed catch of McGuire’s foul dates selected from the
former city of
against the picket fence being the feature.
did not
because of a
; Portland are notified to meet in conven-

Republicans

The

CO.,

:-.

REPUBLICAN
REPRESENTATIVE
CAUCUSES.

Chicago,

for

gramme,
“The artists whom we
with us,” said Mrs. Charles

SMITH PHOTO

Chicago,
Pittsburg,

Participate lu

wrist plates commonly
used on other
Des Moines, la July 14 —United States
Senator Gear died at Washington at 4.30 makes of Corliss engines.
o’clock this morning.
“The fly wheel is 18 feet in diameter,
18-inch face, very massive, and weighs
Senator Gear was known in Iowa_ almost as well by the sobriquet of “Old 100,000 pounds. It was cast in eight segBusiness” as by his own
name.
This ments keyed together„with 16 arrow-headname was given him on a ccount of the ed steel
keepers of six inch depth, weighbusiness methods with which he admin400 pounds each.
Shaft-bearing
istered the affairs of the state while he ing
was Governor.
He was born in
Ithaca, plates 20x36 inches with bearings,22 Inches
N. Y., 74 years ago.
diameter; shaft 21 feet long and weighs
A frame
23 tons. Columns are of the
THE SEVENTY FOOTERS^
type in box sections, the two weighing 10
R. I., July 14.—The New
Newport,
tons each; bed plates very massive of 20
York yacht, club was favored with ideal tons each. The
generator Is a multipolar,
weather lor the last day’s sport in the the armature
being nine feet In diameter,
Newport series of races which resulted with 43-inch face and weighs 25 tons; the
In tho 70 foot class, precisely the same as
upper and lower sections of the frame
yesterday, with the exception of Mineola, with fields weighing about 13 tons each.
but was barely beaten It
which linlshed,
was built by the
General Electric,
out on elapsed time today by Rainbow.
of Schenectady, N. Y.
Yankee again won and was sailed by her company
“The engine entire stands 24 feet high,
owner, Herman B. Duryea, while W. K.
Vanderbilt’s Virginia was a good second, with floor space of 18x30 feet, representt In the 51-foot class, Altair was the win1500 horse power with capacity for
ner for the second time, while Syce led ing
Shark by a narrow margin, and Sistae 2200 horse power. Stairs approach each
around the engine
In the 30-footers, Hera way to the galleries
was far behind.
got the best of the start, but was beat- and between the cylinders, well guarded
The worken over the
12-mile course by Ksperunza by polished brass railings.
manship throughout is of superior qualiand Wawa in that order.
are
brass
bushed, and
ty. All bearings
every fill is ground to absolute United
KILLED AT K1TTEKY,
States standard gauge’.'
Portsmouth, N. H., July 14.—The first
the new
accident in the excavation of
dry dock at the navy yard here, occurred
this afternoon when George Nelson,about
60 years of age, was undoubtedly fatally
crushed by a
hurt by having his skull
falling stone. It is expected death will

tns^AKferog._

SPECIAL FOR THIS WEEK ONLY.

Battle*.

complaint of Chief Consul Clarence W. Small of the Maine Division, L.
ilrltInhere Never S«rv (he hike of This A, W.
As a matter of tact the
signs
were painted several
months ago by
Religious GiUhcring.
Hugh Flynn, the city marshal, who is
also a painter. They were turned
over
London, July 14.-—Alexandria palace, by him to the city and stored in the musurmounting one of the highest spots In nicipal court room where they have reall London, presented a brilliant specta- mained
accumulating dust ever since.
cle tonight when 10,000
members of the How long these signs would
rehave
Christian Endeavors opened mained in the court room had it not been
Society of
the world convention. The night session for the suits
which were instituted it
play
Jennings
split
was preceded by an
afternoon praise
is difficu It to say. The mayor and hoard
thumb, but Kelley filled the bill at first
meeting, an immense chorus rendering of aldermen have been so much oooupled in fine style. The score:
familiar Chr istian Endeavor songs, ac00000000 0—C
lately in making plans to head off Port- New York,
10000000 0—1
companied by one of the greatest organs land's endeavor to build a new bridge to Brooklyn,
In all England. This was followed by a
Batteries—Mercer, Bowerman; Kennereplace me tuu vaugnan s linage tnaL
dy and McGuire.
second musical service and six simultane- the little
thing like guideboards it id not
AT CINCINNATI.
ous secondary services.
One of the most
receive thair attention.
But the guide
Cincinnati, OMo, July 14,—Young was
interesting meetings was held at Albert boards are now in place and they are exin
goou lurm oouay aim mo muais uuu a
Hall. Crowds overliowed every available cellent ones too. If Mr.
Small's
efforts
seldom
space and it Is safe to say that
have two such religious gatherings ever

--

Philadelphia, Pa., July 14.—Philadelphia won today’s game from Boston on a

a

The ttiK-Nt, piirmt and maat healtharticle for cooking la the product of a
cocoiiout now being sold under the trademark name of “KO-N UT.” This material
Is a perfect superseder of butter or lard for
every use to which those suhstaucea were
ever put, and being a fruit product of absoluto purity, is preferable in every point of

Circumstance

Portland,

or

ful

.1... i-

WmcELEAKEoca.

BASE BALI.

Only ft Blind Man CttuNow G*t Lo«(Ia

A PUKE CO CO AN UT FAT.

"i.

■

1

ing

a

soldier and a gentleman.

THE THURSTON PRINT
97 1-2 EXCHANGE STREET
‘PHONE 30

MONEY LOANED.
Heirs and others desiring tc
borrow money on REAL ESTATE, NOTES, household furniture, pianos, etc. Business strictly confidential.

Shawmiit Loan Co„
68 MARKET ST.,
CHICHESTER’S

-<S»7k.

TO LOAN on first and* second mortMONEY
estate: also
stocks,
gages on real
on

Inquire
&t.

any
of A.

other good collateral securities.
C. LIBBY & CO., 42 1-2 Exchange

Jel9-4

„¥,®nnd
SAFE.
Always reliable.
d

for

I"”-----5or

ENGLISH

Pennyroyal

PORTLAND, MAINE

-.-

bonds

PORTLAND, ME-

maySdtf

..

Mention

this

pills

Only Genuine.
Lrtdtcs, ask Druggist
CHICHESTER’S liiNGEISK

WED and Gold metallic boxes, sealed
with blue ribbon. Take no other. Refuse
IJungerouH Substitution, und Imitations. Buy of year Druggtst.or send 4c. in
stamps1 for Particulars, Tcstlmoniala
*nd ‘Relief for
Ladles,” in letter, by return Mall. 10,000 Testimonials. Sold br
.11 Druggists.
Chichester Chemical Co.,
paper.
Madison Square, Pill LA., PAg

BQOa,thu&uat-tt

'_/_AMUSEMENTS.

AMUSEMENTS.
FINANCIAL.
FINANCIAL..
likely; although it should be remembered
Apropos of this subject, the Buffalo
says—
that when
“
foreigners have been killed Commercial
‘
“The big steamship Gratwick left Chiby mobs in this country, our government cago, Monday, with 105,000 bushels of grain.
1900.
MONDAY, JULY 16,
has not recognized its liability, but has At Milwaukee she took off 1,500 tons of
MANAGEMENT MR. BlRTLEY McCULLIJM.
paid damages as an act of grace. This the package freight lying there and the
18 feet of water) went
mb.
complete
cargo
(on
TKUUIS:
was the
case when the Italians were
to Depot Harbour, Lake Huron, In CanEvery Evening at 8.00 sharp. Matinees nt 2.30 sharn
uur
1
T.,lwr
i*
#rpi
Math.ee) Bvtry l)ay B«tpt ffloart.y,
DAILY PRESSlynched in New Orleans, and in one or ada, from which port it goes by rail to
Week Of July lt>.
1000.
Juno
30,
Of
Business,
Close
At
of tlio Beautiful Romantic Irish Drama,
two
cases where there has been murder various points in Canada and New Eng- Statement of Condition
Product!©
.Scenic
A
of
the
end
or
in
at
Magnificent
tlie
$7
advance
By
year, $6
of Chinamen by mobs in the West. But land.
the yoar.
The “in” cargo of the Gratwick this
1898.
the general rule of the European nations
COMMENCED BUSINESS MAY
By the month, BO cents.
last time to Chicago loaded her down to
is that the lives of foreigners are within the 18 foot mark.
It was a rich cargj of
Tlie Best Play of Irish Life Since “THE SIIAUGURAFur."
I.I ABILITIES.
the responsibility of the nation wherein general merchandise, the wholesale value
RESOURCES.
Situation*. Ere t ug
The DAILY PRESS is delivered at these rates
and Humor Skillfully Blended. Thrilling
(lima,*,
Patlio*
.SlOO,000.00
Stock...
about
and
remaster
$900,000,
[the
United State* Rond,.$105,000.00 Capital
It seems just that being
every morning to subscribers in all parts oi they are residing.
-i8.SjS.47
Produced Under the Personal Direction of Mr. McCullum.
that he was compelled to leave Municipal and other Ronds. .367,000.00 UndividediProflU («•*>••••••
ported
Round Trip ticket) on
10 minutes.
Hotel
State*
every
at)
the
United
1
of
y
In
front
in
No.
and
Westbrook
and
South
Portsuch
a
rule
leave
tin
should
be
aj
Cars
enforced
with
Dividend
4,
Portland,
108 cars of freight behind him at Depot Remand and Time Loans on
nno OO
Reserved Seat* 10 and 20 cents extra. Prhrat* boi«,
..
ears admitting to theatre only 20 cents.
land.
Collateral,. 206,437.23
China. But it must be enforced in a sane Harbour for the simple reason that
his
now. 2™!™
on sale iu advance at Sawyer s store, Monument
Tickets
seat.
oach
cents
w)
six
persons,
Other Roans
and Notes Dl8~
Deposits....»__ seating
MAINE STATE PRESS (Weekly)
way. For the western nations to throw ship could not carry it. The accumulasquare. Telephone No. 535-2.
or.
59,469.92
counted...
fis.ul
The demand Is very large.
Secure seats early HPaJvance.
By the year, $1 m advance, or $1.25 at the themselves at the offending people in a tion of freight at Milwaukee, bound for Cash on Hand and in Ranks. 92,353.70
ol «*UO VADIS
J
Canada and New England, is so
In Preparation —A Mugnlllreat Production
__
great,
end of the year.
blind fury will avail nothing. There the captain said, that the
$S3U.200.83
agents there
For six momli3,50 cents; for three months,

THE

PEESS,

____

_

MERCANTILE“TRU3T ccl, BpCOLLUM’S THEATRE,
ipoutb^tstd,

THE ENGLISH ROSE.

6,

..

—

is

20 cents

apparently

government there capaand tb take
satisfaction in the form of a province or
two peopled by Boxers would be to get
only dissatisfaction—and plenty of it. It
is probable that order and responsible
government will ultimately come from
the present chaos. When that comes the
western nations can enforce and obtain
There seem
adequate
compensation.
to be other good reasons for not making
an indiscriminate
war on China at the
present time. Pressure from the outside
will undoubtedly strengthen those Chinamen
who favor making their
nation
strong in the sense that the western nations are strong, with drilled men and
modern weapons. Let once the vast empire of four hundred millions get organized and drilled as Germans or, Russians
or Japanese are organized and
drilled, and who believes that they will
rest content within their own borders?
It is not enough to say that the race is
incapable of it. What Japan has done in
the short space
of a generation shows
what the brains and persistency of an
Oriental people can do. No problem ever
demanded more prudent and cautious
statesmanship than the one now on the
Chinese blackboard.
ble of

Subscribers whose papers are not delivered
are requested to notify the office of
the DAILY PRESS, No. i)7 Exchange street,
Portland Me.

promptly

Patrons of the PRESS who are leaving town
temporarily may have the addresses of their
papers changed as often as they may desire by
notifying the office
In Now Hampshire they are proceeding with plans to celebrate the second
Old Home Week.
Miss Gould s letter from China shows
that all the heroism of the world is not
in the brass button brigade.
Frenchmen could understand the
yells of our athletes no more
than Americans can understand French
duels where no one ever gets killed.
The

college

Secretary Hay thinks that Minister Wu
talks too much, but is inclined to excuse
him because the poor man does not
known from day to day whether he represents a nation or a mob.
The Democrats announce that they intend to carry two or thi’ee of the sixteen
counties of Maine in September.
They
will be lucky if they get a 16 to 1 result
with their 16 to 1 platform.
Governor Crane of Massachusetts has
been exercising his prerogatives by vetoing some objectionable bills. In Maine
vetoing has been almost a lost art since
the days of
Governor Bodwell and the
medical registration bill.
Rev. W. F. Berry declares that Waterville is the distributing point for over
seventy tons of liquor monthly. So insolent is the saloon interest in that city
that it presumes to threaten the men
rum
who are proceeding against the

shops.

_

George

J.Gould is planning to be elected to Congress from a New Jersey district two years hence.
It was a characteristic of his late father to lay plans a
long way ahead; but the public were not
invited to a knowledge of them with the
same degree of frankness.
Prince Tuan, the Philip Egalite of the
Chinese
revolution, is the nfth son of
the great Emperor Tao Kwang. He is
about 40 years old, a vigorous, passionate man, who has spent most of his life
in the
northern portions of the empire,
where
lawlessness abounds and where
the strong hand rules.
Critics now say that the South African
is far from over. Lord Roberts is
beyond the Yaal with an immense army
which he must feed by means ol a long,
war

railroad,
crossing steep
mountains with
very heavy grades in
He has captured places; but he
places.
or destroyed armies.
has not captured
The guerilla war with which he is now
contending is the most difficult of all
opposition. It was by such war that the
great Napoleon was driven out of Spain
single-tracked

—hence the word.

giving

no

satisfaction;

have refused to receive any more.”—Montreal Star.

UP IN MAINE.
_

The Plain

People

by

ns

Portrayed in Verse

Holman P.

Day.

A dainty little voluma is that which
contains the poems which
Mr. Holman
F. Day of Lewiston has published under
the title “Up
in Maine.” Mr. Day’s
verses have had wide circulation in
the
newspapers and the many who have read
these fugitives of the soon forgotten daily
will be glad to find them in book
form.
Congressman Littlefield has written an
introduction to the volume and what it
is he tells in this paragraph:
“The stubborn strength of Plymouth
Rock” is nowhere better exemplified than
on the Maine farm, in the Maine woods,
on the Maine coast or in the Maine workshop. From them the author of Up in
Maine has drawn his inspiration. Rugged
independence, singleness of purpose, un-

swerving integrity, philosophy adequate

for all occasions, the great
realities of
life and a cheerful disregard of the conventionalities, are here found in all their
native strength and vigor. These peculiarities as delineated may be rough, perhaps uncouth, but they are a characteristic, picturesque, engaging and likfelike.
His subjects are rough diamonds. They
have the inherent qualities from which
LIVELY TIMES COMING.
great characters are developed and out
of which heroes are made.
A Talk With Manager
Hays of the
With this material Mr. Day has
fashGrand Trunk.
ioned his poems with a keen appreciation
of the humorous side of life'and a graphMaine dialect—if
General Manager Charles M. Hays of ic reproduction of the
the Grand Trunk Railway arrived in this there is such a thing. Some of the po9ms
city, Saturday, from the 2West where he are stories told by just such characters
has been in attendance
upon a railroad as are described in the book, albeit these
meeting. He went directly to his cot- wonderful narratives have been recast
Others
doubtless have
tage on Cushings’s island to
join his by the writer.
been drawn entirely from his
fertile
family who arrived several days ago.
are
“I am here this
told with such
a
time for only a short brain but they
visit as I shall again return to Montreal wealth of humorous
appreciation and
on Monday”, he said to a reporter of the with just here and there a dash of pathos,
PRESS at the Ottawa, house, Saturday that the book is one which no lover of
the good old State and its people should
afternoon.
“What as to the outlook for business fail to real. It appears at an appropriate
on the
Grand Trunk during the coming tims, just in advance of the coming of
the sons and daughters to celebrate Old
winter season?” the reporter asked.
“It is very good,” replied
Manager Home Week, and they with the home
invitaHays. “Everything now looks
very fa- people will be glad to accept the
vorable and I think that the people
of tion thus expressed in the modest preface
Portland will see about the busiest times, to the little volume:
as far as the Grand Trunk is concerned,
‘‘I cannot polish off this stilted rhyme
With all these homely notions in my
that they have ever
known. We shall
certainly have more steamers come to this A brain.
sonnet, sir, would stick me every time,
port next winter. Last winter I believe
Let's have a chat ’bout common things
that the exact number of boats in the
in Maine.”
ocean traffic coming to Portland
The book is published by Small, Maywas
ninety-six and at that we were short on nard & Co of Boston
account of the fact that the English govAT OLD ORCHARD.
ernment took some of our steamers to use
ag transports in the service of the South
African war. When the season was about
Interesting Programme for tike Camp
to begin we had counted on one hundred
Meeting Season.
and four steamers. This winter we shall
have that number and more, so that it
Old Orchard, July 14.—The Old Orchard
can be seen that all of the
several lines
that touch at this port will be kept very campmeeting programme for the season
Though the meetbusy from thejiime that the season be- has been completed.
gins until it concludes. I have been on ing began about 20 days later than usual,
an extended trip through
the West and the programme is an exceptionally inthe Northwest and
many of the reports
from that section are that the
crops of
this fall will show quite a shortage. But

teresting
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For Women.

J

relieved in 3 days without fail. No other
remedy wilLdo this. No pain, no danger.no
interference with work. The most difficult
cases successfully treated through correspondence, and the most complete satisfaction
guaranteedin every instance. I relievohunareds of ladies whom 1 never see. Writofor
further particulars.
All letters truthfully
answered. Free confidential advice in all
matters of a private or delicate nature. Hear
in mind this remedy is absolutely safe under
every possible condition and will positively
leave no after ill effects upon the health. By
mail securely sealed, $2.00. Dr. K. M. TO I*MAN CO., i“0 Tremont St., Boston, Mass.

iu our favor.
As
all sorts ami sizes

#

ft

of hard or soft coal for household or business purposes, wo
stand unrivalod in Maine.
We
have sustained a reputation for

I

Dr. Toll nan’s Monthly
Regulator haSU> rough! %1
happiness to hundreds of anxious women.
There is positively no other remedy known 1
J
to medical science, that will so quickly and If
safely do the work. Have never had a single
^
failure. The longest and most obstinate cases

fair

dealing,

mean to

I*

1

i

|

|
I

and

wo

w

if

V
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never

lose it.
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WHOLESALE AND RETAIL,

We

have

j

a

H. M. Paysan & Co.

Enter up your orders and take
of summer

Trlrphour 506-2.

JefJeodlvF.M.W
*-

,*■“■**.

—

Book, Card

hontas and Georges Creek Cumberland.

tage

f:

240-244 Commercial St.

m. Hi. MARKS,

good stock of Lehigh
Coals, such as Hazleton, Honey Iirook,
Special Hard Reading, otc. A full line
of free burning coals, also
Franklin,
English and American Caunels, Pocanow

Successors to D. 3. Warren & Co.,

|
*

CO., (

J. C. WHITE COAL

I
|

1

Superior Quality.

Bailroad Bonds,
Bank Stock.

EXCHANGE

'

J

OAL.

Water Works Bonds,

AND-

JGB

PRINTED,

1’lt INTERS’

07

1-48

KXCUANGK.

Kxrhun^e »D„

i'orllunJ

FINE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY.
orders by mail
attended to.
All

or

promptly
tept22oeutf

telephone

advan-

price.

Telephone 100.

ST.*

Offices—76 COMMERCIAL ST.
70 EXCHANGE ST.

Portland Trust Co.,
....AND....

2—

RANDALL &

M’ALLISTER.

Safe Deposit Vaults,

Co. 87 and 89

60 CENTS PER SHARE.

DOJ^OU

ME.

Municipal Bonds,

CHARLES F. FLAGG,

t>

Will Give Concerts in flic Auditorium at 3 nud 8 p. in. and in the
Casino at 0.15 p. in.
Sundays at <> p. m
i superb Electric Fountain will Piny Twice During tl»e I
veiling Concert and for
an Hour Aftir the (loir oftte Cciurrt.
Admission free to patrons of the electric road.
Reserved seats for the concerts can b*
ibtained at the Casino at 10 cents each. Cars leave head of Elm street
every fifteen numit**
ifteraoon and evening.
Beautiful Ride of 35 mlnut s through a Charmin' Country :i Ion fttu
of the Bay.
5ho: e
tyl.ldi

WE OFFER

38

ORCHESTEA,

MCROLS, Director.

are

INVESTMENTS

feb6dtf

Breezy Casco Bay.

WOMAN’S

CAROLINE B.

Me.

meetings,

Nil tin

St.,

PORTLAND,

—

Ihe Shore of

FADETTES

<1 THE

delivery.

With thirty-three years experience and exceptional iacPlties, we can afford our clients
every possible convenience for obtaining funds
in all parts of the world.
Descriptive booklet supplied uponlapplication.
Correspondence and interviews solicited.

SURETY BONDS.

on

F.

MONEY

swrn&rmIrett,

FOR

A Beautiful Paik

CHECKS,

for immediate

SURETY ON BONDS

ORCHESTRA,

CREDIT, !

and

febTdti

The

with

of

FOREIGN

HUNGARIAN

ROYAL

Commotions Casino with Broad and Cool Piazzas Large anil Elegant Dining Room fursfehnz lirst cl ,ss snore Dinners.
Miles of Gravelled Walks node the shade of Chestasts Olka
Vlapics and Pines. An Unsurrassed Picnic and Pleasure Ground.

jy3-2w

TRAVELER’S

STEPHEN R. SMALL. President
MARSHALL R. GODING. Cashier.

MERRIMENT.

—acwBwecft

UNDERWOOD SPRING.

Travelers Abroad

this BauN

WEEK.

6 Per Cent.

**•*

LETTERS

THIS

Rendering Tlires Grand Concerts Dally.
Take cars at Head of Preb.'eiStreet.|*AU Attractions Free to Patrons of the Cars.

98 Exchange Street
Supplied

OHIG1N.VMTV,

Per in a ne nt Attraction

MATUS’S

Interest.

on

EVEiVI.VG

Ai\D

Perfumes,

IMPERIAL MINSTRELS

GORMAN’S

selected liue of

INVESTMENT gECURIUES

SECURITYT

greetediby

carefully

a

Forest

Fifth Annual Engagement of the Favorites,

Special

LETTERS OF CREDIT AND INTERNATIONAL CHEQUES
FOR SALE.

one.

AirER\OaiV

EVERY

CAPITAL AND SURPLUS

ONE MILLION
DOLLARS.

ST()CK C0Kpm

RIVERTON PARK.

BANKERS.
to offer

Except Mondej.
QTRSMnF
I
ImllUL LHlIll

Vincent.
An American
Scaio of prlceta) usual. Adult!
Sale of Reserved seats at the Casco Bay Steamship Co.
one
freo
bo
when buying seats for any matinee will upon request
adjoining seat lot*
givm
child between the ages of four and twelve with eaeh seat purchased. Tho Casco Bay Steamers
will leave Custom House Wharf at 7.35 for evening and at 2.15 for matinee performances.

Elisha VV. Conley,
John F. Llbcoinh.

We have

JULY 16, 1900.

LAST WINTER'S NEW YORK HIT I
Farce Comedy by Sidney Wtimer and|Wulter

MASON&MERRILL

1824s

Incorporated

Matinees at 245.

IMA-

GEM THEATRE

I*1/*°
J ohn E. Burntin ui,

MAINE.

Christian Workers’
Association
under the leadership of Rev.
General Agents for American
notwithstanding these reports our busi- Dr. L, B.Bates of Boston, will open next
& Trust Co., Baltimore
and
continue
10
Dr.
Bonding
ness has certainly, up
Friday
to the
days.
present
time, not been at all affected. ; Nor do I Bates will be assisted by Evangelist Rus- City,
IVlarylaiid.
Strong comthink that it will be affeoted during the sell of Canada; Rev. E. D. Mallory, sucpany and lowest rates.
cessor to Dr. Cullis; Rev. E
O. Thayer,
coming winter season.”
mvl4d
MAVFlf_
“Is there a likelihood that the Grand presiding eider of the Portland MethoTrunk will build a new station
in this dist district; Rev. Dr. McAllister of the
Pine street Methodist church, Portland;
city?”
“I am unable to say as to that just yet. Rev. Dr. Smith Baker of the Williston
We have for a long time
been in hopes church, Portland; Rev. E. P. Marvin of
that a new station would take the place
Lockport, N. Y., a well-known evangeTo tliose
a conservative
inof the old one and I think
list, and Rev. Dr. S. F. Upham of Drew vestment wishing
that someIn those
issues of
bonds
will be done in that line before Theological seminary.
The rather surprising news comes from thing
which our savings banks are buying, 1
On the Monday evening following the have to offer
New Hampshire that Senator William E. long.
many attractive secutitles
General Manager Hays says
that he Christian Workers’ convention, Dr. Up- yielding from 4 to 4 1-i per cent.
Chandler wi 11 not only be a candidate
ham will deliver a lecture on “The Debt
for several
Special descriptions sent on applicafor re-election this winter, but also that has been extremely busy
tion.
he has composed his feud with his col- months, In talking with a party of per- We Owe to the Fathers.” Rev. W. F.
field secretary of the Maine Civic
It has gen- sonal friends at the Ottawa he expressed Berry,
league, Senator Gallinger.
will deliver several temperance
erally been assumed that Mr. Chandler, his great pleasure in again being able to league,
come to Cushing’s island, if even for a addresses, and Rev.Dr. Kneeland, secrewho has served fourteen
years in the
tary of the Sabbath Protective league,
He was
Senate, stood no chance of re-election, brief respite from business.
will speak on “The Sabbath Question.”5
friends at
17 Exchange St, Portland,
and the political gossips in New Hamp- warmly
many old
The Christian Alliance meetings, un- mar23oedtf
it has been
shire have been busy for several months the hotel. For many year3
der the charge of Rev. Dr. A. B.Simpson
Mr. Chandler is his custom to spend a few days during
naming his successor.
about
Portland. of New York, will begin Axigxist 3, with
a strenuous lighter,
and in the course of the summer in and
an
especially large crop of prominent
beautiful harbor,” he
his career has hit almost every promi- “This is a most
—IN—
nent head in New Hampshire. But per- said in talking with his friends. “I am speakers, among them: Rev.F. E Marsh
of England, Rev. W. E. Blackstone of
haps his colleagues think the State will always delighted to be able to come here
Chicago, Rev. F. W. Farr of Philadelbe more peaceful if he is kept in Wash- and my family take great pleasure in bephia, Rev. Mr. Eldridge of Indianapolis,
ington, where he is certainly able and ing here.”
Right in the heart of the richest uart of the
In the afternoon the leading official of Rev. Mr. Myland of Cleveland, Rev. Dr.
eminent and where he would be missed.
Arkansas field, surroun 'cd by mines famous
the Grand Trunk with Mrs. Hays and Mallory of Worcester, Rev. Mr. Philpot for the wealth
they have already yielded. The
The report that the President may call daughters enjoyed a sail of several hours of Canada, Rev. Dr. D. W. LeLacheur of
and
several
in
the
missionaries
from
harbor.
China,
for
the purpose of aueg
Congress together
China, India and Africa. The Blackstone owns absolutely (not leased) 160 acres of the
thorizing an increase of the army in ormost valuable Zinc property in tills region.
THE
CARRYING TRADE.
der to furnish troops for a war with
Family quartette, tne Ohio quartette anil
Stock Is now being sold at
Miss Agnew,
soloist, will be in attenIn the
China, does not seem probable.
dance.
first place we already have over sixty Canadian Channels Arc Diverting It
Axxgust 13, Rev. J. J. Lewis will lecture
Towards New England.
on “The Passion Play,” and on the folthousand men engaged in an Oriental
value $1.
The price of the Stock will cerlowing evening his subject will be “Old Par
war at a cost of a hundrel millions of
tainly bo advanced in the near future.
The manner in which Canada is cut- New England.”
Note our low capitalization, $200,000.
dollars yearly. There is no immediate
The Salvation Army eixcampment will
Do not delay but write at once.
into the carrying trade of the United
prospect that either the number of troops ting
begin August 15 and continue 13 days.
Fullest investigation courted.
States
is
remarked
further
Commander
and
being
Consul
or the annual expenses
upon
Booth
in the
Tucker,
Philipwest. The president of the Pennsylvania Brigadier Brengle and “Joe the Turk,”
pines can be reduced, r4’o participate in
will aid Lieut. Col. Cozons in the meet
1
Jail
way Company says: “The old Amera
general war for the pacification of
ings. On the 33d Consul Booth Tucker
GKO. ©« IUYIN. Sec’y and Gcn’l manaChina would probably require from this ican routes must be protected from the will give an address on “Lone and Sor- ger, 140 Nassau
Street, N. Y.
disastrous
diversion
row.”
The
to
tho
will
Canadian
terminate
encampment
another
country
sixty thousand men
in a midnight march and farewell Auroute.”
The
ComPennsylvania Hallway
and another
expenditure of a hundred
gust 36.
owns the Anchor line of lake steammillions of
dollars annually
Before pany
WHICH
PREFER?
and since the Canada Atlantic HailThere Is more Catarrh in this section of the
embarking in this enterprise there should ers,
be manifest some very sound and very way extended its tracks to Depot Harbour country than all other diseases put together
and until the last lew years was supposed to
and
its line of steamers on
There seems to be no tho inaugurated
be incurable. For a great many years doctors
urgent reason
upper lakes it appears that the Anit a local disease, and
pronounced
doubt that the foreigners in the disaffect- chor line boats are carrying
hardly any local remedies, and by constantly prescribed
falling to
ed parts of the Empire are beyond the of the grain at all. Formerly they used cure witii local treatment,
i'
pronounced it into carry immense quantities from Chica- curable. Science has
to be a
catarrh
of
p;oven
Occidental
If
help
any great
army.
go to Erie and Fairport, from which ports constitutional disease, and therefore required
they have not already been rescued they it was forwarded to the seaboard through constitutional treatment. Hall’s Catarrh Cure,
by F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo,
are not likely to be.
Foreigners in other the United States. This trade is now manufactured
Ohio, is the only constitutional cure on the
parts of the Chinese Empire may be ex- largely being done by tho Canada Atlan- market, it is taken internally in doses from Price
tic Kailway, which takes the cargoes 10
drops to a teaspoonful. It acts directly on
pected to seek their safety as foreigners from Chicago by their four fine
steamers, the blood and mucous surfaces of the system,
*hed.
In other countries do in time
of war, the Gratwiek, Geo. N. Orr, Arthur Orr They offer one hundred dollars for any case It
mobs or revolutions.
For the outrages and Kearsarge, and transfers them to their fails to cure.
Send for circulars and testimonials. Address
rail route of Depot Harbour, from where
committed the Occidental nations have
F. J. CM KNEY & CO., Toledo, O "ThTTcfSeSoTd Out FI te rv-'‘-Plj
they are sent east through Canadian terATS£.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
claims for large indemnity, very ritory.
just
Hall’s Family Fills are tliebest.
anlDeodtf
There seems to be no valid reason why
Judge Hopkins should not be re-nominated in the Deering wards. He served
in the
legislature two years ago with
distinction, and if nominated and electe:l this year will have far more influence
than
a new man could have.
One term
in the legislature is necessary for a man
to become
acquainted with men and
affairs enough to be of real use.
Judge
Hopkins has that acquaintance, and it
seems to us that it will be unwise for his
constituents not to utilize his training.

W. H. MiTIlken,
.Tames F. Ilawke*,

_1
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Matinees Every Day
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at 8.00.

Evenings

SAUNDERS. Treasurer.
CHESTER H. PEASE, Secretary,
LARKAUEE, Attorney.

lce

H«nry P. Cox,
Frederick N. Dow,
Thomas P. STmw,
Adam P. Leighton,
Ammi Whitney,
Edward B. Winslow,

PORTLAND,

peaks

HUTSON B.

....

Seth T. Lairabee,
A. S. Hinds,
Hutson B. .*•< under,,
I»r. S. C. Gordon.
lies*ry F. Merrill,
Geo. \V. Y'ork,
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(First Production Outside of tlio original.)

CHECK

DEPOSITS SUBJECT TO

THESATHfi

OJE33VC

TEEaES

Accounts of Banks, Municipalities, Corporations, Firms untl
Irust
Individuals, as well as those acting in any Official or
terms.
favorable
most
on
the
received
Capacity,

Exchange

Primary, Secondary and Tertiary Rlood Foistt
Permanently Cured. You can be treated H
home under same guarantee. If you have takea
mercury, toityde potash, and still hare acbM
and pains, Mucus Patches In Mouth, Sore
Throat, Pimples. Copper Colored Spots, tJKen
on any part of the
body. Hair or Eyebrow
falling out, write
-»

COOK

REMEDY CO.

32* Masonic Temple,
ChlcAao, III., for Pr001*
of cures.
( apttal »ftO0,000.
We solicit ihe bo*
obstinate cases.
We ffhave cured the trow
cases in 13 to 33 days.
100-page book IrW-

St.

norJTau

Capital Slock,
Surplus and Profits,

$200,000

Total

1,800,000

Deposits,

175,000

Specialties:—I liKh Grade Bonds for
Investment. Interest Paid on Deposits.
WM. G. DAVIS, Prest.
JAS. P. BAXTER, Vice Prrat.
HARRY BUTLER, lrm».
JOSHUA C. L1I1BV, A.st.

Trcns.

TRUSTEES.
Vk

m. G. Davl',
Ei anklln U. Barrett
S*«luey VV. Tkaxter,
Wm.W. Brown,
Clias. V. Libby,
Walter G. Da ptsv
A. 11. Walker.
C lias. O, Bancroft) Geo, F,
Fvana
Freileriek Rotate, Clinton L,.
Baxter,*
David
Harry Butler.

W.^Snow,

STEPHEN BERRY,

Bool, Job li Carl Printer,
NO. 37

PLUM

separated from horse room by air space,
LIVERY

1804 -HEBRON #CA0EMY-1900
EffW10"
;V lrovvn*
Wellesley
splendw academy
ba lding unit

A-'L3!r*>D1JEN’

also.

i»i ckuk st.

ami ,-inith-

bain, steam heated and up to date gymnastnn
spect; Sturtevant Homo the finest
girls’ dormi'
tory in New England, steam heat baths
every floor, electric lights, etc.; board
heat aim lights in this dormltorv <-*>-(? M.n9’
P°r
week, catalogue free. Address y
w. K. SAUGK1ST, Prill.
Hebron, Me.
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Warns

nTiSw."”.
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Portland & Boothbaj Steamboat Ca
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teams

Returning, leave Frauklln
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AMMONIA RUINS VARNISH

EVERY WOMAN
Sometimes

Harbor

Ra.CE. Manager.

Arc

needs

a

reltaWi

regulating medW»
DR. PEAL'S

PENNYROYAL PILLS,

prompt, Rafe and certain In result The sens
Deal’s) timer disappoint. (Vntanywtiers
*JleA,)r
aLOO. Peal Medicine
Oo., ( lovciand. 0.
*C. U. GUPPY & CO.. Portland, Ms. Art!

Endorsed by Clergymen.
Gentlemen: Home personal experti’#3’’
enables me to heartily recommend the w*
of Henry & Johnson's Arnica and 0"
1 Jniment. For external
application
c.is 's of
sprains and bruises it is un<|Ui«j
Kinably excellent. It takes hold aW \
gives relief. Thin is not a guess, hut*
word, of testimony.
^
EDWARD HAWES, D. DDr. Hawes was for many years
of the First Church, Burlington, Vt.
testimony is the testimony of all who u*
t he Arnica and Oil Liniment. It never
**
1 ails to
give satisfaction. Hold by
druggists at, 25 and 50 cents •bottle.

C. H. GUPPY & CO.,
Monument

f*c,n*»'G

PORTLAND
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BACK FROM CAMP.

TEAKS ISLAND.
Messrs. Clarence and. Ilarry Peabody,
of Judge Peabody
returned home
ast night from a bicycle trip through

High

School

Boys

ons

astern Maine and New Brunswick.
Miss Mamie Curtis, Mr. Guy Duufcou,
dr.
Charles Ballard of Portland ore
;uests at Pearl Cottage for a few days.
Mr C. I. Kimball and family are ooupying their cottage on Oakland avenuo.
Mr. Benjamin Ward and family
of
Portland have taken one of Al. Welch's
iQttage for the balance of the summer.
The boats of the Casco Bay and E. E.

COPYRHIMT t«00

BY THC PftOCV£R A GAMBLE

CO. ClMCftftBATI

*

AS CHEOPS SAW IT.
HAT is

«

ing,"
it

an enormous

said the visitor

seems a

pyramid
at

you

Egypt's

purposeless kind of
will

see

the

“

but

structure. What

is it for?" "When the top stone is

Cheops quietly, "you

court;

I

laid," replied

without it for twice its
You will see the point.

cost.

.——i

.-»■■■

MUSIC AND

—■

.—

DRAMA.

RIVERTON PARK.

■

■

ii—

Jose
registered
week ending July lSth
were:
Sydney Smyths, Wiscasset; John
Trask, Dexter; James Percy, Eton, N.
S.; Melvin Boone, Eton, N. 8.; Robert

Among those
House tor the

at

^

\!t*

the

unri

"'Mrc

Elmer Black,
Gorham; Mr. and Mrs.
Wm. Leavitt, Gorham; Sturgis Leavitt,
Gorham; A. R. Loveitt, Portland; Mr.
»nd
Mrs. P. M. vPherloft, Biookline,
Mass.; Mrs. A. P.
liidlon, Gorham;
Bertha M. Davis, Freeport, Me.; B. A.

..

a summer theatre. Thirty-five people will
lie employed in the production.
The sale
erf seats is at Sawyer s
store, Monument square.
Tickets can be obtained in

a

handsome steamer

Sebascodegan, which
them up, was a few minutes late,
but as soon as she turned into the upper
harbor and began to meet the other harbrought

sun-burned, hardy looking

GO 111! A 31.

___i

>"11—

was

Saturday

less.

point."

It will tell the story.

large

crowd on Portland
afternoon to welcome
home the Portland High School Cadets
who have
been in camp at High Head,
South Harpswclll, since July 5th. The
There

pier

bor boats it was upparent that the cadets
were on board and were making things

Mr Fred McDonald and win? >i Groveon, N. H., are stopping at t in* Coronado.
J r. McDonald is the owner of t he Weston
ntmbar Co., one of the largest lumber
mils in northern New Hampshire.
JVlr. Solomon Schryver and family of
3oston are expected to arrive on the isand this week, they are among the pioleers in cottage life, having lived here
tuinmers for the past 15 years.
A crowd visited Grenwood Garden last
<
zoning to witness the pictures of the
Passion Play
and ito enjoy the music
11 given Dy Prof. Ward and chorus. The large
tudlence
enjoyed the entertain men t
Manager Hounds had several boats on
mm! to carry the people back to the city
;hus doing away with all crowding and
muoyance.

Isn't it strange some persons find it hard to believe all that is told of Ivory Soap? Don't you try
to believe it; just try the soap. You will not then be

High-

founds* line were crowded yesterday on
very trip to the Island.
Miss Minnie Brackett is bookkeeper
d Llttlelleid’s grocery store.
The many friends of Oliver Hadlook
vill be pleased to learn that he is recovring very fast from his recent severe ill-

|;

build-

are

Return From

head.

Davis, Freeport, Me.
The following are the guests at
Darius Merritt's boarding house,

lively, for the cheering of the boys could
the boat reached the
bo heard before
wharf. When alongside the pier they beto scramble for the wharf.
Such a
gan
sters

set of youngfrom a summer

returned

never

They wore campaign hats and
camp.
were in heavy marching order, and there
wasn’t a boy in the crow whose face was
not as brown as a berry.
Sergt. Harry
Way, who acted as
quartermaster of the camp, told a reporter that it was one of the best camps he
has attended and Sergt Way has been
acting as quartermaster at these camps
since 1891 and ought to know what ho is
talking about. Among the older persons
who staid in camp with the cadets were
Mr. JLoker of the school; Capt. Hartnett,
the drilimaster; L)r. 1£. M. Nickerson
and Sergt. Way.
The cadets have had
line weather.
They have improved the
time in camp with drills and military
instruction, but have also found plenty
of opportunity for boating, bathing, fish-

ing and t’em ping through the country.
They all had the usual number of funny
anecdotes to relate of their experience under canvass.

vjuvuuji;

auu

u^iuiuii acfintu iu
one of the be3t the

be that, it had been
corps hasjever enjoyed.
After landing at the dock the c:i1et3
formed in line ami marched to the High
School building to be dismissed, headed
by their drum, life and bugle corps. At
the High School there were lou l cheers
for all of those who had besu in camp
with them and tor the officers.

[“States”

f

you’re

ttys

striped

striped negligee
whole
week
you’re lorjg,
striped
plain

LIFE/

'What Shall We Have for Dessert ?
j

This question arises in the family every
day. Let us answer it today. Try Jell-o.
a
delious and healthful dessert. Prepared in two minutes. No boiling I no
fbakingl simply add boiling water and
sot to cool.
Flavors:—Lemon, Orange,
Raspberry and Strawberry. Get a pack10 cts.
f'ftge at your grocers

today,

REUNION.

shouting
help down on ComAt a preliminary meeting of the asso- : nercial wharf. The patrolman ran to the
tnd of the wharf and found a man overelation Saturday evening the sentiment
loard clinging to a spile. He was very
was strongly in favor of going to Merry] learly exhausted when the officer reached
meeting park if satisfactory arrangements 1 he place and pulled him out. The man
ia<J been drinking and bad stepped off'
can
be made.
The reunion will take
He give his name at
nto the dock.
on
place
August 31st. Muoh enthusiasm ( he police station as George Wallace of
was manifested.
South Windham.
me

j

ordiQary ready
regular
ready

but

Laces Counter.

Portland, July 10, 1900.

who

YOUing

for

opportu-

buy

to

seasonable, desirable merchandise at a
saving,
should read the following
list carefully. Our Monday “Bargain Sales” are
invariably of deep interthose

to

est

the

who have

needs to pro-

family

vide for.
Linens Counter.

of all the odd lots,

ends,

and

remnants

soiled

of

samples
Napkins,
Doylies,
Tray
and
TaTowels
Cloths,
ble

FRANK M. LOW & CO.,
SVIen’s

Edgings,

25c

at

dozen

a

been dOe and 50c.

yards,
One

lot

Fringes

of

fancy
large Trim-

and

at 25

Damask

per

cent, discount from

Needlework Counter.
Ta-

fancy
made

Sat-

duck, ticking, canetc., stamped for
embroidery, been 25, 50
and 88c, to go at half
At same
price today.
vas,

counter,
ed

painted mostly,

38c,

One

of pure silk
10c

fancy Rib-

kinds,

thirty,
yard.

a

pieces
at

Forty

part-pieces

Cretonne, Burlap, printed Crape, fancy Denim,
India

imported

prints,

and

which

Dimities,
have been 12 l-2c, 25c
and up to 60c

today

yard,

a

to

One lot of

Soap,

at

One lot of

cake.

“Brilliant”

(a liquid

polishing)

at

14c

tin

full.

rubber

a

One

Fine

5c, regular

lot

of

Combs

at

price

of

Street

lot

of

Belts, white,

tan

and

grey,
and smooth

leather

ooze

leather, have
been 50c, 63c and §1.25,

half today.

from

Shirt

Co.,

48c, regularly sold
$1.00.

at

One lot of

tograph
easles,

glass

Holders

10c,

at

Pho-

on

brass

Gloves Counter.
A lot of

were

20c.

lot

One

Gloves,

and

at

black,

Ward’s pure linen Writing Paper and Enve-

lopes in fancy boxes, at
25c, marked down from
36c.

of

lot

One

ford’s

Library

quart

bottles,

San-

Paste in
23c

at

a

small lot of taffeta and

lisle thread
sizes for
at

Jewelry Counter.

sterling

of

Indian

Book Baskets at 5c. One
lot of children’s Digging
Sets
(hoe, rake and
at 8c

shovel)

a

Oatmeal

(Japanese)
8c.

One

decorated

Piates,

at

sterling

36c,

25c,

and 62c.

The entire

5c,

lot

of

lot

One

of
at

An assorted lot of II.
& S. and Sonnette Sum-

Men

so a

One lot of

fancy

ton Half
were

Hose,

25c.

cot-

a

19c,
lot of

fancy striped worsted
Jerseys, at §1.39, were
§1.75.
and lace

plain

stock of

sil-

(strain-

ware

mashers,

at

half price

lot

of

String Ties
down

marked

from 25c.
Embroideries Counter.

Swiss

at

79c, ought
$1.50, great

Shetland

silk and satin

An

sell

boys’

assorted

10c,

Drawers,

at

And

Counter, Women's.

One

mercerized
Shirts and

lisle thread
to

assorted

lot

of

have been

18 and

to go

25c,
yard today.

12, 15,
at

10c

mixed

Shirts and Draw25c, marked from

OWEN, MOOKE

Trimmings

Counter.
of

Three

Hosiery Counter.

Another lot of those

Ipswich
cotton

one

and

stockings,

one

at

rib

12c,

sizes 6 to 9 1-2.

Counter, Muslin.

Three
bric

styles of
Night Robes,

cam-

trim-

med with lace and Swiss

embroidery,
were

$1.12,

at

$1.50.

Underwear Counter, Knitted.

One lot of Swiss ribbed Lisle

Undervests,

at

and a lot of Jerribbed
Vests with
sey

white

fancy silk trimming, at
At
10c, great value.
same

counter,

fancy

silk

from 50c.

front

lot

of

fancy cotton Braids,
haif price.

at

One

A

lot

of

“Snap-on”

Odorless Dress

19c,

a

finish

lot of
open

Shirts, assorted
at
colors,
19c, were 25c.
Skirts Counter.
A lot of

Notions Counter.

at

plain

colors.

styles
Applique Trimming, at
35c a yard, marked down

Shields,

marked

from 25c and 33c.

& CO.

Unyx

fancy hosiery, women’s, to go Monday at
29c, regular 37c and 50c
quality, samples—in the
lot are plain lisle silk
lisles, lace and fancy

29c,

34c.

embroidered

Edges,

lot of

a

summer

ers, at

Hosiery Counter.

Underwear

Men’s Underwear Counter.

value.

today.
Neckwear

day.
One lot of

gored

marked

from 75c.

Childrens

Parasols,
half price Mon-

to go at

54c,

silk

and

at

Also

$1.00,
$1.50. Al-

supporters,
at

A. lot ot

Hosiery

at

lot of women’s

belts,

Counter.

s

Corsets,

mer

marked from

50c.

33c, marked

12 l-2c.

Corsets Counter.

Hose

brilliant

19c.

were

potato

tiles, etc.,)

at

Counter.

A lot of 36 inch Percaline, moire finish, at
12 l-2c a yard. And a

silver

were

Japanese
12c,

at

vered wire
ers,

tops,

One

set.

Blue

of

were

with

trimmed black
lot

Bowls

tles

A lot of

One

and women,

marked from 50c

yard, formerly

Parasols Counter\

Basement.

Gloves, large

men

in board covers, al 15c,
19c, 25c and 34c.

been

a

bottle.

colors

98c, marked down from $1.50. Also

lot of tan and
brown
twilled Selesia, at 8c a

Brooches,

Marcus

of

Foster hook

Glace Kid

An assorted lot of books

from 50c.

Staionery Counter.

$1.75.

Linings

down
Also

Outfitters,

Monument Square.

fancy lawn
Waists, insertion
fronts, at $1.14, marked

o

at

a

assorted

lot

Bates

at

An
Bodice

der Bottles with

Shirts,

lot

Leather Goods Counter.

of

Shirt

v

silver tops, at 36c.
One
lot of Tooth Brush Bot-

Madras Neorlmee
o
the
made
ov

*/

12c,

One lot of Tooth Pow-

assorted

fancv

10c and

10c.

Haberdashery.
An

at

Fancy Goods Counter.

for

can

pat-

the famous

“Sorosis'* Toilet
a

assorted

to go at

half price.

at

Toilet Goods Counter.

5c

Shirt Waists Counter.

hemstitched

kerchfcfcs,

25c.

was

A lot

been 15c and 20c.
of

yard,

Swiss embroidered Hand-

terns,

Draperies Room.

go

a

An assorted lot of children’s

colored

boys’

sizes two to four

of black and white dimity, assorted styles, at 18c

Handkerchiefs Counter.

hundred

of

years, at 89c, marked
from $1.25. Also a lot

at

down from

marked

lot

Dresses,

lot of decoratPin Cushions,

a

satin

hand

a

C'

Ribbons Cotmter.

bons,

crepon P. Iv., 30 inches
wide, at 22c a yard,marked down from 35c. Also

of

50c.
.J

for
children six
ery,
months to three years, at
$1.00, marked down from
$4.25 and $1.50. Also a
lot of light weight white

ming Cord, at 37c a
yard, for either, been 50c,
One lot of
ble
Covers,

nickel

One lot of tine nainsook Short Dresses, trimmed with Swiss embroid-

Silks Counter.

linen

A mid-summer clearance

nar-

Yal. Insertions and

row

of

lot

plated
Safety Pins, all sizes, at
4c a card, (one dozen.)
/nfants’ Outfits Counter.
a

An assorted lot of

look-

are

nities

fits

for

jylGdlt

The weather to-day
is likely to be fair.

Not an accident marred the

tuc

Mrs.
Main
The management of Riverton Park are
street: Mr. Frank Merritt, Mr. Theodore
THE GEM.
Very much pleused'concerning the success
S'onie, Mr. Claude Thompson, Mr. Ralph KAIL WAY MEN A'i BASKET ISLAND
well they
Loornan of Medford Hillside, Mass.
of this delightful resort and
The Brotherhood of Railway Trainmen
The many theatregoers who are ever
The dam that is being built at North
may be for th^ attendance has been enor- keenly on the alert for every fresh bit
Portland went to Basket island yetGorham is 45U feet long. Sixty men and i Of
mous the past few weeks.
During the of theatrical gossip are already famliar Ive teams are at work upon it,
terday on their annual picnic. There
Mrs. Freeman, South street, who h ad were about 100 in the party". The compast week It was necessary several times with last winter’s metropolitan successes, j
die misfortune to break her hip, is as j mittee of arrangements were H P. Lord,
to withdraw all the cars possible from and therefore will
undoubtedly receive I xunfortabie as can be
expected and full Joseph MeNeilus and Neely MeNeilus.
the city lines in order to bring the people the announcement of this week’s attracCharles Deoelle provided the dinner.
recovery is now entertained.
home after the entertainment. No matter tion ut the Gem theatre with more than
Mr. A. M. Jones and wife of the Perwhat the multitude
may number the ordinary interest. It is Sidney Wilmer's kins Institute for the Blind, South BosHELD FOR BRAND JURY.
Mr. and Mrs. Win.
ton, are visiting
management always provides ample ac- and Walter Vincent’s American
farce
Andrew Fitzpatrick was arraigned beSchool
street.
Jones,
commodation and to this fact is attributA Strangerin a Strange Land.
Mr and Mrs. Joseph Shaw and friend fore United States Commissioner Bradley
comedy,
ed much of the eucoess of the Park. The It will be the first
production outside of if Boston are the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Saturday afternoon charged with violaquality of the entertainment however the original, and George Osbourne, who Milton Shaw, School street.
tion of the internal revenue
laws. He
Mrs. Martha Harmon and daughter
would naturally attract large audiences scored a
Romford Fails and was held
great hit as the Indian, will Hattie are visiting lriends in Manchester, lives in
because of its general excellence and this be seen in his
under the usual bill for the grand jury.
original part of Tam-Mo N. 11.
combined with the splendid oar service Nee. Jack
Mr. and Mrs. John Parkhurst of WorThomdyke, a young Englishwere
in
Gornam
MARRIAGES.
and the supreme beauty of the lovely park man of
cester, Mass.,
Saturday.
good family, has been going the
Hon. B. F. Chadbourne visited Riveraooonnts for Its lasting and
increasing pace a bit too rapidly in his own country, ton
and visited friends in GorSaturday
In Ellsworth, July 11, John Sinclair anti Miss
popularity. The Matus Royal Hungarian so his family sends him to America for ham Sunday.
Battie L Sttilson.
Orchestra in splendid oon certs charm the a three
Mr. George A. Richardson 13 the gue3t
In Skowhegan, July 11, A. B. Lamb and Miss
years’ stay on a ranch. Instead of
Mvrtle Mills.
Cyrus Abbott, Green street.
hear them and the pro- of
senses of all who
In Appleton, Jutv 7, Charles L. Carleton of
going West, Jack is put off at Buffalo,
Mrs. Bearoe of Kennebunk is the -guest
gramme for the coming week will be one and there remains, aibeit he writes home of Mrs.
Appleton and Edith M. Brown of Smith Union.
Augustus Parker, State street.
Iu North Livermore. July 4, Rev. Harvey H.
of especial importance. Combined with
A
fine
shower
over
Gorham
passed
lengthy and thrilling tales of ranch life
Bishop of Paris and Miss Agues J. Powers ol
this popular feature will be performances in which red-skins and
Saturday.
Xorridgewock.
cowboys figure
Mr. Benj. Fogg of Newhuryport is the
Irt Morway, July 4, James M. Waters of
by J. W. Gorman’s Imperial Minstrels, largely.
All of this is swallowed withBrighton, Mass., and Miss Pearl M. Woulsou of
guest of Mr. Peter Fogg, High street.
one of the most popular attractions that i
Mass.
Pittslield,
Mr.
Burnell
ice
cream
S.
serves
out question by his relatives to whom, as
George
In Naples, July 8, Harry G. Milhkeu of Naples
and
annually visits Riverton.
Saturday during the acu Miss
to many of our “English cousins,’’ the Wednesdays
Edith 1-rye ol Edes Palis.
summer months.
>
Twenty-four joliy black faced comeIn Augusta. July 10, Paul Small of Lancaster,
area
sealed book, and who!
and daughter,
Mrs. Cary
Mrs. Ada N. H., and Miss Mary K. Duff ol Augusta.
d ians in the most gorgeous of costumes
know no difference between Buffalo and Cary McKanny, Bar Mills, are visiting
will line up in a first part of “old time” Butte. Jack's
Mrs. Cary is the
uncle, Charles Dudley, friends in Gorham.
Di a r h ■».
widow of the late Dr. Nelson Carv, who
novelties to see
merit and “now time”
discovers the young man’s
game, and was a
prominent physician of Gorham.
secured from
how many laughs can be
In this city. July 14. Mary Ann, daughter of
when Jack is about to return advises him
the late John and Mary Ward.
the large adUlence that Is sure to greet
by letter to bring along a red-skin to
OBITUARY.
Monday morning at 6,30 o’clock
[Funeral
the popular company. Performances will back
from No. 223 CollageS > street..
up his stories. The letter miscarries,
be given every afternoon and
[Requiem hlgn m iss at the Cathedral of the
evening and Jack turns up in the first act without
SAMUEL II. JOSE.
Immaculate Conception at b o’clock.
during the week.
^
an Indian.
In this citv. July 14th, Philip, sou of John 3.
When he learns the true
Mr. Samuel H. Jose died Saturday at
and Esther Mainelln, aged 7 years.
state of affairs he gets his friend, Arthur his home on Bramhall
THE ENGLISH ROSE.
street, having
Interment at Biddeford.
with his
sister been out of health for some time. He was ♦ in this city. July 14, Samuel H. Jose, aged 68
There are many things that contribute Lowe, who is In love
ye;irs, 6 months, 16 days.
to masquerade as an aborigine who
Grace,
38 years of age, and was a native of Dayto the success of MeCullum’s theatre, but at one time had saved his life. In the
[Funeral set vices Tuesday at 2.30 p. m.. at
his late residence, 24 Brain hall street.
in the
ton. He received his education
no one feature has served more to attract meantime an American patent medicine
In Fort
July lG. Lucena M. Webster,
learned the car- wile ol ihePoint,
remoter appears on the seen 3 with a real Saco schools, and then
local theatre-goers to this cozy play house
late Paul D. Webster of Orouo, and
ndian to advertise his remedies, and he
Weston
F. MilUken of this city.
mother
of
Mrs.
fall of 1850 Mr.
penter’s trade. In the
than the'beauty of the stage settings and
is mistaken t*y the
In Lewiston, July 13, WilliamB. Paliaer.aged
family for Jack’s
in his trade in
this 32
the completeness and attention given to savior. Complications are increased by Jose was engaged
years.
and the following spring he located
In Bath, July 8, Florence N. Rich, aged 20 yrs.
detail that characterizes every play pre- the arrival of a third Indian, in reality a city,
In ,1 homaston, July 10. Theodore French,
here permanently. Many of the most imScotland
Yard
detective
in
and
disguise
sented there. With a full appreciation of
and private resi- aged 68 years.
in search for Lowe. After much misun- portant public buildings
the many beautiful stage
pictures seen derstanding Jack marries Alice Welling- dences of this city have been constructed
among which |
it can be safely ton, an American heiress whom he met under his supervision,
in former productions
be ^Mentioned the Jose building,now
said that the productions to be given to- on the way to England. Arthur Lowe may
Kotzschmar
hall and the
Danforth
block,
marries his sister Grace, and all ends in
as
the attraccontinue
Gould house on State street.
He was an
night and
a happy denouement.
wise invest ments
tion every alternoon and evening during
William Stuart, another acquisition, able financier, making
In
real
somewhat
estate.
city
the week will surpass in scenic grandeur •vdfli make his first appearance as Arthur and dealing
He owned a number of houses in Portf land. His house on Bramhali street was
and magnificence any that has preceded Lowe. The cast is as follows:
the
it at McOulluru’s
theatre. The drama Jack Thorndyke, proprietor of
built before people recognized the desircattle ranch,
Mr Willis Granger
ability of that locality.
th it will be so lavishly
invested is the
Sir. Charles Dudley, Jack's uncle on
Mr, Jose was marrried three times, his
beautiful romantic Irish play, entitled
his mother’s side,
Mrs.
Maria M illett
third wife being
of
“The English Rose’' the presentation
Mr. Lawrence Eddiilere r Andrews. By his first wife he had several sons, three of whom are living, Edfor one week be- Dr. John Boiler, promoter of Boiler’s
which was postponed
Mr.
Indian Bitters,
Mr. Richard Bennett ward C., Charles F. and George C.
cause the artists were unable to paint all
First Free
Jose was a member of the
the special scenery required. Three scene Ta-Mo-Nee, an American Indian chief,
church.
Mr. Geo. Osbourne Baptist
painters, under the personal direction of Arthur
former college chum of
MRS, EBEN N. PERRY.
Lowe,
M r. David Richards,
who twenty-five
Mr. William Stuart
Jack,
Mrs. Harriet Mussey Libby,
wife of
years ago painted the scenery far the old Harrington, of Scotland Yard,
Mr. Barton Drew Eben N. Perry, died at her home on Cum-1
Portland Museum and Deering Hall proMrs. Holcombe’s butler,
berland street at three o'clock Saturday
ductions, have worked f day and night for Waston,
Mr. Geo. Osbourne, Jr.
morning after an illness of nearly six
two weeks on the settings for this play Jenkins, Mrs. Holcombe's servant,
Mr. James Dickson months.
and every yard of scenery used will have
Mrs. Perry was a woman whose realm
been prepjired especially for this play. Hon. Mrs. Barton Holcombe, Jack's
aunt on his father's side,
was her home.
was a devoted and
She
The scenes are painted from old prints
Miss Carrie Clarke Ward
consistent member of the Plymouth Free
supposed to be accuratejlllustrations of the May Holcombe, her daughter,
for several
Miss Myrtle May Baptist church, although
locality where the incidents describe i in
years
failing health has prevented her
Grao9 Thorndyke, Jack's sister,
the play are presumed to have occurred,
from engaging actively in the philanMiss Eugenia Hayden
In the original production of this play Alice
thropic work of the church.
Wellington, an American girl,
Mrs Perry Is survived by her husband
at the Boston museum a few years ago the
Miss Teresa Maxwell
and two children. Dr. II. B. Perry of
from these same
scenery was painted
I)r. Florence M. Dyer of
Amherst, and
UNDERWOOD SPRING.
Portland.
prints. The soene of the play is near
saw a great many people at
Sunday
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Perry
a
on
the
spent their early
town near Clew Bay,
Westport,
for more
oars being loaded fore- married life in Saco though
short in stature
Yf
west coast of Ireland. The drama derives Underwood, the
resided In
thin forty years they have
Its name from the principal female char- noon, afternoon and evening. Tne dining Portland.
or iQ n)oney,
is the
room was tasked to fill its orders as fast
acter, Enid Thurston, a beautiful Engthe
demands
came In,
suit:
flannel
coat
but
STOLE
MILK.
everybody
THEY
j^s
lish girl who Is called the English Ross
came away fully satisfied with the exceland trousers; no vest, but
People living on the II111 whose milkby the peasants of the country for miles
around because of her kindness and beau- lent service. At (5 o’clock, dinner hour, men
get around about daylight,have been
a
shirt.
ty. The English Rose is said to be the the Fadettes gave a most artistic promissing the cream for their coffee lately.
best Irish
drama produced sinoe “The
The
outfit
in the Casino, many of our muwill
cost
gramme
Morning alter morning cans of milk
hShuughraun” and like that play and unlike most all others it has no eviotions sical people being present to appreciate and cream have .disappeared
and
so
here.
$7.63 this
among its scenes or exaggerated
types it. During the coming week there will general has become the complaint that
If
avoid the
among its characters. It Is a ooherent,
the usual
be
first class attractions at the
police set themselves to work to try
effective and absorbing etorv of the vicisthis
We can
Concerts
afternoon
patterns.
park,
popuar
and catch
the thieves. The result was
situdes o£ the love affair of Harry O’Mallley a young Irish gentleman und Enid and evening, with the electric fountain that three boys were arrested last night
a
blue serge
give
you
Thurston.
twice during
the evening concert, and
Officers Heath and Woodsum charged
Stephen Wright will appear with the for an hour after the close of the concert. by
for $7.63 up to $12. No
with
stealing milk. They gave their
company next week in the role of Knight
are
on
the
books
Several
made,
large
picnics
names as Thomas S. Siteman, Conners
| O’Maiiley, the father of Harry, and of
I Michael, the
priest. It is a splendid part for this week at Underwood and there is and Ennis,
our
tailor
made
ft.hat will give him excellent
opportuni- promise of a great addition to the reguties, A feature of the production wili be
SAVED HIS
to
wear
it
if
; if
fahe introduction of horses on the stage of lar traffic.
Officer Chase was patrolling Ms beat
not, we make it fit.
SEVENTEENTH MAINE REGIMENT < in Saturday night, when he heard someadvance for any performance

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

OWEN, MOORE & GO.

“spun glass”
umbrella
Skirts, full
shape, with three accordion plated ruffles, black
and colors, at $1.19, been
$1.62.

OWEN, MOORE

& CO.

lj„

FROM MISS GOULD.

MAY ENDORSE PEARSON,

a—

,.1
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SOUTH PORTLAND.
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LET,

Forty words iuaei ted under tlijs l*e»d
one
Rand
A.
g^y»j*c|r
Martha
The
funeral of Mrs.
Some of the
Are Inclined
Democrats
An adjourned meeting of the Woodfords
afternoon at 1.30
took
place
yesterday
I)iaGreat
TJniversalist
to
on
is
be
held
Towards Prohibition Condldate.
Tuesday
rro LET—Furnished cottage
parish
A rnond Island, finely Icc.ited, good water
in Knightville.
evening, July 17, at 7.80 o’clock in Lewis o’clock from the church
L.
E.
Address
GODING,
at the age of 51 supply and drainage.
hall to listen to the report of the church Mrs. Rand died Friday
16-1
Hanford, Me.
The date
for the Democratic county
committee, who are to present years.
building
furnished cottage,
6
Crr's
Let—At
Island,
convention has not yet been settled upon.
Mr. McGowan of the Portland Iron and
six rooms, open fire place, stable and use
working plans for the construction of the
It
be called about the
will probably
Possession given August 1st.
taken a cottage at of row boats.
proposed new church edifice. In the Steel company has
Address CHARLES E. MOULTON, Orr’s islast of this month, so it is stated. A
Willard for the season.
H-l
event of the acceptance of the plans by
land, or M. F. RICKER, Auburn, Me.
prominent Democrat told a reporter on the
Alton A. Bean, telegraph operator at
parish, it Is probable that the comNo. 9 Exchange 9treet,
RUNT—Office
that
the
for
endorsmovement
Saturday
mittee will be authorized to execute a the Pleasantdale station on the Boston
ground floor, remodelled a few years ago,
front windows and good rear light, well
ing Rev, S. F. Pearson, the Prohibition loan for the
of commencing & Maine railroad, left with his son Ev- large
purpose
adapted for insurance or brokerage business;
nominee for sheriff, is gaining ground in
BENJ. SI1AW & CO.,
work
desire erett Saturday night for a brief visit to size about 19 by 44,
at
once.
It
is
the
the Demooratio party and he feared that
611-2 Exclniugo street__14-2
of the members of the church and parish his old home at Danvers, Mass
to
endorse
him
the Democrats would try
20 p easant convenient rents
Mrs. Nathan Cleveland of Boston is a
to commence work at onoe, so that the
Ellsworth,
on
Cumberland, Congress,
He said that if they
at the convention.
John
Mrs.
at
the
and
home
of
Mr.
basement and vestry of the church may guest
8tate, Chestnut, Park, Pine, Boyd, Gray, LanSmith
went into the convention without a canand
Revere
Wcolford,
caster.
Oxford,
Pleasantdale.
Minott, Summer street,
be completed and in readiness for
use
Middle
streets.
GEO. F. JUNK INS, 270
didate of their own and Mr. Pearson’s
It is understood that the Consolidated street, near Monument square.
14-1
during the coming fall and winter. The
friends were at all active, the Prohibition church has
bought and paid for its lot Ice company will soon begin shipping /T\0 Llff—Purnished rooms near corner of

vrey^for a^oeul|^

Letter

From

Portland

Woman in China.

FOR

When It Was Written She Was
in Peril.

TO~LET-Over

Thousands of Boxers at
Pao

letter

Ting Fu.

Written

Was

Day

of

the Last

May.

A

letter was received from Miss Annie
A. Gould Saturday afternoon, mailed at
Pao Ting Fu and bearing the
usual
Chinese postmark, with date
of May
31—the date when Mi3s
Gould’s letter
closes. It also has the usual Tien
Tsin
postmark dated June 4 and
Shanghai
(Chinese June 11, also Shanghai (Jap:
It has therefore come
anese) June 12.
along without more than the usual delay
but is doubtless the last that will be received for many days.
The letter
follows:

Pao-Ting-Fu, China, Tuesday, May 27,
1900.

I was

started for mission
the Boxers didn’t
let me. How? They objected to having
French soldiers sent to Pekin and as the
railroad facilitates the moving of troops
they proceeded to tear up part of the road,
burned three stations and a bridge, and
to

have

meeting today,

but

overland with the country in such a commotion ; moreover 1 can’t leave for
so
if I was “up” in Cicero I
long a time,
could quote him better. I have a recollection of his asking something like this:
“In what age; in what country are we
living?” Boatmen, oarters, innkeepers,
etc., naturally do not like the railroad
because it takes away traffic from them.
The man with whom the Boxer movement practically originated is intensely
anti-foreign. Originally he suggested it
to the people of his district as a scheme to
protect themselves against bandits. Later
it took on the anti-foreign
spirit and
now has assumed these proportions.
The Governor of
reShantung was
moved because the foreigners insisted upon it, but he was thereupon made Governor of Shansi and already
the foreigners
feel it; they cannot rent
a
house anybefore
where, whereas there has never
been the slightest trouble in Tsi
Yuan
Fu
on the railroad
.Recently at a town
there were a good many Boxers.
One,
General Yang, went
up to investigate
matters. They fired on him, killing his
horse, His body-guard
fled and he was
killed.
A relative who went to investigate his death was also set upon and killed
We shall see what
will
by the Boxers.
come of all this,
A few days ago a good many soldiers,
Chinese, but foreign trained, arrived here
to protect the city. Miss Morrill has seen
them on her way to her work in the suburbs.
They dress differently from the
soldiers we usually see around here, look-

1

candidate would be endorsed.
It is stated that Gen. John J. Lynch
of Portland will be the Democratic nominee for Congressman from this district.
York county has no candidate and the
Portland friends of Gen. Lynch are very
anxious that the honor should be accorded to him at the Alfred convention.

WESTMiOOIL

island during Mr. Wheeler’s vaoation of two weeks.
Miss Elva It. Elder, a sister of Hon. I
L. Elder who has been visiting at the
home of Judge Elder on Coyle street for
an

outing at Long

M™0.,

doubly dangerR o'clock
Yesterday, a man who is on very Is to occur this mornincr
good terms with foreigners advised Mr. at St. Hyacinthe’s church. After a brief
Bagnall (missionary) in a round about
wedding trip, Mr. Fredette and his prosway to leave before the Boxers
got any
more furious against
us, but we don't pective bride are to reside on Valentine
street this city.
has gone to see
Mr.
Wu (Great-man—
The marriage of Miss Isa Webb of this
that is his title) and we wait his report.
Some of us think it impossible that our city, daughter of the late ex-county treascompound can be troubled, it is so near urer James M. Webb and Mr. Percy Marto the city.
On the other hand there are shall in the
employ of the Portland and
about 1000 Boxers in Pao-Ting-Fu, and
Yarmouth
Electric Railway company,
more in the v illages.
What can the few
soldiers do, especially as they will
not will occur on Tuesday and is to be
lire on the Boxers to defend us.
We may a very quiet affair on account of the
be killed, and our property looted; or we recent
death of Miss Webb’s grandmother.
may escape with the skin of our teeth; or
Work on the
house at Mallison
ous,

power
may be unmolested.
God knows, I know perfectly well the Falls in process of construction for the
of
but
it
does
not Mallison Falls Power Co., composed of
possibilities
danger
weigh on me; or when it does 1 just pray
for “grit.” I am glad to remember that Westbrook business men, is progressing
you pray for us; last night when 1 was finely and the power house when completpraying that God’s will might be done I ed will be a model of its kind, being up
remembered what
mother says--'‘ the to date in all of its
appointments. The
nearest way to China is by the
way of
power station is to be used for the purthe throne,:: and it comforted me.
Perhaps you can understand why with pose of furnishing power for the operation
all this disturbance and my sleepiness I of the cars of the Westbrook Windham
can’t put my thoughts on
If I and
paper
Naples Electric Railway company,
live I will send you another letter soon
is to transmit power to Westbrook, for
Love from Mary and
me.
“If not
on and
the opei'ation of the
earth, we’ll meet in heaven.”
new Haskell Silk
Your daughter,
mill and the Dana Warp mill company
ANNIE A. GOULD.
which is to be located in the old Westbrook Manufacturing company’s gingham
BIG BOSTON BLAZE.
mill.
Boston, July 14.— A two-alarm fire in
It will soon be time for the Republicans
the fifth and sixth floors of the six story
of Westbrook to hold a general caucus
brick building on Kingston street this
for the nomination of a candidate to repafternoon caused $10,000 damage, mostly
resent the city in the Maine legislature.
by water. The first floor of the building Hon. T. S.
Burns who has for
three
is vacant. The second story is occupied
terms served the city faithfully and well,
the
Boston
School
by
Supply company. is out of the race this year,
having been
The fifth is occupied by Henry li Barry,
nominated as a candidate for election as
manufacturer.
The fourth floor is occuState senator. It is probable that the
pied by Byers and Parmlee, manufact- nominee of the
party will this time be
urers of shirts and infants goods and G.
exex-mayor A. A. Cordwell who has
Wilson & Co.
pressed a desire to represent the city in
the lower halls of the Maine legislature.
BROKE HIS TIIIGH-BONE.
It is not known at present whom the
Friday afternoon Mr. Luke, a farmer
who lives in the Burbank house on Meet- Democrats are to put forward but, it is
ing House hill, South Portland, fell from safe to predict that if nominated Mr.
a load of hay and broke
his thigh- bone. Cordwell will be
the next representative
Dr. Jewell was summoned and found the
from Westbrookin the Maine legislature.
fracture a severe one.
Col. E. H. Smith,
formerly the commander of the Maine
division, Sons of
A Poor Millionaire.
Veterans, at the meeting of Wade camp
Lately starved in London because he
j could not digest his food. Early use of on Friday evening, presented the camp
Dr. King's New Life Pills would have with a large photograph of himself and
j saved
him. They strengthen the stomstaff of officers,
composed of Adjutant
ach, aid digestion, promote assimilation, J. Warren Phinney, Quartermaster A C.
improve appetite. Price UScts.
Money Cloudman, Quartermaster Sergeant Euback if not satisfied
Sold by H. P. S. gene I. Cummings and Sergeant Major
J. F. Sullivan, all of Westbrook.
ttoold, 577 Congress street, druggist.

’j

enjoying

Messrs. Almon N. Waterhouse and A.
C. Cloudman with their wives and Master Harold Cloudman, left Satdrday for
Peaks island, where they are to enjoy a
everal weeks past, has returned to her
few weeks vacation.
home in San Francisco, California. Miss
Mr, Sumner Hill, Lamb street, is en-.
Elder is a successful teacherJn the schools
tertaining his mother, who comes here of
that city.
for a brief visit from her home in KenneThe new Woodfords postal station is
bunk.
rapidly adjusting itself, and the service
The installation of officers of Calanthe
is becoming more and more appreciated
Assembly, Pythian Sisterhood, oocurred
by the publio. The carriers are fast beSaturday evening at Knights of Pythias
coming acquainted with the streets and
Mills.
The
Cumberland
hall,
following residents
which aids them very much in
officers were installed for the ensuing
liio wuj'K
oi
pryuipt delivery, ror tiie
term: P. C., Mrs. H. L. Herriman; C.
present, the offioe force in assorting
C., Mrs. S. C. Morton; Y. C., Mrs.
mail have for reference the ward voting
Charles Cobb;
Prelate, Mrs. Charles lists which show the heads of
families,
Hines: K. ft and S,. Miss Lena Lord:
and through the kindness of the publishM of E
Mrs, Hari‘y Cousens; M. of F.,
ers have the use of the advance sheets.of
Mrs. James Fisk; M. at A., Mrs. John
the new directory, which is a great help
I,
Mrs.
Simon
O.
Watson;
G.,
Elwell;
in the sorting and distribution of mall.
Mrs.
Mrs.
G.,
Elbridge Lord;
It will be necessary to have at least two
Eben Leighton;
organist, Miss Allie
more carriers as well as more assistant
Lewis. After the ceremony of installaclerks in the office before the service is
tion refreshments of ice cream and cake
brought to the point of perfection to
were served.
which Postmaster Barker and the local
The members of the East End, W. C.
Mr. F. E. C. Bobbins,
T. U., enjoyed their annual Held day superintendent,
are desirous of bringing it.
and outing on Thursday at the cottage of
Mr. Fred H. Jones and wife, Glenwood
Mrs. P. S. Graham and Mrs. Abbott on
have returned from a brief vacaavenue,
Peaks island. A shore dinner was served
tion trip to Mr. Jones’s former home in
at noon and an enjoyable time was had
The party returned home in the WInthrop.
by all.
Capt. J. Lewis Sawyer, wife and son
early evening.
179 Woodfords street,
who have
Harry,
Excellent progress is being made on the
been enjoying a brief visit with relatives
construction work of the new silk mill
at Denmark have returned home.
being erected for the Haskell Silk comMr. E, D. Bancroft, proprietor of the
in
this
The
brick
work
has
pany
city.
Steam laundry, is confined to the
been completed on one half of the build- Deering
house by illness, having been taken sick
ing and the carpenters have completed
on Friday.
the roof. The mill is to be considerably
HIGHLAND SQUABE.
than
the
one
in
use
and
is
now
larger

to be operated by electric power, instead
of water power as at present. The power
for the mill is to be generated at the new
and
power station at Mallison Falls
transmitted to the new silk mill. The
Haskell Silk Mill company is one of the
thriving industries of the city and for
some two years past have been unable to
keep up with their orders, being several
months behind. With increased facilities
the company will be better able to meet
the growing demand for their product.
George Tolman, son of judge J. H.
ing more trig or soldierly.
Last Monday (May 118) after the railroad Tolman, has entered the employ of the
was torn up the
French
who ars^ in Westbrook Windham & Naples Electric
charge of the railroad all left. Some of Railroad Co, as a conductor
during the
their ladies insisted on going and prevailed against the better judgment of the summer season. Next fall he is to enter
men,
So thirty in all started in twelve Colby college.
boats with a guard of fifty soldiers and a
Miss Millie McLean and Mr. and Mrs.
crowd to watch them off.
There were
black looks and angry mutterings. It was Alexander, have returned to their homes
fortunate for their peace of mind
Miss Clara Reny and Mrs. Clark of
that
they aid not understand what was said. Amsterdam, N, Y., who have recently
Some of our mission
Chinese said they
been the guests of Mr. C. E, Reny have
were doing foolishly. They may get away
send word returned to their home.
safely but the Boxers will
down the river and attack them on their
The adjourned monthly meeting of the
way to Tien Tsin.
Westbrook city government is to be held
That was Monday. Today, Thursday,
May 31, we hear that they have had a very on this evening at 7.ao o’clock at the
hard time, the river being low, and the council chamber.
Boxers have sworn to kill any foreigners
The marriage of Mr. Joseph Fredette
they can lay their hands on.
Along the and Miss Marie
Connell, both of this city,
river therefoi’e io will be

we

of land on which the building is to be
erected and have a
balance
toward
the fund to bo used for church building
purposes. The church as planned and
when fully completed will
cost in the
vicinity of from $12,000 to $15,000.
Mr. Win. A. Wheeler and family, GlenMiss
wood
avenue,
accompanied by
Florence Leighton of Woodfords street are

and Mrs. W. H. Johnson, who
have
been
spending the winter and
spring with their son, W. B. Johnson,
Stevens avenue, have gone to Alfred for
the summer.
Prof, and Mrs. Hull and two children
of Adams, Mass
who have been visiting
at Mr. Johnson’s, have gone to Hartley
avenue, the home of Prof. Hull’s moth-

Capt.

er.

Carl and Malcolm Woodbury left Wednesday for their summer vacation in
Eastern Maine.

YARMOUTH.
4

Among

the possibilities of the next two
weeks is a ball game composed of men
who in 1835 were players on the Yarmouth
base ball team that won the county chain
pionship. The opposing nine is to he
made up of strong local players.
The class of 1903,Yarmouth high school,

enjoyed an outing one day during the
past week at Underwood Springs park.
Miss Jennie I. Bucknam, a popular
teacher at Medford, Mass.,is enjoving her
vacation at the home of her parents,Mr. and Mrs. William E. Bucknam,
Gilman street.
Miss May Leighton, who has for sev
eral terms taught successfully in the intermediate grades at
Hu bbardstown,
Mass., is spending her summer vacation
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. George
summer

this town.
Rev. and Mrs. O. K. Crosby are to
leave town the middle of the week for a
vacation trip of
three weeks. During
their absence from town they are to visit
relatives at Compton, Quebec, and other

Leighton

of

places.

Rev. J. B. Carruthers will

occupy the

pulpit of the First Parish Congregational
church on Sunday, July 23. On Sunday
July 22 it is expected that the Rev. John
DePew of Connecticut will preach. The
pastor «f the church will return from
Roque Bluff for Old Home Week, and
the church will hold special services on
Sunday August 5th, Old Home Sunday,
Rev. Elijah Kellogg of Harpswell it is
expected will preach in the evening of
that Sunday, Special music is to be furnished at morning and evening services.
Messrs. George L. Seabury and Philip
G. Hodsdon, president and secretary, respectively, of the Cumberland county
Sons of Veterans association are making
arrangements for the holding of the fifth
annual outing and field day
of the association which will probably be held about
the middle of August at some conve nient
point in the county.

WIT AND

WISDOM.

ice from their mammoth house at Pleasaotdale.
Miss
Florence King has finished her
vacation and resumed her duties at the
at
company
Chenery Manufacturing

A

Park and Congress streets, alcove, squure
an-© side room, second floor adjoining bath,
sunny situation, 200 feet from Park street.
Grass and trees In front. MRS. SKILLINGS',
5 Congress Park.14-1
LET—For business nurposes, near Ivtonufj’b
A ment Square, large building, three floors
that can be utilized tor various kinds business,
carriage paint shop, Idacksmitn shop, sash and
blind?, etc,; al-o a large stable connected.
ExEnouire of HAWKES & DELONG, 86
change St., telephone 434-2._13-1
rilOTPT—Furnished rooms, centrally located,
A
at No. ll Myrtle St., opposite City hall

Portland.

Capt. Bailey, commanding officer at
Fort Preble
from Fort
has returned
Adams where he was in attendance on a
general court martial.
Work on the excavations for the foun-

12-1

dations of the new government buildings
is being pushed forward by the contractors, but owing to the softness of the
ground they were obliged to go much
deeper than they expeoted. In one case
it is reported that they will have to go
down 14 feet in order to find a solid bot-

O LET—"a first-class second floor rent of
•
eight room?, at 163 Cumberland St., with
bath and modern conveniences and sun all day:
also a furnished cottage of six rooms, at Forest
Citv Lauding, Peaks Island, with full view of
White Head. Apply to TRUE BROS., 39-1 Fore
St., Portland, Me.__jlyll-tf
rtiO LET—Fiat of seven rooms, bath and shed
A on one fl or. and one chamber;
very pleasant and convenient; sun all dav; in good repair,
L. H, TOB1E. end Portland
at 16 Beckett St.
ri

tom on which to lay the walls. A large
of men are now employed and just
now it is the busiest place in the city.

Pier.__lid

crew

BOWiRY

rrtO LET—Furnished cottages all ready exA ceptlng linen.
water
spring
silver,
Neponset, back of the church, painted, fixed up
2
Luther strict.
over looking the harbor.
Peaks
Island, 7 rooms each, thoroi
lau
from
cleaned, 5 arid 10 minutes
pleasant piazza. DOW, 90 Deeilng Avenue. 9-1

BEACH.

A very pretty wedding ocourred at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Dresser of
this place on Tuesday afternoon, July
son, William
10, when their youngest
Doten Dresser and Miss Hattie May Perry of Richmond ,Me ,were unlt3d in mar-

recently oqeunied by Ting
ROOMs
dry. iiO Congress Sr. Houses furnished
Lee

The ceremony was performed in
the presence
of the immediate family
only,
by the Rev. John Ford of West
mrar*

tendered the young

n nr

ci

couple

roDUTitl

and

FOR

irno

to Mothers.
Examine carefully every bottle of CASTORIA,
a safe and sure remedy for infants and children,
and see that it
Bears the
Signature of
In Use For Over 30 Years.
The Kind You Have Always Bought.

Her

very enjoyable evening passed, Many useful and
appropriate gifts testified to the kindly
remembrance of friends and all wished
the happy couple a successful and joyous
future.
The Improvements
on
the
school
house are rapidly nearing completion.
The new seats have arrived and are pro
nounced “all right” by those who have
seen them.
Mrs, Li. Partington of Portland gave
a most
Elm
lecture
at
entertaining
street church, Pleasantdale, recently on
“Ireland, as I saw it.” All who were so
fortunate
as to attend, will be glad to
learn that she will speak again, in the
near future, on England.
Among those scholars from this place
who will enter Portland High School
this fall are Mattie Staples, Ruth Roberts, Josie
Jordan, Belle Wheeler, Arnold White and Albert Foster Jones.
Mrs. J. H. Roberts and children will
leave on Wednesday evening for a two
weeks' vacation in Boston and vicinity.
a

WETEST EYES
Square._an26dtf

rito LET—Two furnished cottages to let a
A
Mouockwando Landing.
inquire WM
GRIFFIN, Falmouth Foreside. Me.
2v-3
rito LET—thirst class rent of eight rooms' at
A
223 High St.
Price $23.
Inquire of GEO.
C. HOPKINS, 88 1-2 Exchange St.
Jeldtf
RENT—House No. 63 Gray street. Nine
rooms beside hails, bath and store rooms ;
hot and cold water, set tubs, furnace heat; with
good yard room. All in first class order. Enquire at 44 DEER1NG ST,, morning, noon or I
22 tf
night

FOR

WANTED- SITUATIONS.

UfANTED—Summer

—

WANTED—At

HORSE

Me.__Jly7d3w*

WAN TEG

—

MALE

HELP.

Forty words Inserted under tilts head
one week for 25
cents, cask in advance.

CL IF F COT TAG E

TJOOKKEEPER and cashier wanted In office
of Urge corporation.
Must coine witn the
very best of relorences and lie able to tale full
charge of books.
Must invest $ .0D.00 in t» per
c nt, guaranteed,
preferred stock of the company a. par value of S10.00 per shaie Company
will furnish bank and mercantile references
and will stand thorough Investigation.
Very liberal salary with chance to advance. Idlers and
curiosity seekeis need not
To those
apply.
n euiing
business a chance of a lifetime Is
open. INCORPORATORS PROMOTING 1 O.,
209 Washington street, room
G5, Boston, Mass,

Now Open.

Oil Pape Electric

Hicks—She

threatened

all

sorts

of

Wicks—And what did she do?
Hicks—Very coolly, she began to play
the piano.
Wicks—I see. Took him at his word.—
Boston Transcript.

Athletes,

Oymnasiunu should
Extract at Land. Invaluable for
)Vaunds, Praises, Contusions, Strains, Stiffness, Soreness, &c. Used by champion atnletes
of the world. Buy the Genuine.
have Pond’s

all

a small
Ad ress

on

farm, must be
M.

Accommodates 100.
Regular Hotel serPrices moderate.
Address DALTON & CO., Willard. Me
---jyio itf

IMCHECKLEY
Prout’s

\VANTED—A'

once, a good mattress maker:
wages. Apply at, OREN HOOPER S
SONS, 482 Congress St., c ty.
10-1
ED--An active man 3f good address,
"\V"ANI
not under 25 years of
age; preference
business experieuce. T H E
MERCANTILE AGENCY, 31Va Exchange St.
_

For terms anti

la-l

IVANTED—A boy to learn the business in
lumber office; high School graduate preferred; one not atrai 1 of work.
Address 1).,
Box 1557.
10G

1U-1

WANTED—An able bodied man who under*
»»
stands farming th n-oughiy. between the
ages of 21 and 35, and who eorces well recoin
mended. Apply to NORMAN TRUE, Register
of Deeds, City Rail.
8-tiiw*

Neck,

NOW

a

STEVENS,

Line,

vice.

__

YV ANTED—Boy,
ml.ker.
y good
wa ter, Me.

things, and finally he got desperate and
exclaimed, “Do your worst!”

and

13-1

1

Jel4(13m

OPEN.

Nech/jlie.

AND POTINl).

A pair of eye glasses.
"Finder
same
bY ca'Hng at this
nm/.i
1
111
paying for this advertisement

Jj° h

ran

In tial11 i°Mrt JatVf!*’ .""'"nbr^
011
will klndltf'wfv le«»

car big
1
the steamor Eldorado
office casco

baysi^amKat CO

(FOR

SALE—The 12 room brick housTvT^
Myrtle St., all furniture, caip*ts ete V
location for boaruers pnd lodgers, nl'wavi’m*
opposite City fTmi, only $ioeo 4owD, lu£
by the month; remember tills Includes fS
house and furniture, speak quick. Dai rev
51 Exchange
street_

FOlt

avesALE-Two lots corner Dierlug
1 ark.
nue and William street. Fesseiuen
most sightly lohaving highest elevation and
circumstances price has been
n ; owing to
cal
reduced, and they
/
VAii/U
Apply at once to bREI'KRICK 8.
Agent, First Nat’l Bank

FOR

|3

sP

SALE—Magnificent cottage Tit-TT^
FOltnew
cottages at Ottawa Park,

B'Idg._141

mm*

8 ALE—Desirable two storv brick house
street (tioar

Gray),

10

Cape electric Hue, «*,.
the advantages are »dl
streets, exeelleut car service, Sebago
electric lights, lino beach, up to dat» reii
rant on the grounds, only desirable parties n,
cheap cottage*, everything suiotly first cia,,
tage Properly) on
Some of
Casino.

rooms,

at a barbath,furnace and laundry; will be sold Middle
gain. Apply to GEO. F. JUNK.IN8, 270
14 1
Monument
sqiuve.
street, near

prices and plans At our
53 Exchange

SALK—Valuable business lot on Cross

FOBstreet
(near Middle) oox83, now under
Apply to geo.
sold to close an estaie.

lea.ce

F. .) UNKINS,
ment square.

advent

propertThTr1

FOlt

descrip-

State

^hUh7^

SALK—Choice piece of
ter of city, between Congress and bunth!?’
land Sts., brick house Of 12 rooms; will
verv low; also house in best neighbor!^
Deerlng, all modern improvements vw*i«
cash or Installments. W. P. CARR pL"*'
Oxford Building._

Fm: full
exchanged for half.its value.
W. I. LA hit.
tion of property call or address
ceil
Lo un 4. Oxford Building, or h. 8. \ AIL,
Bank
Bldg.
Estate Agents, Flist Nat’i
id_

FORoi

SALE,

Forty Words inserted under
one week for ZB cents, cash iu

acre farm
MOB SALK—To close estate, fifty
of
X near Poland 8prmg. This farm has one
as
as
the tmest spring) in tne State, fully he good
sold
or
will
Poland water. This property

office, DALTON &ro
JlyiMt*

street._

SALE—Lodging Homo coutainhiTm^
1NORnUheil
rooms, located on Myrtle street
iho City Hull; good reasons for i*C;
Inquire of A. C. LIBBY & CO., 42*6 Eieha'Jj

270 Middle street, near Monu14-1

near

SALE—On Congress street, e ir Maine
Eye and Ear Infirmary, brick, three story,
12 room iiousaj bath and ste;tin; 8700 foot of
land, ex< client location for business cr lor physician. GEO. F. JUNKINS,J270 Middle street,
14-i
near Monument square.

FOB

>si:

IN OP. SALE—Elegant site tor
r
tages at Falmouth
acres, all of which commands extensive octm
views, 750 leet iront on shore, 5<)u foei onroau
where electrics pass. 4 miles from i’ortW
W. II. WALDRON & CO., 180 Middle St

seashorelS;
Forealdeooutam

p,f
HALE—Two story wooden house, stable
SALK— 1 u Gorham village, onapki^ii
large lot, 75x135, on Coyle street; 10
Can be used ■ street, near exoeltent schoois
bath, combination heater.
and churdiei’
Must be sold soon: a a cottage; nine rooms; LO. d repair;
or two families.
Sebito
furnace in cellar; barn on premises; lamul
bargain for some one. GE >. F. JUNK INS.
Monument
square. 14 1 convenient trains for Portland allow rstM1
270 Middle street, near
BENJaMIN SllAWIfiiCO.
rooms
SALE—New 2 story house, 7
OH SALE—A fine C. B. sloop yacht ia in!
finished in Whitewood, fireplace and manclass coiuniion; is well found sad hw,
tel in parlor, ell and stable, 6 acres land, high
has lean keel. Address SLOOP,Be’
elevation, unobstructed view ot Portland and built;
in
Monument
1357.__
surrounding country. 4 miles from
■ NOit SALE—lii East Doorlng, tw$
Square, a forced sale; price $2700. W. fl.
dory frtlK
1
12-1
house, a.tmlrably.ariunited *nd |moroult
WALDRON & CO., 180 Middle St.
ly built for owuo.’s use; entire first story has
oak Hours except one room; Urge lot sit1
can b«
s able;
nought at a large reduca*
from nrst cost if applied for scOu. BKMjt.
MIN SHAW & CU._ll-l
xnOR SALE —The only available lofoTijM
Valuable property for sale, consisting of srw jP
on the Western Promenade, located ^
Also
mill with daily capacity of ilO,000 ft.
tween
the residences of Messers. Cartijadto
machinery for the manufacture of clapboards, Conley. Also a first-class furnished
conn",
mill
Also
etc.
dressing
fully stable and land at Willard
lathes, shinglov
Beach. iSh
quipped with latest Improved machines. Dry to TRUE BltOS No. 3U4 Fora street
ai-tf
extenand
of
houses with a capacity
60.Q00 ft.,
All nicely situated for the
sive store houses.
SALE-House
and
lots
collate
for
fortti
handling of lumber. Private railway siding
at Willard Beach.
Choice locating
Best water power. Also steam
forty cars.
view of the ocean.
Forteims amt partlenii-.
engines of 300 h. p. In connection with if.
There is also another mill 45 x 120 ft., well lncnnre of H. E. WILLARD, 7 Beach itmi
jlyl2dlis
adapted for manufacturing purposes with never Willard, Me.
failing water supply. There is also a farm of
about 1.503 acres, with modern buildings well
adapted for dairy or stock farm. There are
construction on the
seven barns of modern
place of ample capacity to hold all hav and
The kind that win pass Inspection. We can
grain. The farm contains about 26^ acres of the largest stock of R. R. Watches; it»Po»
cultivated land and a balance of about 1,200
kind at the lowest prices, and we rj
right
acres of pasture
land. The large barn Is
give you time to pay for them. McKKNSEI
42 x 200 ft., and lias two floors and basement.
THE
JEWELER.
MonumentSq.
feb2+da'
There is cut about 500 tons of hay each year
and all by machines. Well watered and fenced.
UAT I.'
I’v.el.hl nisnAfl
There is a great abundance of running water. a.
Boston make; great saerlllee; $3*cash;to
All buildings in first-class condition.
The above property is situated In the town of only opportunity you will ever have; guaris
Norton Mills. Vermont, on both sides of the teed to be in gxod playing order. 106 TREBli
i»;
Grand Trunk Railway. The whole or any part ST. See iu_
of the above property will he sold at a bargain.
L M. Singer sewing &
SALE—Three
There Is a good sized hotel upon the place.
chines in good running order. Gain*!:*;
For further particulars apply to
patent shear, new medium size sale, combust
lock. National wax thread, sewing nuSTUART A. BALDWIN on cion
rhines. three revolving office chads, offi
six drawers, three apartments for both,
the Premises, or JOHN A. desk,
at A. W.
EUSTIS CO.. 2G8Vfc Middle
»!
Bos Leighton Mfg. Co.
44

FOBand

rNOK

rooms,
for one

]]!f

FOB

IN

FOR SALE.

FOR

WATCHEr
s.van

STETSON,

Kilby St.,

RENT—The pleasant tenement to btt*
(new number) tOl Forest Ave., cornw isllugton St., having been papered amlptitts
throughout; six rooms aud bath. BKNJaH:
SHAW & CO.. 51 Mi Exchange St.
lb!

je7d2tawlm

ton.

rsOR

CLOCK WON T GO.

FB OR

Send postal or bring It to us.
We do only the
best or work, and hare made a specialty of It
for years. All work warranted.
McKENNEY

THE JEWELER, Monument Square.

building;

MISCELLAHi EOUS.

<

mar

,

JlyiO-3

Congiess and Free.

IkOKS your phonograph bother you? Tab
to C. C. iiawes and have It fixed. Com
ecord.sSi.no. All kinds of talking inacbK
orner Temple and Congress streets.
in

ood one cheap. C. C. Hawes has tl'ieiu. Lett
t out your drum corps.
Our drums and price
rill astonish you. Corner Temp e andCoogres
treets.
104

SALE—Near Poland Springs, on* of Ik
r>R
lines t hotel sites tu the State of Maine, tm

191

Sylvester lias moved
Brown St., between
l a-1

IEWELRY

\IONEY TO LOAN—On first and second
mortgages on real estate, lifo Insurance
policies, household goods or any good collateral security. Notes discounted at short
notice. W. F. CARR, Room 4, Oxford BuildiTA

lit Our

IXRESSMAKING—In all branches; ladles'
and misses’ Jackets and tailor suits; open
the summer.
MRS. McLKLLAN, lti
Spruce St.
1M

SALE—House lots from flOOaadtf
FORwards.
Lots only short distance froa to

rI O THE PUBLIC—Portland, July 9th, 190(3—
■
J. P. Berry has tilts day severed all connection with F. A. oe Bremon & Co„ boiler makers.
E. A. de liREMOft. 74 Commercial St.
HM

KNIGHTS OF

High school aud electrics al Deermg Cesfc
No better can be found; the
primary Andgfia
mar schools are near.
J. B. BRYANT, M
S.evens Ave.
91

PYTHIAS,

I^OK SALE—Sloop Georgia; cemer bOftrAl
-*
feet oraughr. 39 feet Ion/, in good eMfr
Bon. full set ot good sails, all iron ballast *"
bon keel.
Will be sold cheap.
Inquire *1
GRIFFIN, Falmouth Foreside, Me.
2M

Fellows. Masonic. Knights of Columbus'
Knights of Golden Eagie.i Golden Cross and
all other Secret Order Pins and Charms.
We
make a specialty of these goods and
always
a
on
hanrt*
M’KENNEY THE
b*'!?
J Ew ELER, Monumeut Square.
mai I3dtf
11 ORTGAGES N EGOT I AXED—Purchasers
of real estate who desire a loan to complete their purchase, or owners having mortgages past due or maturing, can obtain liberal
loans at a low rate of interest by applyin * at
the real estate office of FRED’K
S.VAILI
hirst Nat'l Bank Bldg.
je2i-im
REPAIRING, and all kinds of fine
WATCH
”
jewelry work is my specially, and my 20
years’ experience with W. V. Todd is a guarantee of best work at reasonable
prices. If your
wa.ch or dock needs cleaning or
repairing
bring them to me and I wbl put them in firstclass-condition. GEOKCB W. BARBOUR :»8
Congress Sr., opposite City Hall
2&tf
IBL
household goods or store
W K afixtures
B11X
of any description, or wlxl re*, the same at our auction
ceive
rooms
for
GOSS
& WILSON*
•,.on commission.
154 Middle street, corner Silver

rAon,teers,

8ireet*_feb3-tf
S. lie Long. contractor
builder; Jobbing promptly attended
given;

houses

for sa
also care

and

to;

and to letnegotiated,
of
Carpenter
204 Federal
st.
Call biST. Office hours 9-il a.
m*”
m. nn
andwfrom 1-6 p. in.
Tole phone 434 2. *

mor|gagesi

ssTinp

e

Dronertv’

——____mar2ldtf

N— OTICE—Goss

w..,er“t,VeCl

&
164< U>

REMS

Jan23dtf

through

Odd

:

Factory Ou the Premises.

We make tilts a principal In our bgttww
SVe take the utmost pains to execute»»::
>rder properly, whether that bo for a blimi
ieWn* or the rheanest repair Job.
NEx toe Jeweler, Monumeut Square.

ing-_Jly 12U4w_

estimates

iitledforreo.

rty consls s of about 60 a res. includiog to
* atnous Raymond Springs.
Pried modwftt
Vould exchange lor Portland real nsiate. fa
•
urther Information apply to FHED’K 8. VAIU
] ieal Estate Agent. First Nat’i Bank Buildiot

,

taken in high or gramschool studies.
Address KATE M.
t<3 Woodford St.. Woodford’s.

S. E.
REMOVAL—Dr.
his office to No. 10

now

BOYS ATTENTION—You wi
f CAMPAIGN
-> a drum; you want a loud
oue; you wash

'ItUTORlNG—Pup'ls
■
ESTEY,

first floor has store

apothecary shop; has front entraroeloteMBe
above with 11 rooms aud bath.
Price, gnes
five hundred dollars, winch should be ft (Ml
investment. BEN J. SllAW & CO.. Na lu
Exchange street.
it-i

j:»u265d

cash where It nil ca na
without endangeiing It’s
We fr< e y advise on
-afe:y or acco.s«ablllty.
lucia ive investments and p.-olect you from ail
and
fraud
speculative
place vou in a position
where your money will be safely in'e ted. Cur
n
constitutes
pb
practical c i-operatton enabltng small li.v 'Stors to open an account and
the
same
results
iu proportion ns the
reap
As good inlarge capitalist is enjoying today.
ves m*nts ire rare the
sooner one g'aspsthe
opportunity the largtr the ultimate gain. Save
hfs ad. and write to us for particulars.
INCORPORATORS
PROMOTING COMPANY.
No. 103 iv.'.shlngton street, Boston. Mass.
13-1

SALE—East Deering, Washington »«•
and Galvin sireat—l'wo story tn&

nue

your Idle
INVEST
substantial profit,

Wilson. auctioneers r«L
100 MkltUe St-* corner of

WATCH REPAIRING.

SALE—Queen Anno cottage od ftrv-US
it rooms, bath, lurnics, etn
street,
closets, In excellent order, convenient
sunny, good yar and Irult trees.very detlni t
no leasonabio odor refused.
OKO.FJWKINS, 270 Middle street, n^ar Maun**1
square.
Jfl

FOU

estate for sale at south
Real
POIt 11.AM)-'There never *i! i®
such trades could be bought la
Portland real estate as at present Will a
with good lots in good neighborly

when

houses

he low anything ever offered before. Hou«.u*
street. 81200; house, Shawm ut straet, P1*
house. Front street. $1000; hou«o, Farkrr !-«'
$ '<0; lot of land, Broadway, #100; lOtetGul]
Corner. 100 x 400 ft., #150.
I also hav« khm*
the most desirable
bulldieg lots at south r«o
the
laiui.
prices ranging from #100 to $20®. t.
host nart of village where
property i* inwo'
K'K In value each year.
Any person wishing
b
a building lot can
one dollar p»rv("
pay
iy
If desired.
This is a rare opportunity fw
w lshlng to seoure a
lot that will incrw*M
value each year. The undersigned *iU.»!:,.
sired, give the names of parties wboti*v®*^
in the last dozen years ntado from on* to
y’
hundred dollars In one year on lo:i tMtMSo®
little above one hundred dollars.
Tbs F6;;:
must remember that In buying lots at
Portland It Is not like going out of town "*"]
sumo speculator
has bought up a flBMr
i divided tiie same Into building lots st » P*”
! removed from stores, post office, eburca,Mw
bora, sidewalk, sewers and many other FL
'cups that are enjoyed by a resident m jr«
I'ortland.
For plans, eto., call on F. »*
t
.11 ',8 r.xobange street.
I FORD,
1('R HALK—House with tl rooms sni
1
two acres of land filled with
Also house lots
adjoining,In Fast
b ii gain by GF.O. W. A*»aMS, 10#
Ht.
Kxccutor of the estate of the lute

J,

lit «wk!2K
_FEMALK
one

circulars apply
IllA C. FOSS, Pmn
Pront’s

__LOST

liead
under
Forty wordt inserted
advance.
week for 33 cents, cask in
tills

*jj*j |

“JJt/Jm

IX*f,ncC,

ig!Si

l>™*^

Adams.

HELP WANTKl).

Forty word. Inserted

Me.

IpOliND
have

SALR,

FOE

charge. Wo have the largest stock of
Eye Glasses and Spectacles in the city. Solid
Gold, Gold Filled, Aluminum ana Nickle
Frames.
We guarantee a perfect fit,
Our
prices are the lowest, our glasses the best.
McKKNNKY T11E OPTICIAN, Monument
Free of

MORRILLS.

--—^■ru'
FOR

RAILROAD

The caucus for the selection of a Republican candidate to represent the Deering IVANTED—Drug clerk, six years experience,
prescription and manufacturing, wishes
district in the
is permanent position,
nest legislature
French
and
speaks
and not afraid of work.
II.
to [be
held on this
evening at the Engbsh, obliging
9 Brook St, Watervillo, Me.
13 1
BLAIR,
ward rooms 'of hose companies 8 and
ANTED—A
n a store to write, or
situatM®
9. According to party usage, Hon George WJ in insurance office, for I think I would
Address FRANK.
C. Hopkins who represented the city at like to live in Portland.
11-1
E8QUIR'', this office.
the last session of the legislature, and
who was instrumental in seouring the
SUMMER HOARD.
enabling act for the annexation’of DeerForty words Inserted under tills Head
ing to Portland, is entitled to a renominine one week for 25 cents, cash In advance.
nation, but the residents of ward
who for the most part were strongly opBOARDERS at Ossiueo Farms on
posed to annexation, to show their dislike UUMMEK
^
Oasipeo Hill, nesrly t.40 > feet above the sea
for Mr. Hopkins are talking very seriouslev
cool air, pure spring water and all
1,
dry,
ly of putting a man in the race from their the comforts of a farm home, 30 miles from
own ward. Ex-Gity Marshal Li. M. Clark
j Portland. Adiire3s OSSIPEE HOUSE, Waterwho was toJ be a candi date has withdrawn i oro C'r., Me.
I6-1
from the race, and it is now believed
YOUTH WINDHAM, ME.. Lake house now
that Mr. Robert B. Low, the well known
open for 1 he season of 1900, quiet location,
contractor and builder will be the candi- supplied with unexcelled mineral water,
good
date put forward against Mr. Hopkins,
pass and salmon fishing, very desirable rooms,
Mr. Milan H. Spinney, formerly a “mo- rate* reasonable, correspondence solicited, L.
torman in the employ of
jel8d8w
the Portland S. FKEEMaN. Prop.
Railroad company, but now of Bath,
is
boarders, in a quiet
country home, nice walks and drives,
visiting here.
The steamer Santa Marla, which
has location high, scenery fine, piazzas, shade,
rooms, good table, spring water, l 1-2
recently been sold by its owners and re- good
1 ako.
miles troni
For lurtlier particumoved Friday from Riverton park, has lars addressSebago
MRS. JAMES S. LITTLEFIELD,
reached the Falls at Pleasant Hill and sebago Lake, Me.
jel8d4w
is to be placed in the waters of Casco Bay
XI APLE CREST—Well equipped hotel, twentySunday afternoon at two o’clock.
five large rooms wish closets.
Hair matA fire was narrowly
averted Friday tresses and springs, bath and livery.
ExtenYork Laundry sive groves and forests, fishing, boating, drivmorning at the New
works on Walton street. A pile of paper ing, mountain climbing, golf, vegetables, berries, milk, cream, eggs and poultry fresh from
and rubbish in the boiler
room caught
the farm.
Address 0. E. COoB. East Parsonfire from sparks from the engine.
The
field, Me.
jlyll-4
fire was extinguished
after the hardest
COTTAGE
Boarders
kind of work on the part of the employ- VJUNSET
wanted;
iiumi.i pieicrreu ;
notne coOKlllg;
sea
goon
ees, who were obliged to use several pails
food, bathing, fishing, sailing, etc., etc.; pleasof water before the fire was put out.
ant location; near steamboat landing;
quiet
place; price reasonable. Addrtss J. Pi COLE
Cliebeague Island, Me.
U-l
TVANTED.
Elm Cottage, West Poland,
Me., good board at reasonable rates.
WANTED—One or a pair for use I You will
make no mistake to invest'gate the
during the months of July and August lor !
and the prices will be rtzht.
Apply to
keeping or low price for use during the sun m r.; place
MltS. H. E. ALLEN, West Poland, Mo.
14-1
Exeehent care, pght use sufficient for exerei e,
with possibility of purchase if price and quality
Summer
Hoard
at
are satisfactory.
“Highland Farm.”
Address 1>. T. CO, No. ll
FortHi'l Read. Hiali location, line view, new
Exchange St., Room 15, Portland.
16 L
house, large rooms, pure water, fresh berries
WTABLE MANURE—Wanted In large
or
vezetab us, eggs and milk, 2 miles from R. It.
otherwise. Ration at Oorlinm.
X small lots by the year or
For further particulars
CHARLES PERRY. 54sV2 Congress St. 16-1
address MRS. MELVILLE JOHNSON,
Oorfram,
Great Issues of the Presidential CamrpHE
A
ED—Summer boarders at Highland
paign of 1900 requires an intelligent agent WANT
’*
to show it to the public; either ger.tler.i n or
Jersey Stock Farm; fine inonntain scenSTANDAlto: PUBLISHING ery, beautiful walks and drives; plenty of fresh
lady can sell it.
eggs and rich cream; local and long distance
CO., room 17, 537 Congress St.
11-1
largc Piiizza> Plano, etc. W.
**7E want to buy your old rubbers,
wePh?-.ne„:
rags, bot- W.
&
*'
6 2
F.JB. PIKE, Cornish, Me.
ties, metals, newspapers and junk of ail
IidARDERSat White Rock Farm
descriptions. We pay spot cash and send a team OUMMEH
^
for 1 lb or tOOo lt>s. on
twelve
house,
miles
from
Portland; hve
receipt of posta'. Telephone orders (1045-5) promptly attended to. imauies walk from M. 0. R. R. station, MounA. J. MURPHY, successor to Jas.
division; high location, good view, spring
White, Port- tain
water, fresh bf rries, vegetables, eggs and milk
land Pier.
lo-i
particulars address A. N. PURINFprfurther
ION. White Rock, Me.
jly2-2

Stroud

Worst.

REN"t7

Store No. 235 Middle St.
Fine
situation i'or grocery store; occupied as sutli ior forty years by
George C. Shaw tV Co., and reHas
cently vacated by them.
large show window.
BENJAMIN SHAW «fc CO,
51 1-2 Exchange St.
jyl0-2w

a*

Important

or

at

housekeeping.

riage.

Tr» -f.Vici

laun-

south Portland. four
uqfurnisheg.
Furnished
furbished ior light
house for board of two persons. Cart, hay
yack, rake, tedder and cypress wagon for sale
9-2
cheap. S. L. CARLETON, 118 Congress.
One

-—

&,at

..nder t,»U hend
weels for 85 cent., cash »„
odv««c..

*,? sHl" "“fr

»

|
| '1 his is a tine opportunity for one «»r,
" 10
references as to above
c?n bring ! men. Price twenty-five hundred douars.
ov«
qualifications.
190 illGH ST.
Apply al i M. HTAPLKH, Rrhlgton, Me._
1
SALF-Oue of
f*i AUMBRY FOR
steam laundries In Ne™
equipped
good business, sold for no fault,
f,
I lug. Investigate this if you want * i'ar»
K. HllAPLF.lt> If, NO. C-mway, N.

tW^

appreciateagood boino
Br., in day time only

w,‘° wll
’Yalnan
P,>ly al 100 111 u ‘

makor-

isaiilfilll

i lit OR SALK—A fine easli business
-*
ufaciuring town, all fresh
I
| kuid that don't go out of atvln, no cobmj»

M lss

yf^SSjEwuh £l,d£n?r•I,aui,f5x

'-AinVr, WANTED

01,0

Klrl

*'

1

;

3-2

$1000,11«

if the readers of the PKKS3 will
old gold or silver jewelry Wrtntw
we will
by mall or

|

fa#

express,
nv-mo.**
du.telv money or check (P^L'uyMcliF“N,t»i .,,^(1
use tt. In our factory.
turing Jeweler, Monument Square.

..

f

8 90

lept.

6

95

Dally Press StoekQuotatlons
Corrected by Swan & Barrett, Bankers, 183
Vllddle str eet.
STOCKS.
Far Value
Bid. Asked
Description.
102
100
Canal National Bank.100
110
112
Casco National Bank.100
101
100
ouinuerland National liauk.lOG
101
100
Bank..100
National
Chapman
102
100
Siist National Bank.li*0
102
101
Merchants' National Bank....75
98
National Traders’Bank.100
100
110
109
Portland National Bank.... 100
160
145
Pori land Trust Co.100
90
85
Portland Gas Company. 50
105
107
Portland Water Co.100
160
100
Portland St. Railroad Co. 100
160
Maine Central R’y.. loO
166
60
61
Portland & OgdensLmrg li. It. loo

i Portland

Quotations of Staple Products iu the
Leading Markets.
New

Stock,

\'ork

Money

Grain

and

Mui-Uet Itcvlew

NEW rOKK. July 14.
Money on call nominal.
l’rln^fl mercantile paper 8% @4 Vi per cent,.
Kterluig Exchange was linn, with actual busitor de
ness In bankers bills 4 86% (<$4 867/a
<«4 84Vs tor sixty days) postmaud and
Loumierctal
ed .rates 4 85 land 4 87Vafe4 88.
bills at 4 83V*tai4 83VaSilver oertU10iU.es 61%'<$62%.
Bar Silver 613/s.
Mexlean,dollars 48Vi
Governments steady.

BUNDS.
Portland 6s. J90T.118
Portland 4s. 1902—1912 Funding.. 103
Portland 4s. 1913. Funding .,,.....106
Bangor 6s. 1905.1 Water.112
Bath 4%s. 1907, MumeiDal.101
Bath 4i. 1921. Kolunding.101
110
Belfast 4s. A1 uincipallolS...
Palais 4s 1901—1911 Refunding....100

**

•*

'•

the

payThe following quotations represent
ing prices In this market!
Cot* lb
Cow and steers..
Bulls au<l stag?......»«
sums—No 1 quality. 9t
"
No i
..7 o
*•
.6 @70
No 3
2C&6c
©nils ..
Grocers’ Sugar- Market.
Portland mantel—cut loaf 7c: confectioners
at 8c; powdered at Gc: granulated 6Vie; co.’lee
crusnoa Co ; yellow 5:.
Charters.

Sclir Oliver SehoUield, Edgewater to Halifax,
coal §l 15 and discharged.
Sclir Grace Seymour, Philadelphia to Providence, coal GCc.
Sclir Addle Jordan, Philadelphia to Salem,
coal xOe.
SehrMary S. Bradshaw,PnUadeiphla to Gardiner, coal 80c and towage.
Bark John Swan, Pemandlna to New York,
ties 16c.
Portliuid VVho.esale Market,

Kloui

35'u8 30
73*4 oQ

0095 25
35«i4 60
Mich, and bt Louts clear.iOOiU 25
si4 75
Winter Wheat patents.
torn and Feed.
Com. car lots.
@53%
95 4
Corn, bag lots.
Meal, bag lots.
@53
32 Vi
Oats, car lots...
@
SO
Oats, bag lots.
@
Cotton seed, car lots.00O0®26 60
Cotton Seed, bag lots.00 00^27 QO
Backed Bran, car low.. ..18 00® 10 On
Sacked Bran, bag, lots.... ....00 00@19 00
Middling, car lots..18 00,0,20 OO
Middling, bag, lots.10 0<\«20 50
Mixed leeu.18 50® 19 50
Sugar. Coffee. Tea. Molattet, ttaisln*.
6 19
Sugar—Standard granulated.
6 10
Sugar—Extra line granulated....
6 SO
Sugar—Ex tra C.
Cofiee—Klo. roasted. 12Via* 15
27928
Coflee—Java and Mocha.i
^
22.x3o
Teas— Vmoys..
1 ©as—Congous..
27,ci 50
83^38
leas—Japan.
Teas—Koramsa.
85<ft65
86,«,40
Molasses—Porto Klco.
32 a. 35
M olasses—Bar undoes..
26* 2 3
M Glasses—common....
New Ka{sins, 2 crown.2 0092 26
3 crown...2 25 92 50
do
— do
4 crown. 2 50*2 75
Eaisius. LooseMuscate... 7Vii£9
.......

I>ry

Fish and Mackerel.

4 009450
3 00 93 50
2
259 3 50
Pollock.....
2 60hi 2 75
Haddock”**..
2
2s® 2 50
Hake.k,.
Herring, per box, scaled. J1 ;® 16
Shore Is...25 00*30 00
Mackerel, Shere 2s..
Large 3s. 13 00®$15
Fork. Beef. Lard aud Poihtrr.
..

Medium snore fish.

Mackerel,

@16 60
Pork-Heavy.
16 50Pork—Medium....
Beef—Iteaw.10 50;®ll 00
Beet—light. 9 76*10 60
Boneless, uaa bbls.
* 6 60
Lard—tes ana half tbl. pure....
@8V4
hall
bbl.com—
3*7
Lard—les and
Lard—Pans pure.
8%@9V8
7% 9 8
Lard—Fails, compound.
9Vi@93/i
Lard—Pure, leal...
16
15u6
Chickens..
TOW!.,.

i-t

13*15
Hams.11%j* 12
8 ¥2
Shoulders.».
Turkeys.

Prodoe*.
2 40*2 50
Pea..
California Pea...2 65*2 7o

Beans.
Beans.
Beans Yellow Eves..2 50*2160
Beans. Red Kidney.2 50*2 65
Union*. Kgyptiaa.
@2 60
Bermuda onions.
(@175
dus.
Kew Potatoes, bbl. 1
Sweet Potatoes,Connecticut......
Potatoes

®40
76*2 00
;^3 26
c®—
Sweets, Vinlaad..
Eastern
17«o
18
iresn...
Kags,
sal
16
Easts. Western fresn.
field.
fe
Easts,
21 * 22
Butter, fancy ^reamer,
19
Butter. Vermont...
(eg
Cneese. N. York and Ver’mt.10 @,11
*f

CranDerrles.
1'ruls.

...

Lemons,Messina... 4 75*6 50
Oranees.California nav.3 50*4 00
Oranges, Seedlings .2 75*3 00
Apple*. Baldwins.4 00*4 50
Oils

and Coal

Turpentine

Raw Linseed oil...

68*73

Boiled l.mseea

70*75

on.

Turpentine.
6l®61
LieouiB and Centennial oil., bbl., 160 tst 10%
Kottneatst Petroleum, 120 ....
10%
Pratt's Astral..
12%
Half bbls lc extra.
Cumberland, coal...
@4 6o
5 50
Stove and furnace coal, retail..
7 00
Franklin'.'.
4 go
Pea coaLretail.
Grata

Quotations.
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRAD A
Friday’s quotation*.
WHEAT.

Ooerana.

Closing

July.

77%
78%
7 9 Vi

Aim...:79%
Sept. 80V*
COKN.

48%
43%

Atlg..44%
Sept....45
1

2444
Aug.. ..!.
Sept... 2i*,t

24

..

24%

PORK,

12 45
62%

12

LAUD.

July.

6

85

0

90

Kins.

July....
Saturday’s quotations.
WHEAT.
•mening.

July...
Aug.78V*

Sspt.

7 9 ¥s

Closing.
7 6-Vs
77

77%

CORN.

AUg. 44%

Sept..

4*

44
44%

OATS.

Aug. ......24%

Sept. 24Va

24%
24Va

PORK.

Sept.

102
107
102
137
110
106

102
1C1
109

Sales of stock at the Boston Stock Exchange;
bid.
Atchison.
26V*
Boston <S Maine.
188
American Bell.....;
Central Massachusetts.
14%
do

pfd,

62

Maine Central.,...155
Union 1'acilic..
55Vs
Union Facitic'Dfd. 73%^
Mexican Central pis. ....,, 78
American Sugar ..1117%
American Sugar |pfd...
116%

2 oo
19 84

ISTESWS

PORT OF PORTLAND.
HATH HD AY, July 14.
Arrived.
Steamer Cumberland,
for Boston.

Allen, St John. NB, via

BasDo^t

Tug Carbonero, Philadelphia, towing barges
Buck Ridge, with coal to ltaudall & McAllister;
Bear Ridge, with coal to A It Wright Co.
Tug bwatara, Philadelphia, towing barge
MerrUm, with coal to ltaudall & McAllister.
Sch llattle Lortng, Klee, Rockland, with lime
to C 8 Chase,
Sell A Hooper, Aylward, Boston.
Soli Charles W Lewis, Cooper. Portsmouth.
Sch 11 S Bdjutou, Cooper, Boston.

^dotations of Stocks and Bonds
(By Telegraph.)
The following r re the ciosmg quotations; of

Boner

Julv 13.

July 14.

New 43. re?..134
New 43. ooUW.134
New 4s.rea.114%
New 4s. coup...31*%
Denver <s it. »4.1st...102
Erie gen. 4s. 6«%
Mo.;Kaiw& Tex. 2d*..... 69%
Kansas <s Facitic consols..
Oregon Nav.lst.107
Texas Pacthc. i.. u. lsts.... j 11%
do res. 2ds...
55
Union racihc lsts.

134
134

H4Va
114%
”•102
68%
69%
107

lllVa
5a

Steamer Manhattan, Beunett, New York—
J F Liseomb.
Bqe Edmund Phinney, Young, Buenos Ayres
—Marrett Lumber Co.
Sch Samuel S Thorp, Pierce, Kennebec and
m
Philadelphia—J 8 Winslow & Co.
Sch Uhas 1) Hall, Faulkeuburg. Horse Island
Leavitt
&
—Chase.
Co.
Sch Clara & Mabel, Leemau, New Harbor—
J H Blake.
Sch James Freeman. Jasper, Maclilas—J II
Blake.
SAILED—Schs Charles D Ilall, Horse Island:
Samuel 8 Thorp, Kennebec; Nellie F Sawyer,
Hillsboro, NB; tug Carbonero, with barge.
SUNDAY, July 16.
Arrived.

Steamer Iloratio Hall. Bragg. New York—
passengers and mdse to J F Liseomb.
Steamer Buena Venturi, Newport News.
Sch Jennie A Stubbs, Dorr, Ponce, Fit, molosses to Millikeu & Tomlinson.
Sch R F Pettigrew, Morse, Norfolk.
Seh S P Blackburn, Gardner, Philadelphia.
Sch Charlotte L Morgan, Anderson, Dover,NU
Sch Emma, lish.

July

27%
0J124
111%
176

17%
10%
3u%
117V*
28

210
72%
87%
12%
54%
91
51

Genual.I26xd
New York! Central.)29
Northern'Pacmc corn.||49%
Nortnern Pacific ufd. 70%
Northwestern.168
One Si West... 19%
16%
Keaomg...1....
ttoek ..iu6Vg

126%
129%
40%
70%
169
.19%
17

.icrsov

106

BUPaut.110%

110%

sc Paul Din....*.i7l
St Paul <s untana..110
sn Paul & oinana mo.....

Texas Pacmc.

14.

25V*
68%

West. 28
Lake Kr;a
Lake snore.210
louis & isam. 72%
Manuauan Klevatea. .*.... 88
Mexican central ..
12%
Michigan central.
Mmil. Si St. Corns. 55
Minn. « on corns uia. 91
Missouri Pacific. 51V*

New

BOOTHBAY HARBOR, July 14-SaUed. schs
Laura T Chester, Camden for Boston; Clara J,
Maclilas for do; Catherine, Calais for do; Ida C
Southard. Bangor for Baltimore; John Bracewell, New York for Bangor; Wm Bytman, Sullivan for New York; Lillian, Bangor for Milton.
ltOCKPORT. July 13- Ar, schs Ethel Merriam, Boston; Abbic S Walker, Philadelphia.
Sid 14th, sch Ripley, Buston.
EXCHANGE DISPATCHES.

London July 14, steamer Dargal (Br).
Whiteway, Portlanu.
S d, steamers Freshfield (Br), Norton, Portland; Monte Videan (Br), Wallace, Montreal.
Ar at

Memoranda

jvownj—

171
110

The owners of the bqe Bessie Markham, sunk
off South Shoal lightship June 28 by collision
with Hie five masted sen Jennie French I’otter,
have filed a libel in the U S District Court of
New Jersey against the Potter to recover damages lor the value of both vessel and cargo. The
Potter was seized last Saturday at C-iinden, N J,
by tne U S Deputy Marshal.
The ilbel suit of Wm T Donnell, managing
owner of the sell Alice M Colburn, against the
Amoskeag Mills of Manches;er to recover demurrage for the months of November and December last, while the Colburn lay at Baltimore
awaiting a cargo of;coal for the company, Degan
in tne U S District Court at Portsmouth Wed-

nesday.

Turks Island, July 9—A considerable portion
of the cargo of the barque Nellie Brett, before
reported wrecked at Caicos while ou the passage from New York to Jamaica, has been saved
and brought to tins port’, but It is much damaged
by sea water, and therefore realizing very little
at auction. All the vescel’s materials, with the
exception of a eouple or sails, have been saved.
Baltimore, Julv 14—Sell Fortuna, from Hillsboro, NB, for ibis port, with a caLgo of plaster,
has been ashore at James Point for some days.
Cant Phllpot came to this chy (or assistance.
Vineyard-Haven, July 14—Sell J D Ingraham,
wrecked here during the gale of November,
1898, ami subsequently floated, was hauled ou
the mime railway today for repairs.
Domestic Port*.

14%

14%

YORK—Ar 18th, ship St Paul, Treat,
sell David P Davis, Irwin. Fernan6% Yokohama;
Susie M Plummer, Creighton, Port Tampa;
«iua;
18%
Madagascar, Wood,Caiai<; 1) DHaskell, Eaton,
Swan Island; Mecosta, Gray, Bayvtow. Mass;
Daisy Farlln, Tibbetts, Whip Island via New
206
London; Clias G Willard, Yor^-Pliipsburg for
116
A.rtam»'Kx«res*.116
M
Per ill Amboy.
153
American fcxnress.163
Cld, sch Hugh Kelley, HaskesTT Fernandina.
46
U. S. Express. 46
Sid. barques Charles G lairing, Charleston;
98Vs
Pcoiwe was. 98Vi
Guantanamo; sciis Bayard Hopkins,
26% Shawmut,
racitic Mail. 27 V*
Georgetown, SC; Hugh Kolloy, Fernandina; C
182
181
Pullman Palace...........
B Wood, Philadelphia; Oliver Scofield, Halifax;
117% Adelia T
Sugar, common...117%
Carleton, for an eastern port; Calvin S
78% Ed wards, Newburg for
Western union.78%
Newportt Lanie Cobb,
Southern Jiv Ufa.
Weehawkeu lor Revere; Danuetta & Joanna,
63% Perth Amboy for Portland; Sallie B, do for
Brooklyn Kam i Transit. 53Vs
32
csaeral Steel common. 32
Boston; Maud, do for Beveriy; Helen, Port
65
ao uia. 66%
Reading for Rockland.
92
Ar 14th, ship Arthur Sewall, Murphy, London;
American tooacco.....!91%
125
sobs Ira B Kllems, Marston, Mayaguez: Maud
ao uia.126
65% 11 Dudley, Oliver. Brunswick, Ga; J V WellingTenn.coai siron...65%xd
23
23
U. S. Kucher.
ton, Pattersball, Perth Amboy for Bucksport;
160% Ella Brown, Peabody, Annapolis, NS; Alaska,
Metropolitan street K R.160%
26
24%
Tooacco.
Continental
Libby. Sand River, NS; Harold L Berry. Harford, Bath; Snoflako, Joyce, Gardiner; SarahC
Smith, W’ood, Hillsboro, NB; Frank Beaming,
Boston Market.
for Philadelphia.
Campbell. Pittston
BOSTON Juiy 13. is 00—Tne following;were
Cld, barque Addie Morrill, Audrews. Bridgewater, NS.
today's quotations of Flour and Corn
Sid, sciis George A McFadden, Philadelphia;
FLOUR.
Celia F, Castlne; M W Spear, Virginia; Frank
Spring uktents 4 60 do 25
Lemming, do; Ira D Sturgis, Norfolk: David S
Winter paveut*. 4 26a£4 85
Siuer. Port Reading for Yarmouth; Grace WebClear and straight t00o4 60.
ster, Perth Amboy for Bangor; July Eourtli,
Corn—steamer yellow 62V*c.
Bangor.
BOSTON—Ar 13th, sells Ben Hur, Lewis,
Bath ; Clifford I White, Falkingham. New York.
Gloucester FUh Market.
Cld, sciis James Dewell. Fairbrother, Philadelphia ; Mary S Wonsou, Devol.iPort au Prince;
FOB TUB WEEK ENDING J Illy 14, 1900.
Annw Trainer, Derr cksou, Hillsboro, NB.
Vast sales of Georges Cod trom vessel at 3 50
Ar 14th, sch lizzie J Clark, Look, Calais; tug
for large and $2 50 for medium; Bank do at James
Woolley. Bath, with barge Grace (new),
for Philadelphia (ar 13th).
Handline cod. cauclit east of Cane Sable,N.S,.
sobs
W T EAerson. Bangor; Mary S WonSid,
U/ts-fr
Ann T
Trninor
11 illolt.ir/r
3 26 for large auci $2 37 Va for medium.
Salt Mackerel *10 pr bbl.
BALTIMORE—Cld 13th, sell Kate B Ogden,
50
We quoie crime Georges Codfish new 85
Wilbert, Providence (and sld 14th).
®C 26 for large and 3 25.a$3 50 for small: Bank
BANGOR—Sld 13th, sch Helen S Barnes,
at 3 60g3 75 for large and 800 0a$3 25 for Provincetown.
i
small; Shore at $4 60cc5 00 for large and 3 25
BATH—Ar H4th, seh Major Pickands, Nor.
@3 6o for small.
folk.
Bank halibut at 9o & lb for
i,ast sales
Sld, schs Marlon Draper, Albert Pharo, H B
Peek and Lugano, New York: Cnas W Church,
white, 5c for small gray and 4c for large gray.
lb for white and 8e
Washington; EC Allen and Normandy, PhilaGeorges ha.Unit at Uc
for gruv.
delphi?.
BOOTHBAY—Ar 14tb, schs Alaska. Boston;
We quote cured cusk $S 50@'t 75 p atl; hake
W G Pendleten, Portland ; F.ldorado. Millbridge.
salthaddock
2'.a-2
260
2
S2
76;
60;
$2
heavy
Ski, schs Helen, New York; Miautouomah,
ed pollock at &2 ^SFatl; and English cured do
Boston; Clara J. Gloucester.
3 OOW all. aixjscarce.
BRUNSWICK-Ar 13tli, sch S P Hitchcock,
nest nandline boneless Geogs cod 7% for medium to 8c for large: middles 8 60®SO:boneles9 Sorensen, Suvannah (and sailed for Satilla).
Ar 14th. sch Sail!.: I’On, Walton, Boston.
Shore do 7iaSc; Grand Bank do 6,«S7toe; cusk.
CALAIS—Sld 14th. sch Seth M Todd, Fall
OgeVfcc; haddock 4 V2®5 Vi : hake at 3V2@6;
fancy brands of entirely boned cod 12 to 15e River.
CAPE HENRY—Passed out 13th, schs Henry
$»tb; Smoked IXaTnrtrt. strips, 10 to 12c f^Jb;
Lippett. Howes, Boston for St Simons: John S
chunks 13,«.15c.
Davis,
Young, Bay View for Jacksonville; SagaSmoked salmon 16c & lb: Med. herring 0al4e
more. Sanford, Norfolk for Providence.
bo <; tucks i2c: engthwlse at 13c :1s at 11c;
CHARLESTON-Ar
14th, sch T W Dunn,
canned trout $160; fresh halibut 2 20; salmon Boston.
$1 20; lonsters $3; ctanis 80c: American sarDAlilEN—Sld 13th, sch Collins W Walton.
dinos, quarter oils.$2 80; half oils. $5 50;tliree- Wolfe, New York.
auarter mustards. 82 50. spiced, $2 45.
FERNaNDI NA—Cld 13th, sch Win H Swan,
Pic Ivied Nova Soctia split herring $0 25@6 75
Davidson, Baltimore.
bbl; medium 4 50®5 25.
H YANN1S—Sld 13th, sch John Proctor, NorShore herring $4 7571'5 00.
folk.
Pickled codfish 5 OOMO 00; haddock 84: haliJACKSONVILLE-Sld 13th, sch R T Ruudbut heads S3 25;sounds at $11; tongues and
lett. Fountain. New York.
sounds $11; tongues $10 25: alewives $3; trout
LyNN—In port 14th, sch Samos, supposed
$ 11 60.
from a opal port.
Newfoundland cod oil 34c per gal: strong oil
MACH I AS—Sld 14th, schs. Abide G Cole,
25c.
Apple River, NS, for New York; M B Oakes,
Boston.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 13th, toll EC Gates, Calais.
SAILING DAYS OF OCEAN STEAMERS
Sld, sell Benjamin A Van Brunt.
mow
von.
NEW
sch Three Sisters,
LONliON—Sld
Cymric.New York. .Liverpool ...July 17 Perth Amboy for Boston.13th,
K M Theresa..New York. .Bremen— July 17
Sld 14th, sell Wosloy M Oler, Brunswick.
Teutonic.New York. .Liverpool.. July 18
NOllSKA—Passed 13th, solus Ruth Shaw, BevFriesland .... Now York. .Antwerp
July 18 erly for Now York: Addle P McFadden. Boston
Sempione.New York. Italy.July 18 for Promised Land; Cox & Green, Hillsboro lor
K Louise.New York.. Bremen... ..July 19
New York.
Brotaene.New York. .Havre
Inly 1 9
Passed Mth, sch John Twohy, Stevenson,
Saratoga.New York. .Clenfuegos. July 19
NORFOLK—Ar 13th. sobs Gen s E Merwin,
Parisian.Montreal
Liverpool...July 21 Smeed, Washington; Florence A, Strout, BosSan Juan.NowYork. ..I’orto Rico. July 21
ton; Florence i Lockwood, Walton, New York.
Italian Pjince .New York..MontevidcoJuIv 21
PERTH AMBOY—Ar 13th, schs Baltimore,
Ethiopia.New York. .Glasgow.. .July 21
Hutchinson. New York: ,J V Wellington, RobServia.Now York. .Liverpoooi.July 21 bins.
do; Mary Stsndtsh. Gilchrist, do.
Mamtou.,Now York. Londons.. .July 21
Ar I4.Uk sch Fred Jackson. Hunt, New York.
Hildur.New York. .Curacoa
Tilly 21
sch J V Wellington, Bueksport.
Sld,
8paarmlam....New York. .Rotterdam..July 21
PHILADELPHIA— Ar 13th, schs Henry J
Lucanla..... .New York. .Liverpool.. .July 23 Smith.
Adams, Port Tampa: Wm II Shubert,
8t Louis.New York. .So’ampton July 25
Doughty, Bath; Marion, Coombs, Norfolk; Jas
Germanic.New York. .Liverpool.. July 25 Rotlnvell,
Fisher. New York.
Southwark.New York. .Antwerp
July 25
Old. sch Helen H Benedict. Brackett, Boston;
F Bismarck.. ..New York. Hamburg... July 26 O H
Brown, Brown, do.
Champagne ....New York. .Havre.July 26
Ar 14tli, barges, Woodbury, Tipton and Solus,
F der Grosso .New York. Bremen.luly 28 Kennebec.
Rotterdam.... New York. Rotterdam. July 26
Cld. schs John Maxwell, Crabtree, Post HasPurnessla.New York. .Glasgow... July 28 tings, CB; Mary F Godfrey, Wicks.
Gardiner;
Phladelphia.. .NowYork. L8guayra...July 28 Carrie Strong, Strong, Wilmington, NC; John
Minnehaha— New York. .Loudon.July 28 Francis, Lamphnfy,
R
Lynn; Henry
Tilton,
Saale.New York. .Bremen.July 31 Cobb, Rockland; Addie Jordan, Emerson,
Westernland .New York. .Antwerp.. .Aug l Salem.
Majestic.New York.. Liverpool....Aug 1
Reedy Island—Passed down 13th, sch Jacob
a quitaine.New York.
Havre.Aug 2 S Winslow. Philadelphia for Portland.
K Friedrich....New York. .Bremen. ...Aug 2
PORT READING—*r '4th, fsclis Sallie E
runisian.Montreal.. .XJverpool.. Aug 4 Ludlam. Kifsou, New York,
{and cld for Sa«o;
ralisman.New York. .Demarara...Aug 4 Rebecca W Huddell, Colwell, do, and cld for
Maracaibo.New York. .San Juan. ..Aug 4 Yarmouth.
ilellennen.
.|New York. .Montevideo Aug 11
PORTSMOUTH, NH-Ar J 3th, toll Herman
SIorman PriaceNew York. .BueuosAy’s Aug 18 P Kimball, New York for Exeter,
Union Pacific nto. 73%
6%
wauasa........
Wabash uia... 18%
Boston & Maine...188
New York ana Now hug. :d1..
Old Colouv...205

74

NEW

ao>.

..

Sid 14th, sens llattio Lewis, Estelle and Geo
iV Lewis. Boston.
RED BEACH—Ar Htthschs Emma F Chase
Hid Annie Gus, Calais.
ROCKLAND—Ar 14th, sch Jhhn Bracewell,
New York tor Bangor.
Sid, sells Morris & Cliff and Louisa Francis.
New York; Amaie Sargent and Folly, Boston.
SALEM—Ar 13th, sell Henry May, Bath for
New Yoi k, and sailed.
VINEYARD-I1AVE.N —Ar 14th, sells Maggie
Hurley, Rockland for New York ; John H Buttrick, Richmond, Me, for New York; Winslow
Morse, Bangor for Providence.
Sid, sells Allred W Flske, R F Ilart, John H
Iluttriek ana Glide,
Passed, steamer Buena Ventura, Newport
News for Portland; sells Oliver Seolield, New
York for Halifax: Dannetta Si Joanna, Perlh
Ambov for Portland; Adelia T Carietou, bound
nast: Electa Bailey and Menawa, Bangor for
Now York; Mabel 11a 1, Rockland for do; It S
Learning and Lorlng C Ballard, Kennebec for
Philadelphia; Polm Proctor, Mattie Newman
and Josephine, bound west.
WASHINGTON—Cid rSth, sells Georgia Gllkey and Winnie Lawrv, for lower l’otomao, to
load railroad'tles for Boston.
Foreign Porta.

Cleared,

FROM OUR CORRESPONDENTS.
New Fork

..

*'ATS.

July.
Sept.

103
108
11:1
102

4s cons. mte... .105

..f----

MABINE

108
114

Boston Stock Cist.

v/a

Cod. large Shore..

103

*
«68.19oo.exten’sn.l01
Portland & Ogd'g g6s,\900, 1st tntglOO
Portlaud Water Co's 4s. 1927 .... 107

PORTLAND. July 14
still tending downward, closiug Frlat 77‘Vbc for cash and July; closed ratorday at
76Vic lor cash aud July, ti e net loss during the
yuvkuuuu.i
week on July being2Vi, ami August 2*/«tc. The
July 13.
Atchison.
24«V*
Corn
Floor market is steady at the decline.
Atcmson ..
69%
aud Oats fairly active but unchanged.Provisions Central Pacmc.
27 Vs
very firm. Fggs firmer, strictly fresh Eastern Ches. « Ohio....
Bur. & umocv.124%
bringing 18c. Butter quiet and easy. The re- Chicago.
Dei. <s auo. Cauat co.111%
ceipts of fresh Mackerel the past week have Del. Luck. & West.176
been heavy, aggregating 741i> bbls-.prices bare- Denver ac 1C. G. 17%
Erie, new.
lo%
ly sustained.
Krieiis mo. 32%
The tollowingq mirations repra rent Uie whole- Illinois Central-.... ...1)7%
tale prices lor the market;
Wheat is

Buperflne aud low grades.3
Spring Wheat B&gers.--3
bprtug Wheat patents......5
Wien, and BLLouisst. roiler.4

120

Lewiston6s,* 1901. Municipal.101
liOwiston4u. 1913, Municipal.105
Saco 4s. 1901. Municipal ...100
Maine Central It li7s.l9l2.oons.mtcl35
108
4%S

Hulas.

....l‘‘~’.

1 lun sets. 7 19 “**“
) pm...
Length of days. .14 581 Moon rises.

III 15 S.
: lept....

11

MIANITUKK ALMANAC.JULYlG.
I 5uu rises. 4 811 Utah water I AM* f 130
wa^r

LARD.

'itt

VVUTKLl

SAILINGS.

From Boston Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday.
From Philadelphia Monday, Wednesday
and Friday.
From Central Wharf, Boston, sp, ra. From
Fine streot Wharf. Philadelphia, at 3 p. in,
lusuranee effected at office.
Freights for the West by the Penn. it. R. and

South forwarded by connecting linos.
Round Trip $18.00,
Passage *10.00.
Meals and room Included.
For freight or passage apply to F. F. WING,
Agent, Central Wharf/Boston.
K. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and General
Manager, «g State St, Flake Building, Boston,
oct22dtf
Maas.

BTEAMEUS.

Portland & Rumford Falls Ry. STEAMER
la Effect June S3, 1909.
DEPARTURES
From Union Station
Falls. Bucklleld. Canton, Dixnela, Rumford Fails and Be mis.
8.30 a. nv 12.50 noon and 6.15 n. m. From Union
Station for Mechanic Falls and Intermediate
stations.
On Saturdays only, 6,15 p. in. train
runs to Kumrord Falls.
Through cars between Portland and Benus.
8.30 A. M. and 12.50 noon.
lor Poland. Mechanic

R. O. BRADFORD, Tiaffle Manager,
Portland, Maine.
EL L. LOVEJOY, Bspertntendent,
Rumford Falla. Maine.
1«18 dtf

CORINNA.

Direct Between Brunswick and Portland.
BEGINNING JUNE 1st.
Steamer will leave Simpson’s Point, Brunswick, at 7 a. m. daily, Harpswell Center at 7.25,
Birch Island at 7.40, Mere Point at 7.45, Bustlu’s
Island at 8.05, Littlejohn’s at 8.25, and Cousin’s
Island at 8.35, arriving in Portland at 9.30 a. m.
Returning, leave Long Wharf, Portland, for the
ahove landings, at 3.30 p. m.

E. A. BAKE It,
je2dtf

PorllanMt.

Manager.
S:b, C9

Desert_& Machlas
Friday,

COMMENCING
steamer

April 20th.

(lie

FRANK JONES
will, weather
leave Portiaud
permitting,
aud
at
it.00
Tuesdays
Fridays
p. nr
for Rockland,
Bar Harbor anti Maohiaslaudiui'S.
port and intermedia o
Returning leave Machiasport Mondays
aud
Thursdays at 4 a. in. for all landings, arriving
Portland 11.00 p. in.
GEO. F. EVANS.
F. E. BO<>TH B Y
Gen’i Mgr.
G. P. & T. A.

CASCO BAY STEAMBOAT CO.

Ar at Nassau. NP, July 9, sch Gardiner B
In Effect June 25lli, 1900.
Reynolds, Mafr, Rocknort.
Passed south at Port Muigrave, NS, July 13,
Custom House Wharf, I'ortland, Me.
sch Fred Gower, Boston.
TRAINS LEAVE UNION STATION. RAILPassed Tarita July 3, barque Maria l’riucipla
WAY SQUARE AS FOLLOWS:
(Ital), Caulllano, Trapani lor Portland.
WEEK GAIT TIME TABLE.
Sid fin Port Spain July 14, sch Herald, Keyes,
aprISdtf
7 00 a. m. For Brunswick, Lewiston (Lower)
Summer
1000.
New York,
Arrangements, July 1,
Bath. Boothbav, Popham Beach, Row-klaiul.AuAr at Cliemainus July 13. ships Jomes Drumgusta. Waterville, Skowhegan and Belfast.
mond Skcwes, Port Los Angelos; Hwell, Ellis,
8.30 a. in. For Danville Jc., Rumford Falls,
For Forest City Landing,Peaks Island,
Honolulu.
Passed Tarlfa July 3, barque Poppino (Ital), 6.15, 6.45, 7.45, 9.00, 10.00 11.00 a. E., 12.00, Beinis, Lewiston, Farmington, Rangeley and
Waterville.
12.30, 1.45, 2.15, 3.00, 3.46, 4.30, 5.30, 6.15, 7.00, 7.30,
The 365 ISLAND ROUTE.
Damaro, Trapani for Portland.
JO.lOa. m. For Brunswick, Bath, Lewiston,
Ar at Hong Kong previous to July 14, barque 8.00, 9.30 p. m.
Beginning July l. 1900, steamers will leave
Return, 6.20 7.20. 8.15, 9.30, 10.20, 11.30 a. m„ Gardiner, Augusta and Waterville.
Sachem, Nickels, New York via St Thomas,
11.00 a. m. Express for Danville Jc., Lewis- Portland Pier, Portland, week days, as follows:
12.20. 1.00.2.15, 2,35, 3.20. 4.05, 6.00, 5.45, 6.30. 7.30,
Ar at Kingsport, NS, July 12, sch Charles L
For Long Island, 5.50, 9.00, io.4t> a. m., 1.45,
8.20. 9.00,10.15 u. m., or at close of entertain- ton, Waterville, Moosehead Lake via Foxcroft,
Jeffrey, Portland.
Bangor,
ment.
Washington C uuty It. R., Bar Harbor, 5.00 p. 111.
Ar at St John, NB, July 14, sell Abbie Ingalls,
Aroostook
and
for
For Cliff Island, 5.50, 10.40 a. m.j 1.45, 5.00 p.
For Cushing’s Island, 0,45, 7.45, 9.00, 10.00,
County
Houlton,Woodstock,
Salem.
St.
St. Andrews, St. John and Hali- m.
Cid, schs Pandora, Eastport; Lizzie B, Thom- 11.00 a. m., 12.30, 1.45, 2.16, 9.00, 4.30, 6.15,7.00, faxStephen,
For Little Chebeague, Jenks, Gt. Chebeague,
via Vaneeboro.
8.00, 9.30 p. m.
astou.
12.35 p. m. Express for Brunswick, Lisbon So. Harpswell, Bailey’s and Orr’s Islands,
Return, 7.05. 8.00, 9.15. 10.30. 11.20, a. m.,
12.45. 2.00, 2.45, 3.30, 4'45, 6.40, 7.15, 8.30. 9.45 Tails, Augusta, Watervilie. Newport, Bangor, 5.50. 9.00. 10.40 a. m., 1.45. 5.00p. 111.
Spoken.
Littlefield’s, Gt. Chebeague, 9.00,
0 a. in.,
Bueksport, Bar Harbor, Oldtown and Greenp. m.
For Little ana Great Glamoud Islands, ville.
1.45, 5.00 p. m.
July 10. 9 miles SE of Hole In Wall lighthouse,
m.
For
12.50
.Tc.,Rumford
Danvillo,
sch Jose Oiavorri, from New York for Havana. Trefethen and
p.
Falls,
Evergreen Landings,
RETURN FOR PORTLAND.
July 1. 10 miles west of Riding Rooks, sch Peaks Island, 0.15, 8.00, 9.00, 10.30 a. HI., 12.00 Bends, Lewiston, Farmington. Carrabasset,
Leave Orr’s Island, 5.30, 8.00,11.10 a. in., 2.00
Range ley, Bingham, Waterville, Skowhegan.
John B Coyle, Baltimore for Galveston; all well. IU.. 2.00, 3.GO, 4.20. 5,30. 6.15, 7.30, 9.30 p. m.
3.55 p. m.
For
1
oo
pan.
June 24, lat 12 8. km 36 W. ship Kenilworth,
Return—Leave Little
Freeport,Brunswick,Rockland,
Olnuioud, 6.25,
Leave
Island, 7.10. 9.30, 12.20 a, m.
7.20. 8.15, 9.13, 10.15. 11.45 a. in., 1.15, 3.15, 4.10, K. &. L.points, Augusta, Watervilie. Skowhs- 3.40, 5.15 Long
Taylor, Philadelphia for San Francisco.
Arrive Portland, 8.00, 10.00 a.
p. m.
Belfast, Dover and Foxcroft, Greenville,
5.35, 6.40, 8.40, 10.40 p. m.
langor, Oldtown and Mattawamkeag, and to m„ l.lO, 4.20, 6.00. p. m.
Return—Leave Great Glamoud, 6.20, 7.15,
excursions 22 miles down the BayDaily
8.10, 9.10, 10.10, 11.40 a. m., 1.10, 3.10. 4.05, 5.30, Bueksport Saturdays.
SATURDAY YACHT RACE.
5.10 p. m. For Brunswick, Bath, Augusta, Fare round trip only 50e.
6.35. 8.35. 10.35 p. m.
SUNDAYS.
Return—Leave Tretethen’s, 6.15, 7.10, 8.05, and Waterville and to Skowhegan Saturdays
11.35 a. in., 1.05, 3.05, 4.00, 5.25,6.30, only.
9.05,
10.05,
Commodore
Leave Portland for So. Harpswell and interCummings
Resigns—
5.i5 p. m. For Danville Junction, Mechanic mediate
8.30.10.30 p. m.
landings,
10.00, 10.40 a, m., 2.00 d. m.
Return—Leave Evergreen, 6.10, 7.05,8.00, Falls, l.ewiston, and on Saturda s to Rumford
Yachting Arrivals,
iuh
ouiiuciy
cay, u*a,ve
sailing
nip uuwu
9.00. 10.00,11.30 a.m., 1.00, 3.00, 3.55, 5.21, 6.25, Falls, Belgrade, Waterville and Skowhegan.
Portland 2.15 p. m.
Return from So. Harp11.00 p. in. Night Express for Brunswick,
8.25,10.25 p. m.
swell via above landings, arrive Portland 8.15
For Ponce’s Landing, Long Island, 6.15, Batn, Lewiston, Augusta, Waterville, Bangor, a. m., 1.15, 5.39 n. m.
The first of the Saturday raoes for the 8.00, 9.oo. 10.30 a. m.. 12.00 m..
2.00, 3.00, 4.20, Moosehead Lake, Aroostook Comity via OldFare to So. Harpswell and return Sundays
town, Bar Harbor, Bueksport. Vaneeboro, St.
35c, other biddings and sailing trip 25c.
cup offered by the Portland Yacht club 5.30, 6.15, 7.30, 9.30 P. m.
iteturn—Lt ave ronce’i Landing, Long Stephen, St. Andrews, St. John and all AroosISAIAH DANIELS,
was sailed
afternoon.
The
took
Saturday
County via Vaneeboro, Halifax and the
Inland, 6.00, 6.55* 7.50, 8.50, 9.50,11.20 a. m„
Gen’l Mgr,
jn30dtf
/
Provinces. The Saturday night train does not
course was from the club house, around 12.50, 2.50, 3.45, 5.10, 6.15, 6.55, 8.15, 10.15 p. m.

HARPSWELL

STEAMBOATGOT

Sah,

House island to Brimstone ledge, thence
around Fort Gorges and return and repeat again, nine miles in all. The Banshee finished first, winning by three minutes and five seconds corrected time. The
was
Clique sailed by Mr. K, K. Dyer,
second; the Pelican, sailed by Dr. Smith,
third, ana the yawl Tangeant, sailed by
Mr. Taylor, fourth. These Saturday races are attracting a great deal of attention
and are of great interest to the yacht club
members.
Dr. Holt has sold the yacht Whist to Dr.
Chase.
L. C. Cummings of the
Commodore
Portland
Yacht club has tendered his
as commodore,
owing to the
fact that his steam yacht,the Lucille, has
been chartered by New York parties for
the season,
and is now cruising, and
with the
many regattas scheduled, for
the coming
season he believes that the
club should nave
a commodore with a
A
flagship.
special meeting of the club
has been called fo» Wednesday, July 18th,
to consider the resignation of Commodore
Cummings and to take steps regarding
the election of his successor If his resignation is accepted. There are no candidates in the field for the position.
The handsome schooner yacht Penelve
of Fall liiver is anchored oil the club
house.
The steamer Papoose of Boston, owned
by Thomas Barrett Homer,was anchored
off the club house Saturday afternoon.

THE NATIONAL GUAKD.
All members of E company are requested to assemble at their armory Monday
evening at 7.45 sharp. Business of im-

portance.

All
members of Co. B, Portland Cadets, are ordered to be at the armory on
Monday evening at 8 o’clock for inspection.

City Landing, Peaks Island, 7.oo, 8.00, d oo, lo.oo, li.oo a. m., 12,20,
2.15, 3.15, 3.45, 4.45, 6.15, 7.30 p. rn.
For Cushing’s Island, 8.00, 9.00, 11.00 a.
m., 12.20, 2.15, 3.45, 4.45. 6.15, 7.30 p. m.
For Little and Great Diamond Islands,
Trefetliens
and Evergreen Landings,
Peaks Island, 7.00. 8.00. 9.30, 10.30 a. in., 12.15,
2.00, 3.15. 4.20, 5.15, 6.15, 7.30 p. m.
For Ponce’s Landing, Long Island,
7.00, 8.00, 9.30, 10.30 a. in., 12.15, 2.00, 3.15, 4.20
5.'5, 7.30 p. in.
11.00 p. m.. for Forest City Landing, Peaks
Island, Saturday nights only.
Tickets sold
The* try.

Portlaud &

lurmonth Electric

Ily, Co

For Umlerwood Spring, andYarmouthatG.15
Leave Yara. ra., half hourly till 10.46 p. m.
mouth 5.40 a. m. half hourly till 9.40 p. m.
Leave Underwood Spring for Portland 30 minAdditional cars between Portland
utes later.
and Underwood Spring every 16 minutes from
] .00 p. m. Last car irom Underwood Spring at
10.10 p.m.
SUNDAYS.
For Underwood Spring and Yarmouth half
hourly from 8.15 a. m. to 9.45 p. m., with additional 15 minutes service to Underwood Spring
from 1.00 p. rn. Last car from Underwood
jnelStf
Spring at 9.10 p. m.

BSmjjjjjiaHffl
Trains Leave Portland
For Lewiston, 7.00, 8.15, a. m,, 1.30, 6.15
p. in.
For Island Pond, 8.15 a. m., 1.30. *8.30

*8.30
p.

m

Montreal, Quebec, Chicago, 8.15 a. m..
aud *8 30 p. m„ reaching Montreal at 6.50
p. m., and 7.20 a. m.

For

Trains Arrive Portland.
From Lewiston, *6.40, 11.30 a. m.,
*
ana 8.oo p. m.
From Island Pond, *6.10, 11.30 a.
p. m.

3.15, 6.45
5.45

m.,

Quebec,

DOMINION
Montreal

ton aud Portland.
Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars are run on
night trains and Parlor Cars on day lialus.
Ticket Office,
Depot at foot of India
Street.

Westbrook, Winlain & Naples By!
SUMMER SERVICE.
Close connection with all Westbrook cars
leaving head of Pyeble St., at 10 and 40
minutes past each hour from 8.10 a. m. to 6.10
in.

Before and after these hours close
tion with Westbrook cars leaving 10
past each hour.
C. F.

jly7d2m

connec-

minutes

WATERHOUSE,
Managing Director.

BRIDGTON

Boston to Liverpool via.
Steamer.
New Kuglaud,

JUNE

North
South

1900

BridgBridg-

ton, Waterford and Sweden.
A. M. P. M. P. M.
/

Leave Portlanu MCim.8.60

Leave Bridgton Junction, 10.08
Arrive Briderton,
11.00
Arrive

je22dtt

f

Harrison,

11.37

Queenstown.

1.05

2328
3.23
3.40

5.50

7.1$
8.10

A. A. BEMHiTi, Supt7

8,3

Harbor.

WHITE MOUNTAIN

DIVISION.

Brldgton. Favbans. Burling
ton, Lancaster, St. Johnsbury. Sherbrooke
Quebec, Montreal. Chicago, St. Raul and Min
ueapolis.
I. 05 p. rn. For Sebago Lake, Br dgton, Harrison, via rail anu Songo River, North Conway,
Fabyaus. Lancaster, Colebrook, Lunenburg,
St. Johnsbury, NewDort.
5.50 p. m. For SeDago Lake, Cornish, Bridgton. North Conway and Bartlett.
8.50 p. m. tor Sohago Lake, Fryeburg, North
Conway. Fabvans, Lunenourg, St. Johnsbury,
Montreal, and to Toronto and Chicago daily
except Saturdays.
8.50

a. m.

For

Wed.. May 23d, 5 p.

RATES OF

m

PASSAGE.

Cabin—$60.03 and up. Return
$114.00 and up, according to steamer and
—

accommodation.
Second Cabin—$37.50
$71.25 to $80.75.

to

$42.50.

Return,

Steerage—To Liverpool, Derry,
London,
Queenstown, Belfast and Glasgow, $23.50 to
$25.50. Stearage outfit furnished free.
Apply to T. P. McGOWaN, 420 Congress
street, J. B. KEATING, room 4, First National Bank Building. CHARLES ASHTON. 947A
Congress street and Comrress Square Hotel, or
DAVID TORIiANCE & CO., Montreal.
apr27dtf

St.

MONTREAL

TO

Calling
From

LiverpooL

at

STEAMSHIPS.

Apr Parisian
May Tunisian
Numidtan
Corinthian
Parisian
14June Tunisian
21 "
Numidiau

Thu 26
10
17
24
SI

28
5
19

LINE

Lawrence

Corinthian

Service.

LIVERPOOL.

Montreal

Saturday
12 May
26
2 June
9
16
30 *'
7 July
14 •*
**
21

July
*•

__

__

12
26
2
9
16
30
7
14
21
4

May
Juno

July

RATES OF PASSAGE.
Cabin—$52.50 and upwards. A reduction ot 5
per cent Is allowoa on return tickets.
Second Cabin—To Liverpool, l,ondon or
Londonderry—$35.00 to $45.00.
Stekkage—Liverpool, London, Glasgow,
Belfast, Londonderry or Queenstown, $23A0.
Prepaid certificates $24.
Children under 12 years, half fare. Rates to
or from other points on application to
4«0 Congress St.,
T. P. McGOWAN,
Portland, Me.
Foreign Steamship Agency, Room I,
First National Hank Building, Portland, Maine
ar27dtl

Sebago Lake, Songo River
and Bay of Naples S. S. Co.

jne3 ldtf_

BOSTON & MAINE 1{. R.
lit Effect June 25,

Quebec
Saturday

MCDONALD STEAMBOAT GO
steamers
will
Beginning July 1st, 1900,
leave Portland Pier at 9.30 a. m. and 5.00 p. in.
for Cousin’s, Littlejohn's, Great Cltebeague,
(Hamilton’s Landing) Bus tin Island and South

Freeport.
For Mere Point, 9.30 a. in., for Porter’s Landing 6.( 0 p. in.
Return, leave Porter’s Landing 6.15 a. m.;
South Freeport C.30 a. m„ 1.50 p. m.; Mere
Point 1.15 p. m.; Bustin’s 6.46 a. m., 2.05 p. m.;
Great Clmbeague, 7.05 a. m., 7.20 p. m.; Littlejolin’s 7.20 a. m., 2.3ft p. m.; Cousins 7.26 a. m*
2.40 p.

III.

SMALL POINT ROUTE.
Leave Port and at 2.3} p. m. for Orr’s Island
East llarpswoll, Sebasco, Small Point Harbor
and Cundy’s Harbor.
Return, leave Oundy’s Harbor at G.00 a. im
via above landings.
SUNDAYS.
Leave Portland at 10 a. m. for Cou sin’s
Littlejohn’s, Great Chebeague, Bustin’s, island
South Freeuort and Mere Point.
Return, 1 mve Mere Point at 2.45 p. m. via
above landings.
For Orrs Island and New Meadows River at
Return leave Gurnet Bridge, New
10.00 a m.
Meadows, at 2.30 p. in.. Orrs Island 3.30 p. in.
.T. II. McDonald, Manager.
Ollice 158 Commercial St
Tel, 46-3
jy3dtf

PORTLAND.

From Montreal and Fabyaus daily 0.50 a. m.;
from Bartlett, and local, 8.25 a. in.; Lewiston
and Mechanic Falls, 8.35 a. m; Waterville and
Augusta, 8.43 a. m.; Rangeley, Farmington,
Bends. Bangoi, Augusta and Rockland, 12.02 p.
m.; Skowhegan, Farmington and Lewiston.
12.15p. in.; Beecher Fall3,St. Johnsbury,Brirtgton, 12.15 p. m.; Express. Mattawamkeag. BatHarbor. Bangor, 1.20 n. m.; Waterville and
Lewiston. 3.23 p. ni.; Skowhegan, Waterville,
Augusta and Rockland, 5.20 n. m., from Waterville daily; SC John, Bar Harbor, Aroostook
Bangor, 5.30 p.
County, Moosehead Lake and Rumtord
Fails,
m.; Rangeley. Farmington.
Lewiston. 5.45 p. in.; white Mountain points
and Naples, 5.55 p. m.; Chicago. Montreal,
Fabvans. 7.25; Bar Harbor, Bangor and Rockland, 1.25 a. m, dally; Halifax, st. John, Bar
Harbor, Bangor, 4.20 a. m. dally.
Mindavs—Lewiston. 0.23 a. m.. 5.38 p. m.:Bar
Harbor, i2.25n. m.; Waterville,5.20 p. in.;White
Mountains, 5.35 p. m.
GEO. F. EVANS. V. P. & G. M.
F. E, BOOTHBY. G. P. & T. A.

Moville.

'•
Parisian
Tunisian4 Aug
Aug
rso cattle earned on these steamers.

•*

7.20 a. in. Paper train for Bangor, Bath, aud
for Rockland except Parry Transfer at Bath
and for Bar Harbor on and after July 8th.
7.25 p.m. Paper train tor l ewiston.
9.30 a. m. Commencing July lath for Fab*
yaus and intermediate stations.
For Brunswick, Lewiston, Bath,
12.'*5 p. m.
Augusta, Waterville, Bangor and Bar Harbor.
6.00 p. m. For Lewiston.
For White Mountain Division,
8.50 p. m.
Montreal, Toronto and Chicago.
II. 00 p. m. Night Express tor all points.
12.55a. ni. Mt. Desert special for Rockland
Bangor aud Bar Harbor.

ARRIVALS IN

From Boston.

First

1900.

WESTERN DIVISION.
Trains leave Untou Station for Scmboro
Crossing, 7.10. 9.05, 10.00 a. m., 12.00 UOOll,
l. 15, 3.55, 5.25, 5.45, 0.60 p. 111.; Scmboro
Ueneli. Dine 1‘oiut, 7.00. 7.10, 8.20, 9.05, 10.00
а. ni., 12.00 noon, l.n, 3.30, 3.55. 5.25, 5.45, 0.20,
б. 50, 8.00, 11.22 p. 111.; Olil Orellard, 7.00, 7.10.
8.20,8.45, 9.05, 1C.00 a. 111., 12.00 noon, 1.15, 1.40,
3.30, 3.55, 5.25, 5.45, 6.05. 6.20, 6.50, 8.00. 11.22 p.
m. ; Saco and Biddeford, 6 00, 8 20, 8.45, 9.05,
10.00 a. m., 12.00 noon, 12.30, 1.15, 3.30, 3.55, 5.25,
6.45.0. 20.6 50,8.00, 11.22 p. 111.; Ktuiufbunk.
7.00. 8.43, 10.00 a. m., 12.80. 3.30, 5.25, 6.05, 6.20 p.
m.; Kcuuebnukiiort, 7.00, 8.45, 10.00 a. Dl.,
12.3U, 3.30, e.w> p. m. ; views oravn, i.UU, c.*o
111.. 3.30. 5.25 p. 111.; North Berwick, Rollinsford, Somers worth, 7.00, 8.45 a. m.,
12.30, 3.30, 5.25 p. in.; Bochester. Farmington, Alton Buy, Wolfboro, 8.45 a. Ill 12.30,
3.30 p. 111.; I.akeport,
Laconia, Weirs.
Plymouth, 8.45 a. in., 12.30 p. 111.; Manchester, Concord and Non hern convictions,
7.00 a. 111., 3.30 p. 111.; Dover, Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence, Lowell, 7.00, 8.45 a. 111.,
12.30, 3.30, 0.05 p. 111.; Boston 1.4.30, 7.00, 8.45 a.
Leave Boston
111., 12.30, 1.40, 3.30, (>.05 p. m.;
for Portland, 6.00, 8.00, 7.30, 8.30 a. ill., 1,15,
4.15, 6.00 p. m.; arrive Portland, 10.07, 10.50.
11.50 a. 111., 12.10, 6.00, 7.50, 0.30 p. m.

-AND-

ASVIUSEIVSENT CO.
TIME

WEEK DAY'S.'
Steamer ALICE

HOWARD

will leave Portland Pier, at 6, 7, 8, 0, 10, 11 a. m.
I, 2, 3. 4, 5. 6.15 7.30 p. ni.
Returning, Leave Bay View Landing, at 6.25,
7.25, 8.30, 9.30, 10.30 and 11.30, a. m 1.30, 2.30,
6.45, 10.15 p. m.
3.30, 4.30, 6.3
SUNDAYS.
Leave Portland Pier. 8.10. 9.00 10.00, 11.03
a. in, 12, 1.00, 2.00, 3.00, 4.0 ', 5.00, 0.09, 7.00, 8.00,
9.00 p.

m.

RETURNS.
Leave Bay View Landing, 8.30. 9.30. 10.30,
30
II.
a. in., 12.20. 1.30, 2.30, 3.30, 4.30, 5.30, 0.30,
7.30 8.39 9.S0, p. m.
On Wednesday and Friday nights a boat will
leave Portland at 11, and returning leave Peaks
Is and at 11.15.
Only line running its

boats to Peaks Island

direct.

Fare 5 cents each way. All persons gome by
this line will be admitted to Greenwood Garden free.
ju2dt£

FIVE CENTS.
Tlie fare will be

5 CENTS

each

way lo

F011EST CITY

cl.

SUNDAY TRAINS,
Leave Union Station for Scat-boro Cross10 15 a. ill., 2.00, 3.40, 4.15, 5.10,
9.35.
ing, 7.10,
6.15. 7.15 p. ill.; Searboro Beach, Pine
8.35.
9.35, 10.15 a. ni., 12.55, 2.00,
Point, 7.10,
3.40,4 15,5.10,6.15,7.15 0. 1U.; Old Orchard,
10.15
a. 111., 12.85, 2.00, 3.40, 4.15,
8.35.
7.10,
9.35,
5.00, 5.10, 5.30, 6.15. 7.15 p. 111.; Suco, Blddeford 4 8.35. 9.35, 10.15 a. 111., 12.55, 2.00, 3.40. 4.15,
5.00, 5.10, 5,30. 0.15, 7.15 p. 111.; Kennetmiik,
North Berwick, Dover, Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence, Lowell, Boston, 12.55,
5.00, 5 30 p. 111.; arrive Boston, 5.18. 8.30. 9.42

TABLE.—July 8, 1900,

LANDING,

Peaks Island,
.ON THE.

CASCO

BAY

LINE.

Steamer* leave Custom House wharf nearly
every hour during the dav and evening.
C. W. T. GODIN G,
Geu. Manage*: C. B. S. Co
ju2dtf

mm

mm
V ::v3R$5)Ra5Saa«Rg3&

MbfH
v

and
The I stannsti
steamers
elegant
DlNObHY” and
“GOV.
"BAY STATE”
leave
Franklin
Wharf, Portland,
Alternately
EASTERN DIVISION.
and India Wharf, Boston, at 7.00 p. in. dally,
Leave Union Station for Boston and Way
including Sunday.
Stations, 9.00 a. in.; Blddeford, Kittery,
meet ovory
demand of
These steamers
S»lcm, modern steamship service in safety, speed,
Ncwburyport,
Portsmouth,
Lynn, Boston, 2.0u, 9.00 a. ni.. 12.45, 6.00 p. 111.; comfort and luxury of traveling.
arrive Boston 5.67 a. ra 12.30, 4.00, 9.00 p. in.;
Lowoll
Through tickets for Providence,
Boston Express stopping at Old Orchard, Worcester, New York, etc., etc.
Kittery and Portsmouth only, 1.40 p* ni.,
J.F. LTSOOMB. Gen. Manager
arrive Boston 4.20 p, in. Leave Boston for
THOMAS M. BARTLETT, Agent.
declOdtf
Portland, 7.30, 9.00 a. ill 12.30, 7.< 0, 9.46 p. 111.,
arrive Portland 11.45 a. 111., 12.05, 4.30,10.15 p,
m., 12.40 mldntUht.
p .in

On and After June

25tli, 1900,

will connect daily with 8.45 a. m. and 1.05 p. m.
tram over Maine Central Railroad (White Mt.
Dlv.) touching at Naples, Bridgton, North
Bridgton and Harrison, connecting at Harrison
with stago for Waterford, and at Naples with
J. W. Cook’s coach line for Edes Falls, Casco,
Otjsfleld. etc.
Returning steamers leavo Harrison every
day (except Sunday) at 7.45 a. m. and 1.30 p.
m.; North Bridgton at 8 a. m. and 12.45 p. m.;
Bridgton at 8 30 and 2 p. m., and Naples at9.16
a. m. and
2.151>. m., connecting at Sebago
Lake Station with 11.45a. in. and 5.25 p. m.
Steamboat Express Train for Portland and
Boston, making the most delightful inland trip

in New England.
Round trip excursion tickets, good for day of
date only, $2.00. Ask for our tourist's guide
at Union Station.
C. L. GOODRIHGE,

Manager.
m

Maine

25,

FOR

Rridgton, Harrison,
ton, WestScbngo,

From Quebec.
May 1st, 2 p. m.
May 12th. 6 p.m.
May 19th, 6 p.m.
June 2d, 6 p.m.

NEW YORK DIRECT LINE,

RAILROAD CO.
EFFECT,

Liverpool.

From

SAGOllVER

..

IN

to

Montreal.
Vancouver,
May 1st Daylight.
Dominion,
May 12th, 9 a. m.
Camoroman, May 19th. 9 a. m.
June 2d, 9 a. m,
Vancouver,
Steamer.

jne28dtf

&

LINE.

*G.40

•Daily. Othei trains week days.
Sunday cheap excursion train leaves Portland every Sunday lor Lewiston. Gorham and
Berlin at 8.30 a. in- Returning leave Berlin at
4-00 p. m., every Sunday afternoon for Lewis-

p.

tilts line to the Gem

ton County R. R. and Bar Harbor.
12.55 a. m., midnight. Tilt. Desert special for
Brunswick, (connecting for Rockland;, Augusta, Waterville, Bangor, Greenville and Bar

SUNDAY TRAINS.

non

From Chicago, Montreal,
a. m.T 5.45 p. m.

over

Unavoidable delays excepted, and subject to
change without notice.
C. VV. T. GODING, General Manager.
dtf
ju30

ALLAN

RAILROADS.

connect to neuast, nexier, nover anu
roxcrof, or beyond Bangor, excepting to Washing

TABLE.

SUNDAY TIME
For Forest

resignation

..

12 55

BOSTON aid PHILADELPHIA.
THI

f

JRA /XRO ADS.

STEAMERS.

Steamship Co.

I.oujj IflnnilSeiind By Daylt-bi,.
3 TRIPS PER WEEK.
The steamships Horatio Hall and Manhattan
alternatively leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays
at, 6p. m. tor New York direct Returning, leave
Pier 38. E, R., Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at 5 p.m.
These steamers are superbly fitted and furnished for passenger travel and afford the mast
between
convenient and comfortable route
Portland and New York.
i. F. LiSOOMB, General Agent
OCtAdtf
THOSE M. BARTLETT, Agt

SUNDAY TRAINS.

Leave Union Station lor Blddeford, Kittery, Portsmouth, Ncwlmryport, Salem,
Lynn, Boston, 2.00 a. 111., 12.15 p. ill., arrive
Boston 5.57 a. m., 4.00 p. in.
Leave Boston
for Portland, 9.00 a. ni., 7.00, 9.45 p. m., arrive
12.10. 10.15 p. m., 12.40

i—Daily.

midnight,

W. N. & P. D1 V.
.Station foot ot Preble street.

For Worcester, Clinton, Ayer. Noshun,
Windham, Epping, Manchester, Concord and Points North 7.31 a. in., 12.33 p. m.;
Rochester, Sprtngvale, Alfred, Waterlioro. Saco River, 7.31 a. m., 12.33, 5.33 p. ill.;
Gorham, Westbrook, Cumberland Mills
Westbrook .let., Woodfnrds, 7.33. 9.45 a.
ni., 12.33, 3.05, 6.33. 6.20 p. n\; Scarhoro
Beach, Pine Point, 6.45, 9.50. 11.46 a. ni.,
1.08. 3.16. 3.45. 6.40, 11.15 0. 01.; Old Orehartl,
Saco, Blddeford, 6.45, 8.35. 9.66, 11.40 a. 111..
12.25, 1.08, 3.16, 3.45, 5.48, 6.40, 11.15 p. 01.
Trains arrive from Worcester, i.05 p. m.;
Rochester, 8,25 a. m., 1.05, 5.48 p. in.; Gorham and Wav stations, 6.40. 8.25, 10.47 a. nr..,
1.05, 4.15, 5.48 P. m.
SUNDAY TRAINS.
For Old Orchard Beach, Saco, Blddeford, 6.45, 9.28, 10.05 a. 10.. 1.50, 3.30, 4.05. 5.00,
6.05, 7.08 p. m. Rochester and Way Stations,
6.20 p. m.
D. J. FLANDERS, G. P. & T. A.

jo27dtf

international Steamship
--

Co.

FOR-

Easthc*. LiibBo. Calais, St. John N.8.,Hal!t?x.N.s*
and all parts 0/ New Brunswick, Nova Scotia,
The
Prince Edward Island and Capo Breton.
lavorite route to Campobe.llo and St, Andrews,
N. B.
Summer Arrangement.
On and after Monday, May 11. steamers will
leave Railroad Wharf. Portland, on Monday,
ReturnWednesday and Friday at 5 30 p. m.
ing leave St. Johu, East port and Lubec Mon-

days and'Friday.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked
to destination.Freight received up to 4.00
p.m.
For tickets and staterooms apply at the Pina
Ttree Ticket Office, ‘/70 Middie street, or for
other information at Company’s Offl.ee, Railroad
Wharf foot of State street,

DAY STEAMER FOR BOSTON.
From

July 3rd to October 1st.

will leave Railroad Wharf, Portland,
for Boston, on Tuesday and Saturday. During
July the hour of leaving will be 7 a. m. During
August and September will leave at 8.33 a. m.
J. F. LISUOMB, Supt
H. I*. *-. HKRSEY, A gent,
may tf
Steamers

THE

discovered. A few
learned to read this
writing and to
peculiar wedge-shaped
their surprise
they found written on
these clay books the same stories which
are
recorded
in the first part of the

50,000 such books

ANCIENT BABYLON.

PEESS.

years

ADVERTISEMENTS TODAY.

SEW

J. I?. Libbv Co.
M. Low & Co.
Owen. Moore & Co.
Oren HoooerJs Sons.
O. C. Elwell.
Auction Sal?.
Geo. H. Griffen.
Walter T. Curtis.

Frank

Dr.

Lost, Founc
be found ot

In

Ilis

Story

signature of Chas. H. Fletcher.

for

use

The Kind

of How

the Modern

lived.
cities is Ur of
One of these ancient
the Chaldees, the home of the Biblical
Abraham, one of the earliest cities of
have record, for its history
which we
can be traced back to 7,000 B. C.
Ur. Banks will shortly leave America
to make excavations in this ancient city
and he hopes to find there some of those
zar

Arabs Live

than

thirty years, and
You Have Always Bought.

more

Nebuchadnezzar, King of Babylon, but
a party of Germans are digging up
the great palace in which Nebuchadneznow

CASTORIA
Bears the

The books of Kings tell how the
Assyrians captured Samara and besieged
Jerusalem, but on these books one may
of the
read
accounts
the Assyrian
The Bible tells many stories of
events.

About It.

New Wants, For Sale, To Let,
and similar advertisements will
paged under appropriateneads.

CASTORIA
Bears the
In

signature of Chas. II. Fletcher.

use for more than thirty years, and
The Kind You Have Always Bought.

And of the Excavations
Which Are

CASTORIA
Bears the
In

signature of

for

use

more

than

Going

Chas. H. Fletcher.

thirty

On.

the
tablets which will give to the world
history of the Hebrew people and throw
much
light upon the Bible. Yesterday
at the close of his talk, Dr. Banks exhibited a few of the wonderful clay tablets which were found in ancient Babylon and which are over 0,000 years old.

years, and

The Kind You Have Always Bought.
Rlrs. Winslow’s

Goes to Aucient Chaldean City

Soothing Syrup.

Fifty Years oy millions ol
children while Teething,
with perfect success.
It soothes tho child,
softens the gums, allays Pain, cures Wind
Colic, regulates the bowels, and is the best
emedy for Diarrhoea whether arising from
For sale by Drugteething or other causes.
ar
Be sure
gists in every Dart of the world.
ask for Mrs. Wiuslow’s Soothing Syrup, 25 eft
been used over
mothers for their
Has

to Make Excavations.

BKIEF JOTTINGS.
Pine Cone lodge, No. 4, V. O. of I
O. L,, will goto Underwoo i Spring next 1
Wednesday afternoon on the 2. BO elec
tries. The R. W. L. G., will be tbe guesi 1
of the afternoon.
All members are re
to bring lunch baskets. The 1
quested
party will return on the 6.45 car in tiirn 1
for the meeting in the evening,
i Mr. J. S. Cummings will give a publit :
demonstration of printing and ’developing, at the Young Men's Christian Asso-

caused the
Tigris to flow through the
desert to the
sea and had he wished

ciation building, Monday evening, July
16, at 8 o'clock, to which all interested
members are invi*ted.
A short time ago Engine 1 in respond
ing to an alarm from box 43, struck a

have caused

f Vltl

lay off the

Cape,

Tuesday

night.

■

few

days at
built

in

the

The

“Eagle's

participate in

come

to Portland.

THE LATE WILLIAM M. MARKS.
At a
meeting of the directors of the
Union Safe Deposit and Trust
company
Saturday morning the following resolutions were adopted:
The directors of the Union Safe Deposit and Trust company, deeply regretting
the death of their recent associate, the
late William M. Marks, herein testify to
their appreciation of his worth.
Upright in all his dealings, his integridiscreet
ty was unquestioned.
Able,
and conservative, he
achieved marked
success.
Thoughtful and considerate of
the rights and interests of others, he was
pre-eminently an exemplary and useful
citizen. His death 19 a loss, not only tc
this board, but to the
community in
which he was widely known and highly
esteemed.
THE GREAT FALLS DAM.
The Portland Electric Light company
Is making rapid progress on its dam at
Great Falls.
A crew of 60 men is enin blasting a solid
gaged
ledge to a
depth of 28 feet, labor somewhat tedious, and in putting in a forebay wall.
The Portland
company has a contract
to furnish four nine-foot thimbles foi
the dam, the first to be delivered next
week.
Architect
Fassett
has drawn
plans for the power house which is to be
the
of
first
and
begun
August
completed
It will be let tc
by the first of October.
a contractor.
By the latter part of September the company expects to utilize
1500 horse power.
GEORGIETTA FLOATED.

[SPECIAL

TO THE

PBES8.TI

Bar Harbor, July 15.—The schooner
Georgietta, ashore on Burnt Porcupine,
Was floated today and towed to Sullivan

by

the revenue cutter

Woodbury.

ttta

|

the river to have flowed
Because of this policy this

vvjLiion

arc

jr troiiy siuppeu

rugs are then sold to merchants to defray the expenses of the burial, and thus
come to America, often laden with disHe showed some
of gthe
germs.
seamless garments which have been the
costumes of these people for thousands of
years and which are made in almost the

ease

manner

as

were

those in which

Christ was crucified.
Dr. Banks then came to the subject of
the excavations
of the ancient cities of
th e Babylonians and
Assyrians. The
Arab riding over the desert strikes his
long spear into the sand. If it strikes
anything hard or gives forth a hollow
sound he at once dismounts and begins
to search. There he finds a coffin which
is filled with many curious
articles, including little pieces of clay on which
are
inscribed
Babylonian characters
which tell who and what the man was
is
who
buried there. The Europeans
excavate by means of Arabian workmen
who dig up the
sand carefully in baskets and reveal the
palaces and houses
of thousands
of years
ago filled with
many valuable
inscriptions
dent of Bible history.

Water

Island

avowed

annex-

a

travel

Froul.

yesterday

Chatelaine
up to high
boats carried

was

water mark, and*%ill the
big loads of passengers.
At Greenwood Garden in the afternoon
the concert by the American Cadet band
a good drawing card, while in the
was
evening the Passion Play, as rendered
by a large ohorus under the direction of
Julius E. Ward, was listened to
interest by a large
the
keenest

Prof.
with

gathering.
and handsome yachts beto the New York Yacht club,
anchored in the harbor and their trim
sails and pretty
lines
attracted wideTwo

large

longing

spread attention

PERSONALS.
Mr.
and Mrs. H. G. Hilton of New
York city, were registered at the FalWith a party
mouth hotel
yesterday.
of friends they are en route to Bar Harbor in a tallo ho.
Hugh J, Chisholm was among the arrivals yestei'day at the Falmouth, and
will conluot a party of about 10 friends
Kumford Falls for an inspection of
to
the extensive plant.
The engagement is announced of Miss
Anne C. Boutelle, youngest daughter of
the Hon. Charles A. Boutelle, to Eugene
T. Savage, son of T. It, Savage of Ban-

I

to the stu-

During the past few years American
and European scholars have been digging
into the mounds of ruins and they have
uncovered most magnificent palaces and
The
walls of the rooms are
temples.
covered with carved stone, acusually
companied with inscriptions recording
the history of the lives of the people who
once
lived
there.
In one palace at
Strangers in the olty will find * choice
Nineveh
there was discovered a great line
of Diamonds
and othet precious
library of 100,000 clay books, at Babylon stones at Willis A. Cates, jeweler.

|

I •

or for street wear.
It is ornamental and convenient.
There are many styles of cases
and prices range from low cost
few dollars to those
ones at a
having enameled cases set with

traveling,

I i

4

J
J
0

# gems.

Every watch wo sell
4 guaranteed.
0
4-4

4

4

J
J
5
#
0

of the best Groceries in
Our customers have i
town.
delicacies that others merely
hear about. You’re entitled
one

to

Isn’t it about time you made a
trade
not

half of the house 64 Morning street,
opposite Eastern promenade.
Mr. James F. Glynn, formerly of Bangor, will hereafter act as travelling salesen

O. C.
794-796

The new cottage of Miss Stella Draper
is completed and ready for occupancy.
Mr. Eleazer Crowell and family moved
into the Boucher cottage Friday last.
Miss Lou Knight is stopping with them.
Mrs. W. H. Miller has l-eturned to her
home in Auburn after a week’s outing.
Mr. C. B.
Woodman, the Westbrook
druggist, together with his family are
stopping in their cottage.
Judge F.H. Harford and family opened
their summer home, “The Anchorage,”
Friday for the season.
Miss Fannie Raymond of Westbrook is

him.

killed. He was
the bolt killed

39, 49c
Photos, iSlc.,
35c, 75, 98c

In this evening's papers (.Express
tell you
and Advertiser) tie'll

about
An immense lot

of MAJVX/TAC TX/PEPS
SAMPLE STCOK.IJVGS for Men, Women
and Children at Half and less than Half
price.
It's

opportunity.

matchless

a

J. R. LIBBY GO.
«

HOUSEHOLD

■■■■

FURNITURE

::

IfV/
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MAINE’S

....|
STORE.

GREATEST

|

....AT....

23

Myrtle St.,

MONDAY, July

is_called

lightning and instantly
descending a pole when

pictures,
inexpensive
or
pictures.
tv
Id-famous
copies of
Other

AUCTION SALE

HAS BOUGHT AN OLD STAND.

telegraph repairer belonging to Fredericton, N. B,, was struck by

are

St.

i

enjoying her vacation in the Ocean Wave.

Attention

Cjl

^

The lot is limited, to hen these
gone no more tosll come.

LISTEJV.

Elwell,
Congress

Sizes 8 by IO inches,
subjects, each,

30

you

order and not pay all out
doors for it. Get on our list.
It will do you good.

#

Size 6 by 8 inches about
25 subjects, each

Prices
Water Colors, Colored Prints,

want

what

Ttvo sizes.

feTE^rj

them, often pay
them, but don’t get them.

them,

Photo.

graphed and Half-toned expressly
for as.
Prettily mounted for toall or
easel, nice for Tourists to take
home to remember your pleasant
summer outing by.

S

you’re missing the advantages of being served by
If not,

collection,

choice

A

—

i

ON OUR LIST?

change?
Why
where you’ll get

& Noyes.

#

4

Congress St.

509

for

HIGGINS BEACH.

S'ouVenir Xfiebets of
Portland and Its
Suburbs.
j

Geo.H.Griffen t

|

0

of Bangor’s youngest business

Bailey

fully

is

#

Mr. W. It. Brown and Master Howard
are in
Brown of North Stratford, N.
the city for a few’ days. Master Howard
has been the truest of his teacher. Miss
Agnes St. John, 14 Rackleff street.
Mr. and Mrs. T.P. McGowan have tak-

for

^

The diminutive chatelaine watcli £
is not a fad; it has come to stay. F
To the well dressed woman of 0
today it is indispensable when 0

men.

man

J

Watches.

gor. Miss Boutelle is one of the popular
women in Bangor social circles,
young
and while in Washington society she is
a general
favorite.
Mr. Savage, who
was edxxcated at Yale, is one of the most;

promising

&0
fyX&ibbii

0

Ladies’
Up Along tlie

Items of Interest Picked

to the adv. of Walter T. Curtis, who has bought out the
long established fish market of Chaunso long accustomed to having everything
street.
cey W. Lombard, 106 Portland
been
that
have
to
them
they
go
please
Mr. Curtis
has for several years held a
sore ever since.
responsible position with J. W. TrefethThe bill passed the legislature and now
en &
Co., and is a young man whose
they are seeking revenge by placing Mr. many friends will wish the utmost
Lowe in the held against Mr. Hopkins,
success in his new departure.
well knowing that Mr. Lowe
cannot
if
Mr.
Lowe
receive the nomination, for
A WILD STEER DID IT.
su cceeds in Ward 9, he cannot expect to
The day before the steamship Tynedale
succeed in Ward 8, and it will only cause
sailed, so it was learnedjyesterday, a cata deadlock and the probable nomination
tleman while endeavoring to get a wild
as
a
other candidate
of some
compro- steer into the
ship had his wrist broken.
mise. The duty of all Republicans who The man’s name could
not be learned as
believe in fair play and honorable deal- he sailed with the
steamship after the
ing in politics is to go to the caucus and bone was set.'
Mr. Hopkins’s delegates. He
vote for
is entitled to
renomination by
BLAZE-IN A FREIGHT CAR.
pa-ty
and all who are
working for
usage,
Saturday forenoon there was an alarm
the best interest of the Republican party of fire from box
212, and the department
cannot fail to see this matter in its true
quickly massed around the Cleaves monW. W. Merrill.
light.
ument on the Eastern promenade. The
fire was in a freight car on the Grand
vt. yj. ±. u.
Trunk
track
near
the old smelting
At the VV. C. T. U. meeting Friday,
works.
The
car was loaded with hay
the observance of Old Home Week was
in bales and no one seemed to’know acand though no plans were
discussed,
curately
just how the fire started, The
made it
is understood that there
will
hay was mostly spoiled and the car was
be kept open house
during the week.
ruined.
No other property was in danUpon the arrival home from the world’s
convention of Mrs.Stevens, arrangements ger.
will be perfected for that event.
CHAUTAUQUANS AT MONT WAIT.
The Flower Mission has been enabled
South Framingham, Mass., July 16.—
to observe
Prison Hay. About 10U bouThe 21st annual session of the New Engand
of
beautiful
choice
quets
flowers, land
Chautauqua Sunday school assemmostly of the hot house variety,were sent
bly held its initial exercises today at
School boys and to the
to the Reform
Mont Wait, although the assembly does
jail.
not actually
until
tomorrow.
open
Mrs. M, T. W. Merrill, one of the paMorning bells were rung at 8 a. m., and
tron saints of the mission, put $5 in the
at 10 o’clock there was a devotional meethands of the committee for this purpose.
ing in the large auditorium At 11 a.m.,
to
a
In
from
the
response
request
Hamilton
S. Conant, secretary of the
Rockland Union, the Portland W. C. T.
Sunday school association in MassehuU. ladies sent a box of flowers to that
setts, delivered an address on Bible
city for distribution among the prison- school work in
A Bible
Massachusetts
It is probable that the flower misers.
school was held at
2 30
p, m,, conductsion committee will do no further flower
ed by Rsv. Charles E. Davis of
Boston.
work this season. They are look ing for
At 7 p. m., W. W. Main, secretary of the
a young woman possessing leisure, love
Massachusetts
Baptist Sunday school
of flowers and humanity who
sees the
association,lectured on Bible school work
need and beauty of the flower mission
in this state, his lecture being illustrated
work and who will gladly
accept the with
stereoptican pictures,
trust of looking out for its
interests.
No doubt there are many such in Port“BILLY” BARNIE DEAD.
land.
16.—William
Hartford, Conn,, July
PASTORS RESIGN.
Barnie, manager of the Hartford base
team
of the Eastern league, and
Rev. K. O. Storli, who for ten
years ball
has been the pastor of the First Lutheran probably the best known baseball man
church in this oiby,
preached his fare- outside of Nick Young in the country,
well sermon yesterday. Mr. Storli has ac- died in this city this afternoon of pneuHe had
cepted a call to a church in
Mandt, N. monia, after a brief illness.
D., and will remove there about July 23, been in attendance at the annual gatherHe is to be succeeded here by Rev. Wil- ing of the Elks at Atlantio City last week
liam Williams, a young man who gradu- and wras in poor health when he went
ated from the
Lutheran
seminary at there, He returned home seriously ill
Friday night and gradually sank. He
inMinneapolis this year. He will be
had been a
sufferer from
stalled on August 12.
asthma for
The Rev. R.
Neilsen, nastor of the some time.
Mr. Barnie at different times managed
Danish Lutheran church, has also resigned
to accept the situation *of
pastor of a the Brooklyn and Baltimore teams of
United church in Hartford, Conn. This the National league, besides other prominent
teams throughout the country.
church is made
up by the union of two
divided ohurches and Mr. Neilsen feels it He was about 46 years of age,
his duty to
leav^ Portland to bring about
MAN KILLED BY LIGHTNING.
that union.
He will be succeeded here
by Rev Mr. Bruckner of Hartford, formAntigonish, N. S., July 14.—During
erly pastor of one of the ehurche3 to ba
a thunder storm
today Fred Simpson, a
united under his predecessor here.
Western Union

from Bagdad to this country. In speaking of the Persian rugs which command such high
price in our markets
and which are so much sought after, Dr.
Banks said that
these rugs were once
the property of Perians who, if they died
outside
of their
own
country, are
^wrapped in these rugs and carried to
Persia where the body is buried and the

same

an

the citizens were in favor of annexation
he did his duty as he saw it and worked
to carry out the will of the majority.
Now there is a little coterie of Republicans who were anti’s, and who have been

the Arabs which are mostly the raising
of dates and of the immense number of
vi

was

meeting of the leaders
of the annexationists was held, at which
the subject of annexation was fully discussed and it was finally voted that the
matter be left to a committee to notify
the legislature that a petition would be
presented praying for the annexation
of the two cities. After the legislature
assembled and the notice of a hearing bewas pubfore the committee on towns
annexation
to
lished, the
opponents
flooded the town with petitions against
it and secured about 700
signatures
which were sent to Augusta. The annexationists then had a meeting and decided that there wa3 nothing left for them
to do but to secure petitioners in favor
of the bill,and in less than one week they
secured more than 1000 signatures. These
were all presented by Reprepetitions
sentative Hopkins, and when it was so
clearly shown that a large majority of
legislature met

1.1/1

which,Dr. Banks says,he does not believe
any Christian has ever seen.
At this sacred pool all pilgrims must
bathe and wash their sins
from them
with the water which is taken from this
sacred pool and thrown over them. The
Arabs also wash off considerable dirt
and disease germs which they carry all
over the country
and
to this custom is
due the constant
plagues which beset
the people. He told of the industries of

by Miss Willard
July 24th they ar9 to

the Catskills.
the welcome home reception to Miss Clara Parrigh, which is to
take place at Ocean Grove, N. J. Miss
Parrigh is a young woman of Illinois,
who has been abroad the last four years
as a W. C. T. U. missionary.
The demonstration at Ocean Grove will be in
appreciation of her heroic self-sacrilicing
labors in many lands. After this meeting Mrs, Stevens will come to her home
in Stroudwater, arriving probably July
26th
After a brief visit to her mothei
in Auburndale Miss Gordon will alsc

A

when it was the richest and most
the world. Its streets
were then filled with chariots and men,
its palaces were the marvel of the world
and the home of the most renowned emperors, and there is no prophecy in the
Bible that has been fulfilled as well as
has that of Isaiah found
in the
13th
chapter of Isaiah in the Bible.
The Old
Babylonian empire passed
A second empire
away 200 years ago.
had its capital at Bagdad, a city which
once had three millions of people,
and
which now
has only a hundred thousand, Once
its streets were wide and
lined
with
wonderful and strangely
beautiful
mosques; today its streets are
four or five feet wide and lined
with
mud huts in which the Arabs make their
homes. In passing through these streets
one must
step over the forms of sleeping Arabs or the bodies of dead donkies
which are
allowed to
remain in the
streets because
their owners
are too
Dr. Banks
lazy to carry them away.
described the superstition of the modern
Arabs, their religion, customs and manners.
He told of their five daily nrayers
to Allah, their pilgrimages to the holy
city of Mecca and of the sacred pool in
which all pilgrims must bathe which
has never been seen by an American, and

Mrs. L. M. N. Stevens and Miss Anna
A. Gordon reached New York duly 14th
by the steamship St. Paul, They are

cottage

U

hpi

ationist and this fact was well knownana he was elected by voters of both parties. Although
it has been openly asserted that quite a number of well-known
Republicans cut Hopkins because of the
position he assumed. Shortly before the

Isaiah

MBS. STEVENS IN AMEBIC A.

a

Via nrnfoYinrl

renveKenta.t.ive

populous city of

from a house on Pearl street a woman
said to be a resident of Calais, who has
been in Portland for several weeks canvassing for books.
Through domestic
trouble and overwork she became temporarily deranged so that her landlady
requested the police to remove her to a
safe place. She was detained at the police station Friday night and sent to the
Greeley hospital for treatment Saturday
On account of her family the
morning.
police etecline to divulge her identity.

a

A

of the cities
of Portland and Deering.
When Mr. Hopkins was nominated for

lightened and cultivated people. Its literature equalled
our
own, its ships
sailed to
every land then known, its
armies carried
wherenlightenment
ever they were victorious.
Babylon was described by the prophet

grounds,
Friday afternoon Inspector Fickett took

Nest,”

/I ACiA-nf

did what he could to
of the ma jority of the
have the will
legal voters of Dee ring carried out by
an act
of legislature in the annexation

Judgo Hopkins

a desert, though its soil is
rich and after a heavy shower the vegetation
springs spontaneously from the
soil on every hand.
This desert was once filled with an en-

■

tender was valued at $75.
In the District court petitions in bankruptcy have been filed by Ernest L.Blaisdell of Home, Henry O Colley of Portland, Jbseph Baker of Saco and Charles
Gifford of Gardiner.
The firemen and police propose to play
a
series of three ball games in Portland

spending

A

through it.”
country is

carriage owned by Franklin Skillings
Mr. Skillings will put in a claim against
the city for damages of his carriage as t
result of this collision.
Chief Engineer Eldridge says that the
Peaks island fires cost the city betweer
three and
four thousand dollars, The
tire is still
smouldering away in the
peat bogs, and only a very heavy rainfal
will extinguish
it.
The fire is being
and will be kept within due
watched
bounds.
Saturday, Frank A. Wilson reported tc
the police that a white yacht tender with
a red,
copper-painted bottom, had been
stolen from his yacht, Jessie, while she

To the Editor of the Press:
What is the trouble about Judge Hopkins in Ward 9?
The writer has been repeatedly asked
this question during the past few days.
The
only answer I can give i s that

J. Banks, recently United
States consul at Bagdad, spoke at
the
men Is meeting at the Y. M. G. A., yesterday afternoon. His audience was not
as large as it might have been, but it
made up for its lack of numbers in the
great interest it displayed in what Dr.
Banks had to
say of the excavations of
old Biblical cities in the Araoian desert.
He began by giving an anecdote of an
Arab who wished to dig a ditch from
tne river Tigris into the^desert to water
his garden in
the dry season and who
was refused
permission to do so by the
Turkish governor
because “Allah had

bottle

a

THE LEGISLATIVE CONTEST.

Edgar

Dr.

HARBOR NEWS.

were

scholars

Bible.

Banks Tells

Edgar

ago

16tli,
*

....AT....

I Bargadrvs.

2.30 O’clock.
Owner

city will

leaving

contents of

12

1*

rooms.

▲

Union

3?
AT

kitchen foreman.

3

ONCE.

Apply at the

Columbia Hotel.

jly!6d3t

*
Nutmeg

Oil Stoves.

sell

jlylOllt

WANTED

U. f. Engineer Office, Portsmouth, N. H.,
July 16, 19)0. Sealed proposals for dredging in
Merrimac River, Mass., will be received here
until 12 ir„ Aug. 1<», 1900, ana then publicly
Information furnlsned on aDnlicaopei.e I.
tion. W. L. FISK, MaJ.. Engrs.

2

S|

Stoves,

'<

Florence
wcith
2

1

ters,

Family Size Meat
35 cents
Cleavers,

65c

worth

$1.50,
2.25,

“

“

m ♦♦♦

tfjj

!

WEDDING AND

%

|

ENGAGEMENT RINGS.

Ig

1
X

♦

\

I

|

A thousand of them, all styles and*
prices. Wo make rings In our own factory on the premises. (Jan make you any
kind of a Ring you may wish In our own
factory on the premises. We have over
200 Diamond Rings at the old prices,
*10.00 to *3.50. We make a specialty
of Jewelry Repairing, and do the best
of work at lowest prices.

*
•

J
X
•

T

%
*

♦

Mrs,
Irons,

3

Pott’s
5

Egg Sepa.ro.tors,

$1.25

porcelain,

1.90

Plece set»

^2

ally

Fits any £

yolk.

|

$1.50 £

size,

flame

gasoline

oil

£
£
£

stoves

reduced prices.

Nickle

Tea.

Ket*^

75

ties,

cents

%_

McKenney,
THE JEWELER,

Monument

^ ^mar28d

5thor8tliptf

The

Square,

j lOREN
X

Trolley

CARS all stop near our
How handy to
office.
that
work to
be
bring

dyed

or

cleansed.

WE DOOUR WORK RIGHT.

FOSTER’S
13

DYE

Preble

HOUSE,
St.

FERN LODGE OF ODD LADIES.
Fern

lodge, Independent Order of Odd
Ladies, installed the following officers
Friday evening:
W.
W.
W.
W.
W.
W.
W.
W.
W.
W.
W.

P. L.—Hattie J. Brett.
N. L.—Olive A. Ingalis,
V. L.—Rachel M. Plummer.
C.—Eva A. Booker.
R. S.—Clara N, Sawyer.
L. R.—Elizabeth F. Edgerly.

F. E.—Ella F. Kennard.

T.—Annie W. Jewett.
C.—A. Jennie Lowe.
S. \V.—Annie Green,
Jr. W.—Phebe
Dlrwangor.
W- G.—Flora B. Ring.
W. R. A.—Marla A. Kennard.
W. L. A,—Lizzie B.
Spaulding.
The officers were installed
by R, \V. L.
G. Cora B. Atwood of
Auburn, R. W.
Gov. Con. Georgle E. Wilson.
Rafreshmenta were sorevd after the Installation.

1

;

SONS.

^

£

HOOPER’S |

X
f

|

in* £

|

at

5c

10c,

|
£

XXtK Century Ice
Cream
Freezers,

Blvie

usu-

|

I

and

19c

f

5c

2 qt.

He^ndy Vegetable
*5 Slicers, adjustable, worth

Apple Corers,

an

cup,

Sad
69c

25c,

In

separates

stant white from

Gas Burners with
55c
stand, worth 50c-

§|
^

Cut10c

Potev-to Ball

burner,

75c,

burner,

S3

Sloves,

2 cents

$1.10

1.50,

GreLtersJJ

\

33c
67c

50c,
burner, worth $1 00,

3

3
l5
*=3

1 burner, worth

jlyl6,l7,t8,19,augl5.18

♦
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BUSINESS ANNOUNCEMENT.
I wish to announce th.it 1 have
purchased the old and long established Fjsh
Business of Mr. Chauncy W. Lombard, at No. 100
Portland street
I farther will)
to announce that the operating and
preparing of the products of the market,
whicn has been so successfully carried on
by Mr. Philip S. Silvor will still cen*
turn© In the same manner under his
supervision and management, where lie will be
found by all his old triends and
patrons ready for business.
I would further beg
t
aS
employed as bookkeeper for the past eight years
i
at the old reliable
and long established wholesale
house of J. W Txofethcn (which
is known all over this
country, and the principal countries of tho world, ns haring
tho
host
procuring
?
which Naturo affords iu the fob
line) I feci confident that I have acquired as good ideas for
procuring tho best oI
products of the fish which the sea, the shore and th*
lake affords, and I shall be much
pleased to meet all of mv friends it my ne*
I would finally announce
place ot businosfl,
that I believe niy success lies prioripnlly in honest and fair dealings at a 1 times and in tho
supplying of fresh stock,
when it is possible to bo had in the
market.
I shall oudoavor to attend strictly to
business and very respectfully request tho
patronage ottbonubllo
*
very Truly,

“TO?
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mt

ViaV° be0I\

f!y-llltlp fo.r

products
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PORTLAND

HIS HARNESSES.

Some weeks
ago the barn of a man
named lalbofc who lives In
Stroudwater
was
entered at night and four Bets of
harnesses
stolen. Mr. Talbot followed
the
up all
clues he could
obtain, but
failed to lind the harnesses.
On Friday
ho happened to be out near
Pride’s Corner and there
discovered a set of

double

Oxartiss,
STREET.

and a set of

boon

stolen

single
from

harness

him.

WhltfcJP
I!,anla

The

1**
whoso possession
they were found
respectable cltlzsn ami told Mr. Talbot
he
had obtained the harnesses from *
man who said ho was
going out oft0®'
ness and
intended to remove frottwt
Mr. Talbot was unable to loca
city.
t bo rest, of the property which whs w°
from him, but was glad to recover
portion of It.

